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Introduction

The notion that political information matters has long been considered conventional
wisdom in the social and behavioral sciences, inspiring generations of scholars in political
science, political communication, and political psychology to study the causes and consequences of variance in political information among citizens in democracies. “There is little
disagreement,” writes Delli Carpini (2009), “that the quality of public opinion and civic participation, and thus of the democratic process, is affected by the extent to which citizens are
informed about politics” (p. 23). To use Delli Carpini and Keeter’s (1996, p. 8) famous analogy, “[p]olitical information is to democratic politics what money is to economics: it is the
currency of citizenship.”
Indeed, informed citizens are not just better citizens in that they are more likely to behave in ways that reflect good citizenship, they also behave more competently as political
participants in that they are more likely to “discern their real interests and take effective advantage of the civic opportunities afforded them” (Delli Carpini & Keeter, 1996, p. 3). To be
sure, some scholars have suggested that citizens need not always be informed in order to perform their civic tasks reasonably well (Lupia & McCubbins, 1998; Popkin, 1991; Sniderman,
Brody, & Tetlock, 1991) or in order for the collective voice of the people to speak “rationally” (Page & Shapiro, 1992). Increasingly, however, the tenability of such alternative views
has been called into serious question (Althaus, 2003; Delli Carpini & Keeter, 1996; Kuklinski
& Quirk, 2000; Prior, 2007), and what is more, even those alternative views do not explicitly
discard the normative ideal of an informed citizenry. Accordingly, as Kuklinski and his colleagues (2000) note, “the normative thrust in public opinion research has been unwavering:
citizens should be factually informed” (Kuklinski, Quirk, Jerit, Schwieder, & Rich, p. 791).
And yet, there is a paradox in the study of political information. “One the one hand,”
notes Druckman in a pointed but little noticed essay (2005, p. 515), “scholars have made notable strides in identifying the sources of variance in political information.” On the other
hand, he writes, the consequences of acquiring political information are not nearly as obvious
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as many scholars in this area of research like to assume. Fittingly, Druckman phrased the title
of his essay as a question: “Does Political Information Matter?” Indeed, much is still uncertain about the role of political information in modern democracies, particularly regarding its
role as an agent of change. The common wisdom that “political information matters” implies
a dynamic, namely that the effect of acquiring information translates into actual change in
opinions and behavior. It also implies, albeit indirectly, that the transmission of political facts
matters: citizens can acquire and apply the facts only if the media and other sources of political information disseminate them (Althaus et al., 2011; Delli Carpini & Keeter, 1996; Kuklinski et al., 2000). In sum, researchers of political information study the sources of such information because the facts transmitted by these sources should, once acquired by citizens,
change how citizens reason and behave. In reality, as we shall see, there is remarkably little
evidence available that entirely substantiates this claim, at least regarding the influence of
facts to inform citizens’ political judgments and preferences. Moreover, this scant evidence
has originated almost entirely from studies of American politics, and so questions remain
about the generalizability of these findings to other political environments.
This dissertation is concerned with the role of political information transmission as an
agent of change in citizens’ opinions about the European Union (EU). As I will argue in the
following chapter, there is especially good reason to remain skeptical about the power of political information to alter preexisting political judgments when the judgments at hand concern a supranational political entity such as the EU. And yet, I will also argue that certain
types of factual information, under some conditions, can indeed influence such judgments to a
reasonably modest but substantively significant degree. This dissertation, then, does not just
speak to Druckman’s (2005) question of whether political information matters, but also addresses such important but unsettled questions as what kinds of political information matter,
when or among whom this information matters, and how much it actually matters. These are
questions that do not specifically pertain to European politics and democracy, but address
concerns in political communication scholarship more generally. Accordingly, the aim and
scope of most studies presented in this dissertation is not merely confined to addressing the
dynamics of the relationship between political information transmission and public opinion
about the EU. Instead, I chiefly utilize the European case as a context for research that aims to
contribute in fields of research dominated by studies of American politics (see Bullock,
2011).

Dynamics of Political Information Transmission
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I introduce this dissertation in greater detail below. I sketch the theoretical foundations
of the research that structures this dissertation into four empirical chapters. I also outline the
design of this research and summarize the different data sources that it draws on.
Dynamics of Political Information Transmission
Information Acquisition and Change in Political Judgments
So why care about variance in political information? 1 This basic question represents
the starting point for the research described in this dissertation. Even though it is hard to deny
that acquiring political information is normatively desirable (Delli Carpini & Keeter, 1996,
pp. 22-61), it is ultimately an empirical question as to whether citizens actually use what they
learn about the political world to inform their political judgments and preferences. The underlying assumption of most prior political information research is that acquiring information
indeed has important consequences, yet only very few studies have captured this dynamic in a
comprehensive analysis of change. Instead, most studies document evidence of information
effects on the basis of cross-sectional data, thereby systematically overstating these effects
(see Bartels, 2006; Levendusky, 2011). In short, even if the notion that political information
matters is ingrained in the literature, it is still very much an open question whether, and how
much, citizens’ preexisting political judgments are actually affected by an intake of new and
factual information.
Following Bartels (2006) and Levendusky (2011), I will argue in Chapter 1 that more
accurate estimates of political information effects are, especially in the short run, bound to be
quite modest in magnitude – if they are to be observed at all – once we account for the relative stability of individual political opinions. And when we do, it also becomes clear that political information is unlikely to produce any change unless the information received is sufficiently distinctive. This is something that most previous studies have failed to take into account: that some kinds of information are more distinctive – and hence, more consequential –
than others (see Druckman, 2005). Scholars primarily rely on measures of general political
information to study effects of factual information, but as Gilens (2001) has observed, the
problem with such measures is that they tap facts about politics that are unlikely to be directly
1

Throughout this dissertation, I use the term “political information” to describe factual political information;
that is, objective data about politics (Kuklinski et al., 2000; Lupia & McCubbins, 1998). The range of factual
information stored in long-term memory is commonly referred to as “political knowledge” (see Delli Carpini &
Keeter, 1996, pp. 10-12). To describe the acquisition of factual political information, I sometimes use the term
“political learning.”
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relevant to specific political judgments. Thus, if change is indeed present, then general political information may not capture it. In order to adequately ascertain the change in opinion that
results from political information acquisition, I will draw on a unique set of information reception measures that were specifically designed to hold a clear theoretical relationship with
the political judgments under study. In sum, I relate opinion change to opinion-relevant information acquisition, and this strategy avoids the notable pitfalls of estimating information
effects that have hampered much previous work.
Media Coverage and Information Acquisition
If, as I will hypothesize in Chapter 1, citizens indeed use what they learn to inform
associated political judgments; that is, if opinion-relevant information is consequential, then
we are on more solid ground to argue that we should indeed care a great deal about inequality
in these kinds of political information (Druckman, 2005). Of course, citizens can inform their
opinions only to the extent that they have the opportunity to acquire the relevant facts. The
concept of opportunity manifests itself through the availability of political information (Delli
Carpini & Keeter, 1996). This directs immediate attention to the media. For most citizens, the
media are centrally important sources of political information. Most citizens, then, are bound
to learn little unless the information of interest is actually available in the media. Thus, for the
media “to transfer a particular piece of information, it must actually include it in its content”
(Druckman, 2005, p. 517). However, in most prior studies of the media’s impact on political
information, the availability of political information is often not just merely assumed, but also
assumed to be constant. I will argue that this assumption is unlikely to hold in many cases:
both within and across media environments, the supply of political information, and hence the
opportunity to acquire it, is bound to vary.
In Chapter 2, I go beyond much of the prior political learning literature to consider the
role of media choice in affecting individual learning opportunities, and hence, learning itself
(Prior, 2005). As the proliferation of media sources and diversification of media content in
recent decades have broken the traditional mass news audience into smaller segments (Baum,
2003; Hamilton, 2004; Prior, 2007), the probability of encountering and acquiring certain
kinds of political information should vary considerably among individual citizens, depending
on the specific media sources that citizens choose to rely on. To test this hypothesis, I analyze
the media environment – and the available information in it – at the level of the individual. 2
2

According to Prior’s (2007) definition, a media environment comprises “the different media sources routinely
available to people at any point in time” (p. 28). I define the individual media environment as the range of media
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Such an analysis requires knowing which media sources carry the relevant information as
well as knowing which media sources an individual regularly consults. As Druckman (2005)
notes, this “entails content analyses of media outlets and media specific measures of exposure” (p. 517). The study described in Chapter 2 is among the first to incorporate both media
content and media reliance data into one comprehensive analysis of political information acquisition (see also Barabas & Jerit, 2010; Dilliplane, Goldman, & Mutz, 2013).
While it is often sensible to presume that citizens’ media choices produce considerable
variation in learning opportunity, this presumption may not hold under all circumstances. The
media choices that people make ought to be particularly consequential insofar as the diffusion
of political information across the collectively shared media environment remains restricted to
a narrow range of media sources. However, when the level of information saturation is high,
such that the relevant information diffuses across a wide range of available sources, people
should have a greater likelihood of encountering and absorbing the information, irrespective
of divergences in media reliance (Barabas & Jerit, 2009). This is the proposition that I will
test in Chapter 3. Even though the notion that citizens learn more easily in information-rich
media environments has long been established (e.g., Delli Carpini & Keeter, 1994; Zukin &
Snyder, 1984), studies that analyze how the “breadth” of opportunity (Barabas & Jerit, 2009)
impacts on political learning in high-choice media settings have rarely been conducted. The
research presented in Chapter 3 draws on a rich body of survey and media content analytic
data spanning four European countries to examine how the level of cross-media diffusion of a
large series of political facts corresponds with the individual reception of these facts. The outcomes of this research provide an important insight into how important the high-choice media
environment as a whole remains to be in informing those who reside in it.
Conditional Learning, Conditional Change
While different media environments provide citizens with different opportunities to
access and acquire and apply political information, scholars have long argued that some of
citizens’ own individual characteristics condition the effects of information transmission. Two
of the most prominent individual factors that affect citizens’ receptivity to new information
are motivation and ability. Motivation reflects the willingness or desire to learn about ongoing
events in politics, and ability the cognitive capacity to adequately process and comprehend the
sources that are routinely available to, and accessed by, each citizen individually. The individual-level media
environment is distinct from the macro-level “collective media environment,” which, in line with Prior’s (2007)
definition, includes all media sources routinely available to citizens beyond those that citizens routinely rely on.
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political information one receives (Delli Carpini & Keeter, 1996; Luskin, 1990). In the study
of political information gaps, the emergence of such gaps following increases in information
availability has traditionally been attributed primarily to differences in ability (e.g., Tichenor,
Donohue, & Olien, 1970; Jerit, Barabas, & Bolsen, 2006) rather than motivation. And yet, if
motivation “affects the extent to which individuals seek out information and how much attention they pay to that which comes their way” (Delli Carpini & Keeter, 1996, p. 179), then differences in motivation should matter significantly. Indeed, in light of the dramatic growth of
media choice in recent decades, it is only sensible to expect citizens’ motivational interests to
moderate the impact of information transmission. 3 “In a high-choice environment,” writes
Prior (2005), “lack of motivation, not lack of skills or resources, poses the main obstacle to a
widely informed electorate” (p. 577).
In this dissertation, I test the proposition that information availability and motivation –
or, put differently, information supply and demand – jointly affect the probability that people
learn about politics. This proposition builds on Prior’s (2007) Conditional Political Learning
model (pp. 31-34), which, unlike earlier models of political learning, explicitly posits that the
media environment (i.e., opportunity) and motivation interact to produce political information
gaps. In testing this proposition, I refine this model analytically by incorporating the variation
in information availability that previous opportunity-based models, including Prior’s, presume
but not actually measure. I also put forward a proposition that is more advanced theoretically.
In brief, I will argue that while opportunity and motivation should interact, they should do so
mainly under conditions of limited information availability. According to what I will call the
saturation-conditional motivation moderation hypothesis, better motivated citizens do initially
benefit disproportionally from the availability of political information, yet motivation-based
discrepancies in learning disappear when relevant media coverage becomes more prevalent.
This is the hypothesis that I will test partially in Chapter 2 and comprehensively in Chapter 3.
Cognitive ability may be less important than motivation in affecting the likelihood that
people learn when they have the opportunity to do so, the reverse is a lot more plausible when
it comes to knowing what the acquired information is about and what it is worth. “How well
citizens are able to discern and articulate their interests depends not only on the immediate
information environment…, but also on their ability to put this new information into a broader
3

The language of the knowledge gap literature suggests that individual characteristics (e.g., cognitive ability) are
direct “causes” of political learning and that communication (e.g., information transmission) moderates the impact of these causes. “In reality,” Liu and Eveland (2005) point out, “the reverse is theoretically much more
plausible:” individual characteristics “influence the degree to which communication variables have influence” (p.
911). The language of moderation I adopt here corresponds with the latter, communication-as-cause, perspective.
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personal and political perspective.” Often, this implies that, for new information “to be useful,
a citizen must bring additional information” (Delli Carpini & Keeter, 1996, p. x, emphasis
added). In Chapter 1, I investigate if, and if so how, an individual’s store of general political
information (and the cognitive capacity it reflects to process and integrate new information)
moderates the change in political judgments that results from acquisition of new and relevant
information. Even though scholars agree that general political information is a key regulator
of opinion change (Delli Carpini & Keeter, 1996; Zaller, 1992), the question of how it does so
– and accordingly, who are most inclined to update opinions – remains unsettled (see Gilens,
2001, pp. 387-388).
Media Coverage and Conditional Informed Change
I dedicate a significant part of this dissertation to analyzing the availability of political
information within and across media environments and its transmission from media sources to
citizens. Ultimately, however, providing political information does not merely grant citizens
the opportunity to learn, but also the opportunity to inform their political views. To do so,
citizens must not only have access to relevant factual information and absorb what they need
to know, but also use the acquired facts to update opinions accordingly. Whether citizens in
fact “respond as the dominant strain of normative theory prescribes” (Kuklinski et al., 2000,
p. 792), and make “informed updates” of political judgments when relevant facts are available
to them in a real-world media environment, remains unclear. In part, this is because, as
Druckman (2005) writes, “most of the research on political information acquisition… treats
information itself as the ultimate dependent variable” (p. 517). And in part, it is because the
scarce experiment-based evidence available is inconclusive about the actual power of political
information transmission to alter preexisting judgments (e.g., Bullock, 2011; Kuklinski et al.,
2000).
This dissertation is among the first to explore the relationships among media exposure,
political learning, and updating of political judgments in real-world political and media environments (Barabas & Jerit, 2010), and to explore, in addition, how these relationships are
conditioned by motivation and ability; individual characteristics that are critical to processing
new information about politics. In Chapter 4, I integrate the main arguments developed in the
preceding chapters of the dissertation to offer an inclusive theoretical account of information-
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Figure 0.1 The impact of information transmission on judgments about politics: a conceptual
model of Conditional Informed Change.

based change as a conditional process. If, as I argue in Chapters 2 and 3, the transmission of
political information allows citizens to acquire that information, and if, as I argue in Chapter
1, information acquisition in turn allows citizens to inform related political judgments, then
exposure to political facts in the media should, indirectly, translate into informed opinion
change. If, moreover, personal factors moderate the probability that citizens learn and update,
then the role of the media in informing public judgments about politics can be characterized
as both indirect and conditional. The study presented in Chapter 4 provides a formal test of
the hypothesis that media exposure conditionally alters political judgments through inducing
relevant factual information. The conceptual model that captures this process – and the model
to be tested in Chapter 4 – is a model of Conditional Informed Change, shown in Figure 0.1.
Research Design
In this dissertation, I use the Conditional Informed Change model to explain over-time
changes in citizens’ judgments about political performance in particular. The performance of
political elites may manifest itself through the policies they produce, their effectiveness in
governing, and the government practices they uphold (Rohrschneider, 2002). In judging elite
performance, citizens thus evaluate political elites’ actions – as well as the perceived conse-
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quences of these actions – so as to “convey to policymakers whether they like what they see”
(Gaines, Kuklinski, Quirk, Peyton, & Verkuilen, 2007, p. 958). “Given that one of the central
responsibilities of citizens in a representative democracy is to select and periodically reevaluate leaders,” Delli Carpini and Keeter (1996, p. 65) note, “citizens also need specific information about these leaders.” Indeed, to accurately “see” what their political leaders “do” and
reevaluate their approval if need be, citizens need performance-relevant information. In theory, such information thus specifically enables citizens to “provide a credible check on the behavior of officeholders” (Delli Carpini & Keeter, 1996, p. 55) and to reward or punish them
for their actions. Accordingly, I study the dynamics of a type of political information that is
normatively desirable and, according to my model, behaviorally consequential (Druckman,
2005). In most chapters of this dissertation, I examine the individual-level acquisition and/or
appliance of information relevant to judging performance. As mentioned, the politics of the
EU provides the context for my investigation (for an example of a study on the relationship
between political information and performance judgments in U.S. politics, see Gaines et al.,
2007).
To test the hypotheses I derive from the Conditional Informed Change model, I draw
on a variety of data sources, including a two-wave panel survey, a rolling cross-sectional survey, and a series of media content analyses. 4 Using these data, I can advance prior research in
two methodological ways. Most studies that address the relationship between information
transmission and learning do so without measuring or analytically integrating media coverage
(Barabas & Jerit, 2009). The few studies that speak to the relationship between information
and opinion updating, meanwhile, mostly report evidence from experiments in which both the
presentation and people’s reception of the information are almost inevitably artificial (Barabas
& Jerit, 2010; Kinder, 2007). My own approach to analyzing the effects of media coverage is
relatively novel in that I incorporate actual information supply variables into my analyses and
observe how people receive and respond to new information about real-world political affairs
under circumstances that are naturally occurring and therefore entirely realistic.
Two-Wave Panel Survey
In this dissertation, I am particularly interested in the dynamics of the relationship between political information transmission and change in political judgments implied by the
Conditional Informed Change model. Analyzing such dynamics in real-world political and
4

All works presented in this dissertation were supported by the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research
(grant number 453-07-002).
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media environments requires a dynamic survey design with which the same individuals can
be observed at multiple points in time, so that any change in political judgments can be attributed to the impact of intervening events – say, a rapid increase in availability of judgmentrelevant information. Panel surveys incorporate this design. Because panel surveys allow researchers to compare differences within individuals over time, they can offer more direct and,
therefore, more convincing evidence of causal priority and change than (rolling) crosssectional surveys, which only allow for comparing different individuals at a single point in
time. As analyses of panel data can incorporate prior opinions, doing so will, given the typically high stability of opinions, significantly enhance the accuracy of the estimated effects of
interventions. “Thus, even if our real interest is in the causes of short-term opinion change
rather than in opinion stability, panel data will greatly facilitate our ability to isolate the effects of specific… events or processes” (Bartels, 2006, p. 143). A key virtue of using panel
data for studying the effects of political information, then, is that it provides crucial perspective on how important the role of new information, transmitted or acquired, turns out to be in
shaping the public’s political judgments in light of the stability of those judgments. “The panel strategy,” notes Levendusky (2011, p. 54), “moves scholars to the counterfactual of interest, [namely] how changes in information translate into changes in behavior.”
The studies presented in Chapters 1, 2, and 4 of this dissertation draw on data from a
two-wave panel survey (n = 1,127) collected in the Netherlands about two weeks before and
directly after a real-world event in European politics: the EU summit (formally: European
Council meeting) in Brussels of December 11 and 12, 2008. EU summits are routine but central events in European politics that address and resolve major outstanding EU-level issues,
and therefore precisely the sort of political event that ought to inform the public about political decision-making and other key manifestations of elite performance at the level of the EU
(see Chapter 1 for additional details about the December 2008 summit). The panel survey was
administered by TNS-NIPO. The sample of respondents who participated in the survey is
generally representative of the Dutch adult population (see Chapter 1 for details about survey
procedures and the composition of the sample). I study the same individuals over time as they
naturally encountered (or missed or avoided) coverage of the summit and its outcomes in the
media; coverage containing new facts about EU performance. I use the survey to measure if
respondents acquired these facts. I also gauge the specific media sources they routinely refer
to, and, in both waves, their opinions about performance, among other variables (see Chapters
1, 2, and 4 for important details about the survey design). In conjunction with media content
data (see below), the panel data allow me to analyze the linkages between media choice and
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information transmission, information transmission and acquisition (Chapter 2), information
acquisition and opinion change (Chapter 1), and finally, between information transmission
and opinion change (Chapter 4).
Rolling Cross-Sectional Survey
The two-wave panel survey data enable me to link up the various components of the
Conditional Informed Change model, but as far as the supply side of political information is
concerned, my panel analyses of political learning are necessarily restricted to the individual
level as I hold the larger media environment constant. To test my hypotheses about the effects
of opportunity and motivation across collective media environments, I draw on extensive data
from a separate, rolling cross-sectional, survey. In a rolling cross-sectional (RCS) design, a
one-shot cross-section is partitioned into random subsamples of respondents for each day of
interviewing and released accordingly (Brady & Johnston, 2006). The flexibility of the design
allows me to a collect a large series of data on individual-level reception of political facts with
varying levels of cross-media diffusion among a large series of respondent subsamples across
time and location. Whereas most survey designs require that survey questions be composed in
advance of a period of fieldwork, RCS samples are released continuously during that period.
This, in turn, allows for continuous updating of questions, such that measures of learning can
be sensitized to real-time events and to the scope of media coverage emerging in the wake of
such events. This brings us to another appealing feature of the RCS design: the precision it
allows in attributing effects to events. Because I can ask about facts that surfaced only shortly
before the survey, the RCS data permit a direct link between the dissemination and individual
acquisition of political information, and so facilitate causal attribution (see Brady & Johnston,
2006).
The study presented in Chapter 3 of this dissertation draws on data from a RCS survey
collected during the campaign of the 2009 elections to the European Parliament. The elections
were held between June 4 and 7 in the 27 member states of the EU. The data were collected in
Denmark (n = 4,851), Germany (n = 4,931), the Netherlands (n = 6,245), and the United
Kingdom (n = 4,916). All surveys were administered by TNS. Each country sample is by and
large representative of the national adult population (see Chapter 3 for details about survey
procedures and the composition of the samples). In total, the study employs 59 survey waves,
each of which carrying a single unique factual information question about a recent occurrence
in European politics. I combine the RCS survey data with data from a media content analysis
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(as described below), so as to analyze how closely individual-level differences in information
acquisition and macro-level differences in information saturation correspond.
Media Content Analysis
Underlying the causal logic of the Conditional Informed Change model is the wellestablished notion that the media are citizens’ primary providers of opportunities to political
learning, and hence, to informed updating of political judgments. I emphasized earlier that
these opportunities are bound to vary (Delli Carpini & Keeter, 1996), both within and across
collective media environments. Opportunity, in other words, is a variable. If we accept that
the opportunity to encounter and, by extension, acquire a given piece of factual information
can be operationalized as the availability of that information (e.g., Prior, 2007, p. 28), then
any variance in opportunity can be captured through content analyzing the media sources (or a
sample thereof) that comprise (or by and large represent) a particular collective environment.
Because I am specifically interested in the effects of information transmission (as opposed to,
for example, the effects of “the media” or different types of media or mere access to certain
media), capturing such variance is of crucial importance (see Althaus et al., 2011), especially
since my hypotheses require that I explicitly incorporate information transmission into the
statistical analyses (see Barabas & Jerit, 2009).5
In this dissertation, I combine data from each of the surveys described above with data
from media content analyses that accompanied these surveys. These analyses were conducted
to determine the availability of specifically those facts which the information questions in the
surveys asked about. In analyzing media coverage of the December 2008 EU summit, I included each of the media sources listed in the survey questionnaire so I could subsequently
merge data on media source content with data on source reliance. Among these sources were
a wide variety of national television sources, including hard news, current affairs, soft news
and infotainment programs, and nationally available paid and free newspapers (see Chapter 2
for details about the design). In analyzing media coverage in the context of the 2009 European
elections, I draw on a heterogeneous sample of five major national news sources per country,
including the country’s main public and commercial television news programs, two leading
highbrow newspapers and one tabloid, to establish a measure of information diffusion across

5

Content analyses of media coverage are all but common practice in political information and opinion change
research. As Barabas and Jerit (2009) note in their review of the political learning literature, “the modal approach
to estimating media effects involves the analysis of survey data alone… What this means, then, is that most published work on media effects does not include measures of media content” (p. 74).
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the mediated environment as a whole (see Chapter 3 for details about the design). 6 I focus on
television and newspapers because European citizens consistently rank these media as their
most important sources of information about EU politics (e.g., Eurobarometer 76, 2012, p.
27), and this approach follows most prominent studies of political learning that incorporate
media content data (Barabas & Jerit, 2009; Iyengar, Hahn, Bonfadelli, & Marr, 2009; Jerit et
al., 2006).
Outline of the Dissertation
The studies documented in the following four chapters of this dissertation introduce
the various hypotheses that follow from the Conditional Informed Change model (see Figure
0.1), and test them using the collection of data described above. 7 I will begin my investigation
by exploring the consequences of political information. The study I present in Chapter 1
seeks to uncover and contextualize these consequences from a distinctly European political
and democratic perspective. It examines if acquiring information following a real-world decision-making event – the EU summit of December 2008 – alters citizens’ judgments about the
EU’s performance. The study places specific emphasis on the role of the political and informational environment in which EU actions materialize, specifies different dimensions of performance, and correlates change in judgments on each dimension with relevant information
acquisition. The substantive focus on the EU serves as an introduction to the overall research
context of this dissertation, and also aims to contribute directly to the literature on public
opinion about European integration (see also Boomgaarden, Schuck, Elenbaas, & de Vreese,
2011).
Once political information acquisition is identified as consequential, we can turn the
spotlight on the sources of that information (Druckman, 2005). Two separate studies address
the impact of media coverage and motivation on political information. The first, presented in
Chapter 2, considers the role of media choice and examines if greater availability of political
information in specific media sources facilitates acquisition of such information among those
reliant on these sources. It also examines whether, and if so how strongly, this effect differs
for people with different levels of learning motivation. As I study the influence of individual
media environments while holding the larger environment constant, I can provide an initial
6

These media analyses were performed in cooperation with PIREDEU (Providing an Infrastructure for Research
on Electoral Democracy in the European Union). PIREDEU is funded by the European Union’s FP 7 program.
7
Given that the four research chapters were originally submitted to academic journals as articles co-authored by
my advisors, I refer to the author as “we” in these chapters.
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snapshot of the saturation-conditional motivation moderation hypothesis. The second study of
political learning, presented in Chapter 3, considers the role of the media environment en bloc
and how powerful a force it turns out to be in equipping citizens with political information. It
also provides an all-encompassing test of the saturation-conditional motivation moderation
hypothesis by specifying the conditions under which motivation moderates the impact of the
media environment.
Finally, the study I describe in Chapter 4 provides an inclusive test of the process of
conditional informed change through which information transmission induces learning and,
indirectly, induces change in associated political judgments. Specifically, this study analyzes
if encounters with factual information about elite performance in the media alters judgments
about such performance by way of inducing performance-relevant information. It also seeks to
reveal how, and how strongly, the impact of relevant information transmission is conditioned
by personal characteristics that were identified previously: people’s motivation and ability for
processing new political information.
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Chapter 1

The Impact of Information Acquisition on EU Performance Judgments 1
This chapter was published in European Journal of Political Research (2012), 51, 728-755.

Abstract
Public evaluations of EU performance are not only critical indicators of the EU’s output legitimacy, but also shape future support for European integration. For citizens to monitor the political performance of the EU they need relevant facts, yet it is anything but clear that gains in
information about EU performance cause change in judgments about such performance.
Drawing on two-wave panel data, this article examines whether acquiring information following a real-world EU decision-making event alters citizens’ judgments about the utilitarian and
democratic performance of the EU. It also examines how this effect differs for people with
different levels of general political information. We find that citizens who acquired performance-relevant information became more approving of the EU’s utilitarian performance but
did not change their judgments about its democratic performance. We also find that individuals with moderate levels of general political information were affected most strongly by new
facts about performance. The implications of our findings for EU-level representative democracy are considered.

1

This article was awarded a Top 3 Ph.D. Paper Award in 2012 by the Political Communication division of the
International Communication Association (ICA).
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Does political information influence citizens’ judgments about the political performance of the European Union? Of necessity, citizens need relevant factual information in
order to monitor the performance of political institutions and hold political elites accountable
for their actions (Delli Carpini & Keeter, 1996; Wlezien, 1995). Indeed, if citizens lack information about what EU leaders do and how they do it, it becomes difficult to imagine them
evaluating the EU on its own merits. And yet, this is precisely what appears to be the problem. After all, it is common wisdom that citizens, while not being particularly informed about
political affairs overall, generally know less about European politics than about national politics (e.g., Hobolt, 2007). Most people, therefore, would tend to evaluate the EU first and
foremost on the basis of domestic considerations (Anderson, 1998; Reif & Schmitt, 1980).
A growing body of research maintains that EU-related public opinions and behaviors
are likely to be more strongly grounded in European vis-à-vis domestic considerations as levels of political information increase (de Vries, van der Brug, van Egmond, & van der Eijk,
2011; Hobolt, 2005; Karp, Banducci, & Bowler, 2003). However, virtually no studies have
gone beyond this notion to investigate the dynamics of the relationship between political information and public judgments about the EU. Even if we accept that the political judgments
of well-informed individuals are more strongly rooted in “relevant” information, it is still an
open question whether citizens actually change their pre-existing evaluations of EU performance after having acquired new information about such performance. Furthermore, previous
research suggests that opinion change varies across levels of general political information
(e.g., Gilens, 2001; Zaller, 1992), yet competing perspectives exist on how general information moderates the effect of information acquisition.
Given the perennial concern over Europe’s political legitimacy, this gap in research is
remarkable. Performance mirrors the outputs and effectiveness of a political regime, or “government for the people” (Scharpf, 1999). Therefore, public evaluations of EU performance are
crucial empirical indicators of the EU’s output-oriented legitimacy (Thomassen, 2009; see
also Easton, 1965, p. 286; Lipset, 1960, p. 77). Moreover, such evaluations likely serve as
building blocks (or roadblocks) towards future support for an EU-wide government
(Rohrschneider, 2002; Sánchez-Cuenca, 2000). In Sánchez-Cuenca’s (2000, p. 149) words,
“allegiance to Europe can be generated by the functioning of the EU itself: the better the performance of the EU, the more likely it is that citizens will agree to pool sovereignty.” Accordingly, the implications of whether, and if so among whom, EU performance judgments really
change following new and relevant information are potentially highly significant.
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Drawing on data from a two-wave panel survey, the present article asks if information
gains relevant to EU performance cause change in individual judgments about such performance. It also asks how the effect of acquiring performance-relevant information differs for
people with different levels of general information. We examine the presence of such effects
in the wake of a naturally occurring major decision-making event in European politics: the
EU summit in Brussels of 11 and 12 December 2008. EU summits are central events in European politics that address and resolve major outstanding EU-level issues, and therefore precisely the sort of political event that ought to inform the public about key manifestations of
EU performance.
Political Information and Change in EU Performance Judgments
Previous work maintains that the concept of performance comprises both a utilitarian and a
democratic dimension (e.g., Dahl, 1989; Hofferbert & Klingemann, 1999; Mishler & Rose,
2001). Recent scholarship has adopted this conceptual distinction in studies of mass opinion
about political performance at the level of the EU (Rohrschneider, 2002; Sánchez-Cuenca,
2000). Utilitarian performance judgments include appraisals of the EU’s ability to bring benefits and deliver desired goods. However, since virtually any change in policy will be opposed
by some, and citizens cannot always get what they want, they must be able to trust that, irrespective of decision-making outcomes, the democratic process and use of public power are
fair and just. Thus, democratic performance judgments contain evaluations of the EU’s institutional functioning and democratic practices for articulating all competing public interests
(Ibid.).
For citizens to monitor these aspects of performance, they require relevant factual information. Information about what government does is a crucial resource for the formation of
opinions about that government, allowing citizens to monitor the behavior of public officeholders (Delli Carpini & Keeter, 1996; Fiorina, 1981). Information about EU performance
enables citizens to assess their approval of EU-level government action (or inaction), but
whether learning the relevant facts actually alters such judgments is anything but obvious.
On the one hand, one could argue that information should have a great potential to
change existing opinions about the EU because these opinions are generally less established
and informed than opinions in more familiar domains of public life (Converse, 1964; Page &
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Shapiro, 1992; Zaller, 1992).2 But on the other hand, it seems fair to assume that opinions
about EU performance, even if subject to uncertainty, have gradually become better established and more firmly held as the EU evolved over time (see Page & Shapiro, 1992). And
most of what citizens believe about such performance, of course, is already quite fixed long
before they take in new information about current events in European politics (Bartels, 1993;
2006). This implies, as Bartels (Ibid.) has argued, that newly received information must compete with a relatively greater mass of prior beliefs in order to cause an observable movement
of opinion, and that any short-term change is likely to be modest in magnitude. It also implies,
following Bartels, that, in order to produce such change, the information received must be
perceived by citizens as fairly distinctive to begin with.
In fact, even if people learn more about the actions of the EU, it is questionable
whether they are always capable or motivated to assess the distinctiveness of these actions
and voice their satisfaction or dissatisfaction accordingly. The policies and decision-making
processes at the level of the EU are typically complex and untransparent, as is the division of
power between EU institutions and national governments. In this complex political environment, it might be difficult – if not too demanding – for citizens to translate information into
knowledge, and knowledge into judgment. While it is one thing to have information about the
actions of the EU, it is quite another to understand the substance and implications of such actions (Lupia & McCubbins, 2000), and yet another to credit or blame the EU in a multi-level
system of government and responsibility (Rohrschneider, 2002).
Moreover, from the perspective of the rational citizen (Downs, 1957), there appears to
be little incentive to make relatively complicated judgments on account of new information.
To begin with, the electoral relationship between Europe’s citizens and executive institutions
is only indirect, and therefore weak. With such limited opportunity to choose between rival
candidates for Europe’s political leadership or policy agenda (Follesdal & Hix, 2006), new
information might not necessarily sensitize citizens to review performance and revise earlier
judgments. A related issue is that media coverage of European affairs is generally rare, particularly relative to domestic politics (Peter & de Vreese, 2004; Peter, Semetko, & de Vreese,
2003). As a result, the information environment might fall short of stimulating citizens to
carefully process the relevant information that is received (Hobolt, 2005; Kuklinski & Quirk,
2000; Kuklinski, Quirk, Jerit, & Rich, 2001).
2

In Saris’s (1997, pp. 429-430) words, “the general public has a weak but general attitude towards Europe which
is rather stable... when no new events occur. [Yet] large changes can be expected as a result of minor changes
in... information.”
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From a theoretical standpoint, then, it is unclear whether new information actually
matters for political performance evaluations in the context of European politics. In the political and informational context in which EU action takes place, either such evaluations are to a
modest extent malleable by new information, or the information alone does not suffice because the cognitive stakes are too high – and the motivational stakes too low – for citizens to
engage in the effort of re-assessing initial judgments.3 But amid this uncertainty, one proposition makes intuitive sense: new facts about the EU should be more distinctive, and hence
more consequential for judgments about EU performance, when the facts bear directly upon
those judgments.
General versus Performance-Relevant Information
If opinion change is contingent upon the distinctiveness of the information received,
then more specific measures of information acquisition are likely to be more adequate than
general political information in capturing the actual impact of information on existing opinions. Indeed, it is unlikely that knowing such generic political facts as, say, which office José
Manuel Barroso holds is, by itself, of direct importance to judgments about EU performance
(Druckman, 2005a; Gilens, 2001).
This factor may lurk behind the failure of prior research to find a causal connection
between political information and change in EU opinion. For example, as part of a two-wave
panel study, exceptional in this domain of research, Semetko and her colleagues (2003) surveyed their respondents a month before and shortly after the 1997 EU summit that cleared the
way for the Treaty of Amsterdam. That treaty “further involved the EU in the process of solving social problems in EU member countries,” and contained “[p]rovisions concerning employment guarantees and improved security including greater cooperation between police
forces in EU countries” (p. 633). It was not the goal of the study to examine the consequences
of intake of this information per se, but it is theoretically sensible to expect that an infor-

3

Furthermore, the modest body of extant relevant research, though valuable, possibly overstates the impact of
information on EU performance judgments. Research based on cross-sectional data suggests a negative relationship between political information and satisfaction with Europe’s democratic performance (e.g., Karp et al.,
2003), yet such data do not allow for a causal test and typically produce exaggerated information effects (Bartels,
2006; Levendusky, 2011). Survey experiments (e.g., Saris, 1997), in their turn, conceivably overstate the influence of information relative to its typical influence in a natural information environment. In particular, even if
people absorb the information in the real world, they might not process it as thoroughly as in an experiment
(Barabas & Jerit, 2010; see also Gaines, Kuklinski, & Quirk, 2007; Kinder, 2007).
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mation measure tailored to the summit outcomes would be more likely to correlate with opinions than the generic information measure that was used instead. 4
To be sure, we are not the first to make a conceptual distinction between general and
prior political information on the one hand, and intake of domain-specific information on the
other (e.g., Converse, 1962). Nonetheless, this distinction is often disregarded in operational
measures of information (Kuklinski, Quirk, Jerit, Schwieder, & Rich, 2000, p. 792), and it is
virtually absent in studies of public opinion about the EU (but see Hobolt, 2007). The reason
for this is that general political information is a superior predictor of information acquisition
in specific contexts (Price & Zaller, 1993), and it is often assumed that the former should sufficiently “capture” the latter (Delli Carpini & Keeter, 1996; Zaller, 1992). 5 Therefore, more
specific measures of information intake would contribute little to opinion change beyond general political information.
However, regardless of how well or poorly informed overall, people might still fail or
succeed to acquire highly relevant information in specific domains of government at any given point in time (Price & Zaller, 1993; see also Iyengar, 1990; Kuklinski et al., 2000). And
crucially, such information is more likely to substantially affect related judgments than general information. 6 For example, Gilens’s (2001) simulations reveal that public support for
environmental spending would be 8 percentage points higher than observed if people were
fully informed in terms of general political information, but as many as 26 percentage points
higher if, additionally, they were aware of an eight-year decline in government efforts to improve and protect the environment. Overall, Gilens’s findings substantiate what Delli Carpini
and Keeter (1996, p. 365) already suspected: that “detailed knowledge of a particular issue
area is undoubtedly more consequential for attitudes and behaviors in that domain than general political knowledge.”
It also seems plausible, then, that factual information about EU political performance
has a greater potential to alter existing opinions towards such performance than one’s stock of
general political information. In particular, it is information about EU-level actions and decision making – in short, information about what the EU does – that, once absorbed, should
directly inform and induce change in judgments about Europe’s political performance. Ac4

The information items used in Semetko et al. (2003, p. 634a) measure recognition of EU-level and national
political leaders and their functions, including the president of the European Commission, the social democratic
party leader in the national parliament, the national ministers of social affairs and finance, as well as recognition
of the value of the euro and the subject of the Schengen Agreement.
5
Moreover, as a practical matter, domain-specific information measures are almost never available from opinion
surveys.
6
This possibility is implicitly acknowledged by Zaller (1992, pp. 43, 336) and Price and Zaller (1993, pp. 159160), who recommend using the kind of domain-specific information measures used in this study.
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cordingly, we expect that a greater intake of performance-relevant information, our key independent variable, is associated with a greater likelihood that an individual’s judgment about
EU performance will change.
Hypothesis 1: Performance-relevant information causes significant change in EU
performance judgments.
General Political Information as a Regulator of Change
There is a second argument for why the distinction between general political information and performance-relevant information is suitable to our analysis of opinion change.
Performance-relevant information measures what and how much citizens learn about political
performance within a given period of time, and can be thought of as comprising the “raw ingredients” for opinion change (Barabas & Jerit, 2010; Gilens, 2001). By contrast, general political information is commonly thought to reflect the capacity to understand and weigh new
information (e.g., Zaller 1992); hence, it should perform as a regulator of opinion change, for
example by attenuating or strengthening the impact of new information. Clearly, general political information and performance-relevant information differ conceptually and perform notably different roles in the process of opinion change (see Nadeau, Nevitte, Gidengil, & Blais,
2008).
Accordingly, as Nadeau et al. (2008) point out, the magnitude of change may amount
to a combination of the quantity of new information acquired on the one hand, and its potential to change as regulated by general political information on the other. In other words, the
effect of new information may vary according to citizens’ individual level of general political
information. But even so, there are conflicting insights as to how general political information
moderates this effect.
One strand of the literature emphasizes that general political information signifies
one’s cognitive ability and motivation to process and integrate new information: resources
that facilitate the use of information and restructuring of political judgments (Delli Carpini &
Keeter, 1996). This perspective suggests that general political information should increase the
change-inducing influence of judgment-relevant facts (Gilens, 2001). But other insights suggest that performance-relevant information should be of relatively little influence to the judgments of individuals who are generally well-informed about politics. These individuals are
expected to hold a comparatively large store of prior information relevant to the given judg-
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ment. To the extent that all of this available information is considered when making a judgment, new facts may carry little weight (Anderson, 1981; Bartels, 1993). In that way, general
political information may provide a resource to resist the influence of performance-relevant
information (Converse, 1962; Saris, 1997).
Alternatively, it is entirely conceivable that both suppositions carry substantial validity, so that the greater one’s level of general political information, the more likely one is to
both absorb and resist new performance-relevant information (Zaller, 1992). Because information absorption and resistance affect the potential for opinion change in opposite directions
which may offset each other, we may either find no apparent interaction at all, or a curvilinear
by linear interaction. That is, if general political information is indeed curvilinearly related to
opinion change due to incomprehension or indifference at low levels and resistance at high
levels, the linear effect of performance-relevant information acquisition on opinion change
may turn out to be strongest among individuals with moderate levels of general political information.
Lacking a clear expectation about the nature of the interaction between general political information and performance-relevant information, we pose the following research question:
Research Question 1: How, if at all, does general political information moderate the
effect of performance-relevant information on EU performance judgments?
The December 2008 EU Summit
The specific setting of this study is the European Council meeting – more widely
known as EU summit – of December 11 and 12, 2008 in Brussels, and we use panel survey
data collected in the Netherlands about two weeks before (t1) and directly after (t2) the summit. Three issues dominated the agenda of this summit. First, EU leaders sought agreement on
an energy and climate change package with measures including a 20 percentage-point cut in
CO2 (compared with the 1990 level) and a boost in renewable sources to 20 percent of total
energy use, both by the year 2020. Second, approval was required of a European economic
recovery plan equivalent to €200bn to ease the EU’s economic downturn. And third, EU leaders attempted to resolve the hold-up in the Lisbon Treaty ratification process by addressing
Irish concerns about the treaty in view of the Irish “No” in a referendum in June 2008. Specifically, a deal had to be reached on concessions enabling Ireland to hold a second referendum
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on “Lisbon.” A key concession being discussed was that Ireland – and consequently, each
member state – would keep a commissioner in the European Commission.
The important point, from our perspective, is that the December 2008 EU summit presents a fertile opportunity for examining the dynamics of public judgments about EU performance. Confronted with what one Brussels correspondent termed a “threefold crisis” (van der
Kris, 2008), the summit addressed several of the EU’s major policy challenges (climate
change, the financial crisis, and institutional reform); a political context in which EU performance was of high practical and symbolic importance. Moreover, we gain leverage of the
composition of the summit agenda, which featured both utilitarian-oriented issues (the climate
and economic recovery plans) and democratic institutionally-oriented issues (the Lisbon Treaty and its ratification), thus allowing us to relate performance-relevant information acquisition
to changes in each dimension of political performance. Finally, the summit generated a considerable amount of national media coverage that, to varying degrees, focused attention on the
EU’s handling of the issues described above, thereby providing our panel respondents with an
actual opportunity to acquire performance-relevant information in their natural encounters
with media (Barabas & Jerit, 2009; Druckman, 2005b).
Data and Measurement
The panel survey was administered by TNS-NIPO. About two weeks prior to the
summit, TNS-NIPO randomly selected and invited 2,400 persons aged 18 and older from an
online panel of nearly 144,000 citizens to fill out an online questionnaire. A total of 1,394
individuals completed the questionnaire, yielding an AAPOR RR1 response rate of 58 per
cent. Respondents completed the pre-summit questionnaire between November 29 and December 4, 2008. One day after the final day of the summit, TNS-NIPO re-contacted these
1,394 respondents, requesting them to fill out a second questionnaire. The post-summit survey
was launched on December 13, the day after the final summit day, and continued until December 17, 2008. The 1,127 respondents who also completed the second questionnaire form
our sample. 7

7

The sample is by and large representative of the Dutch adult population in terms of key sociodemographics (for
details, see Chapter 2 and Appendix A). For the purposes of the present article, slight deviations in the sample
vis-à-vis the adult population are considered less problematic, as we are interested in opinion change among the
same individuals in the pre- and post-summit panel waves.
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EU Performance Judgments
Our dependent variables are utilitarian and democratic performance judgments. Evaluations of utilitarian performance incorporate judgments about the costs and benefits associated with the EU’s actions and policies, thus reflecting perceptions of how much the individual
citizen and his country gain or lose from EU performance. The instrumental nature of such
evaluations can be conceived broadly in that they capture not only perceived financial or material benefits, but also postmaterial benefits and “benefits that are not available at the domestic level” (Sánchez-Cuenca, 2000, p. 151), such as peace and stability or environmental protection (Boomgaarden, Schuck, Elenbaas, & de Vreese, 2011).
We measure utilitarian performance judgments at t1 and t2 with four survey items derived from Boomgaarden et al. (2011): (1) “The EU fosters peace and stability;” (2) “Dutch
membership of the EU is a good thing;” (3) “The Netherlands benefits from membership of
the EU;” and (4) “I personally benefit from Dutch membership of the EU.” 8 The country
membership item features prominently in the utilitarian research tradition (e.g., Anderson &
Reichert, 1996; Eichenberg & Dalton, 1993; Gabel, 1998; Gabel & Palmer, 1995), and the
country benefit item is considered a suitable indicator of perceived benefits associated with
EU policy performance (Marsh, 1999; Mikhaylov & Marsh, 2009; Sánchez-Cuenca, 2000). 9
Democratic performance judgments, in a nutshell, contain appraisals of the way democracy at the level of the EU works in practice. Again, we draw on the Boomgaarden et al.
study (2011) for another set of four survey items to measure these judgments at t1 and t2: (1)
“The decision-making process in the EU is transparent;” (2) “The EU functions well as it is;”
(3) “The EU is wasting a lot of tax money” (coding reversed); and (4) “The EU functions according to democratic principles.” 10 While most measures of democratic performance employed in previous research are restricted to a single-item measure of “satisfaction with democracy,” the quartet of items used here covers a wider variety of interrelated aspects of the
EU’s democratic and institutional functioning (see Linde & Ekman, 2003).
Responses to all of the above items, which were put to respondents in randomized
order to avoid question order effects, are measured on a scale ranging from 1 to 7 and without
8

Boomgaarden et al.’s (2011) original index of utilitarian performance includes a fifth item, which states that
“the EU fosters the preservation of the environment.” In this study, we exclude this item because environmental
preservation was coincidentally a key issue at the December 2008 summit. Omitting this item from our index
does not affect the substantial or statistical significance of the results reported here.
9
Conceptually, our measure of utilitarian performance judgments resembles Semetko et al.’s (2003) “nationalpragmatic attitudes” and, in reverse perspective, Lubbers and Scheepers’s (2005; 2010) “instrumental euroscepticism.”
10
A fifth item of Boomgaarden et al.’s (2011) original index of democratic performance states: “I trust the EU.”
Our index does not include this item because it was only measured once (in the first panel wave).
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a “don’t know” option. The 1-7 scale allows respondents to articulate their judgments quite
precisely, which is not the norm in this area of research (Gabel, 1998, p. 342; SánchezCuenca 2000, p. 154). We average the responses to each set of items to create index measures
of utilitarian performance judgments at t1 (M = 4.30, SD = 1.19, alpha = 0.84) and t2 (M =
4.08, SD = 1.20, alpha = 0.83) and democratic performance judgments at t1 (M = 3.38, SD =
0.92, alpha = 0.69) and t2 (M = 3.33, SD = 0.97, alpha = 0.73). 11
Performance-Relevant and General Political Information
Our key independent variable is performance-relevant information. We measure this
using a unique battery of six questions from the post-summit survey about major expressions
of EU performance that materialized in the context of the December 2008 summit. 12 Specifically, we asked our respondents three questions about the energy and climate change package,
one question about the European economic recovery plan, and two questions about the Lisbon
Treaty ratification process, all of which focus on EU-level action in relation to these issues
(including causes and consequences of such action). From a purely theoretical perspective,
then, the correct answers to these questions measure information that connects directly to
judgments about EU performance (Druckman, 2005a; see also Gilens, 2001). 13 All questions
were put to respondents in a multiple-choice format including four response categories with
random order rotation, plus a “don’t know” option (see Appendix B for a full overview). Incorrect and don’t know answers score 0 and correct answers score 1. In the multivariate analyses that follow, we use a single measure of performance-relevant information that is the additive scale of all six scores (M = 2.31, SD = 1.89, KR-20 = 0.76).14

11

We emphasize that this two-dimensional conceptualization of EU performance judgments (see Rohrschneider,
2002) is supported empirically. Utilitarian and democratic performance judgments emerge as separate factors in
a solution from a rotated exploratory principal components factor analysis, and we find substantially similar
results in a Mokken analysis for polytomous items that is sensitive to item response distributions.
12
In order to identify the most important elite actions during the December 2008 summit, and to safeguard the
accuracy of these facts, we determined the final composition and reading of the performance-relevant information items within hours after the summit had formally ended. The second-wave survey, with the new items
inserted into the questionnaire, was then fielded the next day.
13
Because we are primarily concerned with the consequences of acquiring information, irrespective of its origins
(see Price & Zaller, 1993, pp. 159-160; Zaller, 1992, p. 43), our measure of performance-relevant information
indicates nothing about the sources of that information. Of course, since the questions refer to expressions of
elite performance that emerged in the period between the two panel waves, knowing the correct answer to these
questions was almost completely contingent on recent exposure to media coverage about the summit (see Chapter 2; Barabas & Jerit, 2009). Here, it is important to note that these questions tap information that was not available – and so could not have been acquired – until after respondents completed the first-wave questionnaire.
Thus, pre-treatment bias is not a concern (Barabas & Jerit, 2010; Gaines et al., 2007).
14
KR-20, a measure of construct reliability for composite variables constructed from dichotomous items, is
mathematically equivalent to Cronbach’s alpha (see Hayes, 2005, p. 114).
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General political information, which was measured at t1, is based on an additive scale
of scores (0, 1) from eight questions about national and EU-level political actors and offices
(KR-20 = 0.70). 15 These questions were asked in a multiple-choice format with five randomly
rotating response categories and a don’t know option (as specified in Appendix B). Following
Nadeau et al. (2008), we distinguish four distinct levels of general political information ranging from 1 to 4 (M = 2.45, SD = 1.11), corresponding to individual scores representing low,
medium-low, medium-high, and high general political information, and comprising 24, 32, 19,
and 25 per cent of the sample, respectively (see also Hobolt, 2007, p. 179).
Analysis and Results
We begin our analysis by juxtaposing respondent levels of general political information with levels of acquired information specific to EU performance following the December 2008 summit. The correlations between each of the six performance-relevant information
items and the general political information scale are fairly modest and range from .21 for information acquired about the delegation of one commissioner per member state to the European Commission, to .38 for information obtained about Poland’s fierce opposition to the
original EU climate proposals (forcing the EU to water down these proposals). Table 1.1 displays the raw percentages of respondents correctly answering each performance-relevant information question across increasing levels of general political information. These percentages hint at considerable nonlinearities in the data lurking behind the modest correlations between the performance-relevant information items and general political information.
Several of the lower and upper bound scores on performance-relevant information
deviate notably from what one would expect on the basis of the general political information
scale. On the one hand, there are large proportions of respondents who are best informed according to the general political information standard but who nonetheless did not acquire the
relevant facts about EU performance. For example, only slightly more than half of the highly
informed were aware that the Irish government did indeed decide to hold a second referendum
on the Treaty of Lisbon, in spite of the “No” of the Irish people in 2008. On the other hand,
there are some facts that even a considerable proportion of respondents with the lowest level
of general political information did acquire. For example, nearly a third of respondents with
the lowest level of general political information knew about the EU agreement to reduce CO2
15

The conceptual distinction between general and performance-relevant information is revealed empirically
from a confirmatory factor analysis (see also Hobolt 2005, p. 107).
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Table 1.1 Performance-relevant information by levels of general political information
Levels of general political information
Low

MediumLow

MediumHigh

High

EU to lower carbon emissions by 20
percentage points (compared to 1990)

32.6

55.1

69.8

72.0

Poland among strongest opponents of
EU’s initial climate plan

13.7

43.5

56.7

67.0

EU to boost economy with €200 billion
stimulus package

15.6

38.8

55.3

56.6

EU to increase renewable energy to 20
per cent of total production

19.6

40.8

50.7

53.0

Irish government to hold second referendum on Lisbon Treaty

8.5

31.7

36.7

53.0

Each member state keeps Commissioner in the European Commission

3.3

16.5

16.3

26.2

Note. Cell entries are percentages.

emissions by 20 percentage points by 2020.
To be sure, those considered highly informed in terms of general political information
are more likely to acquire facts about EU performance (Price & Zaller, 1993). Even so, we
find that intake of performance-relevant information varies strongly from one fact to another
at all levels of general political information. In part, this variation undoubtedly owes to variation in relevant media coverage (Barabas & Jerit, 2009; Iyengar, Hahn, Bonfadelli, & Marr,
2009). Indeed, patterns in the data shown in Table 1.1 indicate ceiling effects for information
that was plausibly rather widely available in the media environment (e.g., the energy and climate agreements) and floor effects for information of presumably lower availability (e.g., the
agreement on the size and composition of the Commission).
In sum, our scale of general political information is rather imprecise in estimating who
learns what about EU-level action. To the extent that citizens who do learn perceive the information obtained as comprehensible and significant input to EU performance judgments,
such information may well be more likely to induce change in these judgments than general
political information.
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The Partial Effect of Information on Performance Judgments
Our model of preference for analyzing change in performance judgments is the lagged
dependent variable (LDV) model (e.g., Eveland, Hayes, Shah, & Kwak, 2005; Lenz, 2009;
Strömbäck & Shehata, 2010). We choose this method primarily because, as with many realistic models of opinion change, there is good reason to suspect that the magnitude and direction
of change in judgments is correlated with the original judgment at t1 (Bartels, 1993; 2006). By
controlling t1 judgments when predicting their t2 values, our political information variables
thus predict change in judgments for fixed levels of prior judgments (Finkel, 1995).16
We first analyze the relationship between information and change in performance
judgments in a model that includes only general political information among the predictors
(Model 1). We then extend this model to include performance-relevant information (Model
2). Aside from the lagged dependent variable, our model includes political interest as a control variable. Interest in politics, which captures a motivation to attend to political affairs
(Delli Carpini & Keeter, 1996, Luskin, 1990; Prior, 2010), may influence both information
acquisition (e.g., Druckman, 2005b) and opinions about the EU (Semetko et al., 2003; see
also Krosnick & Brannon, 1993; Kuklinski et al., 2001), and therefore possibly confounds the
relationship between information and change in judgments. 17
Table 1.2 presents the results from these two models as estimated by ordinary least
squares (OLS) regression. The results of Models 1 and 2 predicting t2 utilitarian performance
judgments are shown in the first two columns of Table 1.2. Estimating Model 1, we find that,
first of all, individual judgments about utilitarian performance are highly stable over the period of time between the two panel waves. Beyond this, the effect of political interest is positive, and this effect is statistically significant. That is, two people who are equally positive or
negative about Europe’s utilitarian performance at t1 and equally well-informed in terms of
general political information, but who differ by one unit in their level of interest in politics,
are expected to differ by 0.05 units in their evaluations of utilitarian performance at t2. The
positive sign of the coefficient indicates that the person expressing more political interest be-

16

Another common approach to analyzing change in two-wave panel data is the unconditional change score
(CS) model (Allison, 1990; 1994). An important advantage of the CS model is that the effects of all timeinvariant factors, measured or unmeasured, are controlled. Another is that the estimates in this model are unbiased by measurement error in the lagged dependent variable. Such measurement error may lead to spurious effects of independent variables that are correlated with the lagged dependent variable. The CS model does not
suffer from this problem because it does not include that variable (for a detailed account, see Johnson, 2005). For
instructional purposes, we therefore also note below the outcomes of equivalent CS models, as recommended by
Johnson (2005, p. 1074).
17
Political interest was measured at t1 by a single question (see Appendix B) and a 1-7 response scale, with 1
and 7 denoting “very little interest” and “very high interest,” respectively (M = 4.01, SD = 1.53).
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Table 1.2 The effect of political information on t2 EU performance judgments
Utilitarian performance
judgments(t2)

Democratic performance
judgments(t2)

Model 1

Model 2

Model 1

Model 2

Performance judgments(t1)

0.73***
(0.02)

0.72***
(0.02)

0.71***
(0.02)

0.71***
(0.02)

Political interest

0.05**
(0.02)

0.03
(0.02)

0.00
(0.02)

0.00
(0.02)

General political information

0.03
(0.02)

−0.01
(0.03)

−0.04
(0.02)

−0.03
(0.02)

―

0.07***
(0.01)

―

−0.01
(0.01)

0.55

0.56

0.45

0.45

Performance-relevant information
Adjusted R2

Note. Unstandardized regression coefficients with standard errors in parentheses.
** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001 (two-tailed); n = 1127.

came more positive about utilitarian performance. We also find that, once t1 judgments and
political interest are controlled, the effect of general political information on judgments at t2 is
positive but insignificant.
In contrast, when we enter performance-relevant information into the model (Model
2), we see that its influence on t2 judgments is positive and statistically significant above and
beyond the influence of the other predictors in the model. That is, holding prior judgments,
political interest and general political information constant, each additional piece of acquired
information about EU performance is associated with a 0.07 unit more positive judgment
about utilitarian performance at t2. We furthermore see that including the performancerelevant information variable reduces the positive effect of political interest. This suggests
that performance-relevant information partially accounts for the relationship between political
interest and change in utilitarian performance judgments. Plausibly, those with higher interest
were more attentive to political affairs and learned more about the current actions of the EU,
and this information translated into a greater appreciation of EU benefits.
Our findings look different, however, when we estimate a similar pair of models with
t2 democratic performance judgments as the dependent variable, as shown in the last two columns of Table 1.2. Again, we find a robust stability effect running from initial judgments to
subsequent judgments. Beyond this, we find little evidence of information effects. Here, the
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effects of both information variables run in a negative direction, but neither the effect of general political information nor of performance-relevant information is significant.
In sum, our results suggest that citizens who acquired information about EU performance became more approving of Europe’s utilitarian performance but did not change their
opinions about its democratic practices. 18 Overall, these analyses show that performancerelevant information can have a significant influence on political judgments beyond the effect
of prior judgments and general political information, and this evidence supports Hypothesis 1.
Who Is Most Affected by Performance-Relevant Information?
The analyses above reveal that performance-relevant information is of greater direct
importance for individual political judgments than general political information. Nonetheless,
general political information might play an important – yet not fully clarified – indirect role in
the opinion change process by moderating the impact of new information. If an individual’s
stock of pre-existing information mainly facilitates the integration of new information into
current attitude structures, then the influence of performance-relevant information should be
greatest among the highly informed. If general political information primarily serves as a resistance mechanism, however, then the least informed individuals should be most affected. 19
And if both factors are at play, we may find those around the midpoint of the general political
information ladder to be influenced most strongly.
In order to test for these competing possibilities, we estimate two new models. To account for the possibility that the interaction between general political information and performance-relevant information takes a linear form, we estimate a model similar to Model 2 but
now including a linear by linear component designed to assess the first-order interaction between the two information variables (Model 3). In order to account for the possibility of a
curvilinear by linear interaction between general political information and performancerelevant information, we estimate a model that accommodates two additional components
(Model 4). The first is a quadratic term of the general political information variable, and the
18

To see whether these results uphold in a CS model, we also estimate a model analyzing raw change scores in
each dependent variable (i.e., Yi2 – Yi1) as a function of the predictor variables but without the lagged dependent
variable. In the CS equivalent of Model 2, we find a positive and statistically significant effect of performancerelevant information on change in utilitarian performance judgments (p < 0.001) but no significant effect on
change in democratic performance judgments. These findings are consistent with those of the LDV model and
suggest that our findings are unlikely to be biased by measurement error or omitted variables (Johnson, 2005).
19
Another argument generally used to stipulate stronger effects of factual information among the least informed
is that respondents with more general information are more likely to already possess the particular information
examined. This is not a valid argument in the present context, since the performance-relevant facts examined
here were not available in the information environment prior to t1, when general political information was measured.
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second term is the curvilinear by linear component designed to capture a nonlinear interaction
effect (Aiken & West, 1991; Cohen, Cohen, West, & Aiken, 2003). 20
Table 1.3 presents the results from the two expanded models. The estimated effects of
the predictors in Model 3 on t2 utilitarian and democratic performance judgments are shown
in the first and third columns of the table, respectively. The results of Model 3 indicate that
the first-order interaction term designed to assess the joint effects of the two information variables is not related significantly to either t2 utilitarian performance judgments or t2 democratic
performance judgments. These findings suggest that the influence of performance-relevant
information on EU performance evaluations does not increase or decrease linearly with levels
of general political information. That is, the influence of performance-relevant information is
neither at its greatest among well-informed individuals, nor among poorly informed individuals.
The estimates derived from Model 4 are shown in the second and fourth columns of
Table 1.3. The results of Model 4 reveal that the higher order interaction term assessing the
curvilinear by linear interaction has a significant effect on t2 utilitarian performance judgments. The sign of the coefficient is negative, which indicates that the further an individual’s
score on the general political information scale is removed from the mean on that scale (i.e.,
the higher the value on the squared general political information variable), the weaker the
impact of performance-relevant information. At lower levels of general political information,
acquiring performance-relevant information exerts little influence on utilitarian performance
judgments. As the level of general political information increases, the effect of performancerelevant information initially grows stronger. However, beyond a certain threshold level, general political information is associated with a lower impact of performance-relevant information. In other words, it is those who score around the average on the general political information scale – the moderately informed individuals – who appear to be most affected by
performance-relevant information. 21

20

Before computing the interaction terms and entering the predictors into the regression analysis, we mean center all of them. This does not affect the regression coefficient of the highest order term, but doing so here is sensible because it removes nonessential multicollinearity between first-order predictors and computed combinations of predictors (Cohen et al., 2003). This procedure is especially recommended when the models at hand,
such as Model 4, contain several interaction terms (Hayes, 2005, p. 467; Hayes & Matthes, 2009, p. 934). We do
not center our dependent variables so that the regression coefficients of the predictors appear in the units of our
original performance judgments scale.
21
Again, we also estimate a set of similar CS models in order to verify if we establish comparable findings when
using change scores in performance judgments as the dependent variables. The results of the CS variant of Model 3 show no significant effect of the linear by linear interaction term on change in utilitarian or democratic performance judgments. In the CS variant of Model 4, we find a negative and significant effect of the curvilinear by
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Table 1.3 The interactive effects of performance-relevant information and general political
information on t2 EU performance judgments
Utilitarian performance
judgments(t2)

Democratic performance
judgments(t2)

Model 3

Model 4

Model 3

Model 4

0.72***
(0.02)

0.72***
(0.02)

0.71***
(0.02)

0.71***
(0.02)

Political interest

0.03
(0.02)

0.03
(0.02)

0.00
(0.02)

0.00
(0.02)

General political information

−0.01
(0.03)

0.02
(0.03)

−0.04
(0.02)

−0.03
(0.03)

0.07***
(0.01)

0.11***
(0.02)

−0.01
(0.01)

0.00
(0.02)

−0.01
(0.01)

0.01
(0.02)

−0.01
(0.01)

−0.01
(0.01)

General political information2

―

−0.02
(0.03)

―

0.01
(0.03)

Performance-relevant information ×
General political information2

―

−0.04**
(0.01)

―

−0.01
(0.01)

0.56

0.57

0.45

0.45

Performance judgments(t1)

Performance-relevant information
Performance-relevant information ×
General political information

Adjusted R2

Note. Unstandardized regression coefficients with standard errors in parentheses.
** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001 (two-tailed); n = 1127.

Figure 1.1 visualizes the curvilinear by linear interaction between general political information and performance-relevant information using the coefficients from Model 4, with
the covariates set at their sample means and performance-relevant information scaled in its
original uncentered form. Although the influence of performance-relevant information on t2
utilitarian performance judgments is uniformly positive across all levels of general political
information, it has fairly little impact on judgments among individuals scoring low or high on
general political information. The average difference between zero and full performancerelevant information is 0.16 and 0.09 on the performance judgments scale for poorly and
highly informed individuals, respectively. However, at intermediate levels of general political

linear interaction term on change in utilitarian performance judgments (p < 0.01), but no such effect on change in
democratic performance judgments. Once again, these findings corroborate those of the LDV model.
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Figure 1.1 Effects of performance-relevant information (x-axis) on t2 utilitarian performance
judgments (y-axis) at different levels of general political information.

Note. The dashed lines in gray shading indicate 95-percent confidence intervals around the simulated effect
among respondents with medium-low levels of general political information.

information, the impact of performance-relevant information is notably stronger. At these
levels, individuals with zero and full performance-relevant information differ nearly two
thirds of a full point on average in their post-summit performance judgments.
The presence of a curvilinear by linear interaction in Model 4 predicting t2 utilitarianbased judgments can also be revealed by estimating the effect of performance-relevant information at low (1), moderately low (2), moderately high (3), and high (4) levels of general political information. These estimates are shown in Table 1.4. There is no significant effect of
performance-relevant information among respondents at the top and bottom of the general
political information ladder (1 and 4 on the scale). But among those with moderately low and
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moderately high levels of general political information (2 and 3 on the scale), we find that the
coefficients for performance-relevant information are statistically different from zero.
Taken as a whole, the results presented suggest, as an answer to Research Question 1,
that general political information can moderate the influence of performance-relevant information and that it can do so curvilinearly, such that moderately informed individuals are affected most significantly.
Discussion and Conclusion
As Price and Zaller (1993, p. 134) write, “[o]nly people who actually acquire information from the news can use it in forming and changing their political evaluations.” In the
present study, we find evidence that, in the wake of a naturally occurring major decisionmaking event in European politics, citizens who acquire information about EU-level actions
do indeed “use” such information to re-evaluate their judgments about EU performance. That
is, the influence of raw facts informing citizens about what the EU does can be powerful and
distinctive enough to cause significant change in existing judgments about the EU.
It is worth repeating that the power of such information to alter the public’s political
judgments about the EU is not obvious (e.g., Kuklinski et al. 2000). First of all, the representation (Follesdal & Hix, 2006) and communication (Meyer, 1999) deficits that impede the
relationship between EU elites and the European public gave us ample reason to presume that
citizens might be ill-prepared to absorb facts about performance when such facts are available, let alone use them to inform their opinions about the EU. Furthermore, the effects of information acquisition that we report are observed in a real-world setting where, for a number
of reasons, such effects are less likely to emerge than in the controlled setting of the experiment, and this adds to the external validity of our findings (Barabas & Jerit, 2010).
In addition, whereas most information effects studies rely on cross-sectional data that
typically exaggerate the behavioral impact of information (Levendusky, 2011), our study
documents information effects based on panel data, generating significantly smaller but presumably more accurate estimates of these effects. Judging from the apparent stability effects
(see Table 1.2), EU performance judgments are indeed “more a product of long-term political
assessments than of short-term reactions” to new information (Bartels 2006, p. 146). In view
of such opinion stability, the effects of even the most prominent political events are bound to
be quite modest. When weighing the political significance of a two-day European summit in
Brussels, this is very important to keep in mind (Ibid.).
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Table 1.4 The effect of performance-relevant information on t2 EU performance judgments at
different levels of general political information
Utilitarian performance
judgments(t2)

Democratic performance
judgments(t2)

0.03
(0.02)

−0.02
(0.02)

General political information = Medium-Low (2)

0.10***
(0.02)

0.00
(0.02)

General political information = Medium-High (3)

0.10***
(0.02)

0.00
(0.02)

0.02
(0.02)

−0.02
(0.02)

General political information = Low (1)

General political information = High (4)

Note. Unstandardized regression coefficients with standard errors in parentheses. Covariates are set at their
sample means. *** p < 0.001 (two-tailed); n = 1,127.

But meaningful short-term change need not be of great magnitude. Even if the effects
of various emerging facts about performance in some cases counteract each other or fade over
longer periods of time, they also accumulate to alter judgments in a systematic way that might
well produce a major change in the long run (Page & Shapiro, 1992). In fact, the long-term
impact of relevant information presumably does not only manifest itself in altered performance judgments, but also spills over to shift support for further integration. After all, the
willingness to support an EU-wide government is, at least to a substantial degree, itself reflective of a cumulative effect of subsequent rational assessments of EU institutions and their
performance (Rohrschneider, 2002; Sánchez-Cuenca, 2000).
The analyses reveal an overall positive impact of information acquisition on change in
utilitarian performance judgments but little change in evaluations of democratic practices.
One possible factor that may account for the differential impact of information acquisition is
the perceived relevance of the information, which may vary depending on the particular aspect of performance under consideration. To be sure, our measure of performance-relevant
information did contain facts about EU-level institutional action, but the facts we asked about
may be perceived as not particularly relevant to judgments about Europe’s democratic functioning. Another possible factor is the precise content of the information (Gilens, 2001). Perhaps the influence of performance-relevant information would have been greater if the summit outcomes were more consequential for Europe’s decision-making structures and of great-
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er democratic significance more generally. Moreover, such factors as perceived relevance and
significance are likely moderated by yet other factors. For example, the intensity of relevant
media attention is an important cue to citizens about the relevance and significance of current
events and issues (e.g., Kuklinski et al., 2001).
We find the impact of acquired information to be curvilinearly related to levels of general political information, such that performance-relevant facts carry relatively little weight
for citizens high and low in general political information. As for highly informed people, allowing for little opinion change might be sensible since new information per se does not necessarily warrant a short-term update of relatively well-established prior opinions. When it
comes to the responsiveness of the least informed, we are less sanguine. “If making information gains does not lead low aware citizens to change their mind,” Nadeau et al. (2008, p.
243) state, then informing their opinions “is not merely a problem of reaching these citizens.”
If, as Lupia and McCubbins (2000, p. 52) argue, knowledge is “the ability to make accurate
predictions” and information is “data,” then a lack of knowledge among these citizens may
obstruct them from putting the incoming facts together in such a way as to make accurate inferences about Europe’s political performance.
Nevertheless, there is a large middle group of moderately informed citizens who, according to our results, are clearly responsive to factual information about EU activity. It is
precisely this information – information about what the EU does – that enables citizens to
better evaluate the EU on its own merits. We are not suggesting that it is always rational or
appropriate for citizens to respond to new and relevant facts, but rather that when citizens’
task is to evaluate the political performance of the EU, a competent evaluation is one that is
based on specific information relevant to judging it’s performance (see Hobolt, 2007). “The
more facts they bring to bear, the better, and some facts are always better than no facts”
(Kuklinski et al. 2000, p. 791). Overall, when citizens are better informed about EU performance, they express more reliable opinions about it. And when public opinion is more reliable, it becomes a better guide for political elites to EU-level decision-making.
The EU summit we examined is just the sort of decision-making event that informs the
public about important EU-level policies and political behaviors. However, summits are
scheduled only infrequently, and citizens can use the facts only if they have sufficient opportunity to acquire them (Delli Carpini & Keeter, 1996; Kuklinski et al., 2000). Notwithstanding
the considerable media attention that European summits tend to generate, the visibility of European affairs is overall quite limited (Peter & de Vreese, 2004). More in general, strong variation in information availability likely causes strong variation in information acquisition (Ba-
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rabas & Jerit, 2009; Iyengar et al., 2009). It is imperative, therefore, that future research not
only maps the availability of performance-relevant information within and across media environments in Europe, but also examines its consequences for the quality of representative democracy at the level of the EU.
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Chapter 2

The Impact of Media Coverage and Motivation on Performance-Relevant Information
This chapter was published in Political Communication (2013), 30, 1-16.

Abstract
Representative democracy requires that citizens know the facts about political performance,
and if more such facts are available in the media, citizens have more opportunity to acquire
them. In view of increasing media choice, such opportunity may vary from one individual
media environment to another. However, it remains unclear how differences in information
acquisition correspond with differences in the information available specifically in those
sources that citizens choose to use on a routine basis. Drawing on data from a two-wave panel
survey and media content analysis, this article examines if greater availability of performancerelevant information in the media facilitates acquisition of such information among those reliant on these media. It also examines when and how strongly this effect differs for people with
different levels of learning motivation. Using a multilevel model, we find that citizens are
more likely to learn facts about political performance when their preferred sources offer a
greater quantity of performance-relevant information. We also find that motivation moderates
the influence of availability, such that strongly motivated individuals gain comparatively the
most from a greater supply of information. The implications of our findings for representative
democracy are considered.
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Regardless of whether one holds that keeping up with current political affairs is normatively desirable by itself, citizens necessarily need relevant factual information in order to
monitor the performance of political institutions and hold political elites accountable for their
actions (e.g., Delli Carpini & Keeter, 1996; Wlezien, 1995). Information about what government does, or performance-relevant information, enables citizens to form, re-evaluate, and
articulate opinions about government action or inaction. Moreover, there is evidence to suggest that acquisition of such information alters citizen’s political judgments and policy preferences in various domains of government (see Chapter 1; Gilens, 2001). The consequential
nature of performance-relevant information, then, provides a clear rationale for studying the
sources of that information as well as the conditions that facilitate, or impede, reception of it
(Druckman, 2005a).
Few would disagree that the media are an indispensable source of political information
for most citizens. And yet, much of the existing literature has come to the counterintuitive
conclusion that the media are a surprisingly modest force in equipping citizens with higher
levels of factual information about the world of politics and policy (e.g., Price & Zaller,
1993). Primarily, the media effects reported in this literature are based on citizens’ propensity
to attend to the news media, but as Delli Carpini and Keeter (1996) point out, “the consequences of actual use of media depend not only on the individual but on what information is
available” (p. 347). Indeed, the availability of the information studied as outcome variable is,
as Druckman (2005b) notes, a necessary but “rarely recognized” factor in media learning research: “[l]earning from a given medium requires that the medium include that information”
(p. 466). And to assume, as most prior research has, that all media sources are equally efficient distributors of certain types of political information seems at least questionable, and at
worst untenable.
Innovative research that combines data from surveys and media content analyses is
now emerging (e.g., Barabas & Jerit, 2009; Iyengar, Hahn, Bonfadelli, & Marr, 2009). But as
we discuss below, missing in most studies is a specification of the media environment – and
the available information in it – at the level of the individual news consumer faced with increasing media choice (Baum, 2002; Prior, 2005). As a result, it remains unclear how closely
variation in information acquisition corresponds with the amount of information available
specifically in those sources that individual citizens are actually using on a routine basis. Furthermore, the impact of political information supply possibly varies according to citizens’
demand for such information (Iyengar et al., 2010), suggesting that low intrinsic motivation
may pose an obstacle to learning even when information is more easily encountered. Yet this
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hypothesis has hardly been formally tested or further specified to indicate when a moderation
effect of motivation is particularly likely to emerge.
Drawing on data from a two-wave panel survey and media content analysis, the present article asks if greater availability of performance-relevant information in individual media sources facilitates acquisition of such information among individuals reliant on these
sources. It also asks when and how strongly this effect differs for people with different levels
of learning motivation. We examine the presence of such effects in the wake of a naturally
occurring major decision-making event in European politics: the EU summit in Brussels of 11
and 12 December 2008 (see also Chapter 1). Broadening the focus of learning research, this
study presents findings from a European case, where market forces are gradually transforming
a public service-oriented media system and its news supply (Hallin & Mancini, 2004).
Information Availability in Individual Media Environments
Most would agree that the media provide an important, if not the most important, opportunity to acquire information about politics. Opportunity, which is determined by the
availability of information, “affects how easily a citizen can learn, given his or her ability and
motivation” (Delli Carpini & Keeter, 1996, p. 179). All else equal, citizens should be more
likely to encounter and, by extension, absorb a given piece of information if the media they
rely on actually carry that information. Repeated encounters with information enhances
recognition and recall, and thereby retention of the information (Graber, 1984). “When the
media present the same or similar stories over a period of time,” write Tewksbury, Weaver
and Maddex (2001), “they are giving the audience a chance to mentally rehearse the information,” which “allows individuals to retain the information, even in cases of passive learning” (p. 534).
There is indeed strong evidence to suggest a link between learning and the mere availability of information, suggesting that citizens are better informed, irrespective of their motivation, when the supply of political information in the media environment in which they are
situated is relatively high (e.g., Delli Carpini, Keeter, & Kennamer, 1994; Zukin & Snyder,
1984). For example, a study comparing the U.S. and Switzerland by Iyengar and his colleagues (2009) shows that Swiss media provide considerably more international news than
U.S. media, and that Swiss respondents are also noticeably better informed about international
affairs than American respondents. In another recent and well-designed study, Barabas and
Jerit (2009) compare different policy-specific facts at a single point in time as well as identi-
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cal facts over time within the U.S. national media environment, and find that respondents
learn significantly more under conditions of relatively high levels of media coverage (see also
Jerit, Barabas, & Bolsen, 2006).
Typically, studies focusing on the effects of information supply do not examine the
possibility of variation in information availability across the individual media sources that
constitute a given information environment. Put differently, it is often assumed that individual
sources convey roughly the same information in roughly similar quantities, such that the opportunity to acquire the information does not vary much among individual citizens nested
within a particular geographical unit. But in “post-broadcast democracies” (Prior, 2007) with
strong diversification of news formats and rapid fragmentation of the news audience (Baum,
2003), this assumption is, as Prior (2009a) states, “increasingly implausible” (p. 139). Under
such conditions, the probability that people encounter and absorb certain types of political
information becomes, at least in part, a matter of news media choice. That is, relevant information salient to some individuals might go largely unseen by others, depending on the media
sources that individuals choose to primarily rely on for their news.
To the extent that individual opportunities for information acquisition vary as a function of media choice, analyzing effects of political learning requires examining “individual
media environments” (Prior, 2007, p. 10), which comprise the media sources that are routinely available to – and accessed by – each citizen individually. Such an examination calls for
content analytical data revealing which news outlets included the relevant information as well
as survey data identifying which news outlets determine an individual’s structural information
diet (Slater, 2004). Content analysis and specificity in measurement of source reliance are
increasingly recommended in the literature (e.g., Druckman, 2005a) but so far rarely incorporated, let alone blended, in analyses of political learning.
One exception is a recent study by Barabas and Jerit (2010), who distinguish differential learning opportunities among American respondents using media sources that either did or
did not include the information of interest. The researchers find that respondents whose primary consulted news source carried the information were significantly more likely to acquire
that information. This finding from the American case is evidence – thus far rarely replicated
– in support of the proposition that different individual media environments offer different
opportunities to encounter political information, and that such differences can cause substantial gaps in information acquisition. The present study extends this research by examining a
different case, by conceptualizing individual media environments more broadly, and by distinguishing different levels of information availability within these environments. Specifical-
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ly, our expectation is that individuals are more likely to learn facts about political performance when their preferred media sources offer a greater quantity of performance-relevant
information.
Hypothesis 1: Acquisition of performance-relevant information increases with the
availability of that information in the media sources that individuals rely on.
Does Motivation Moderate the Impact of Information Availability?
Information availability alone might not produce the most powerful learning effects.
Much of what appears in the news media, of course, does not contain political substance. In
the real-world media environment, political news stories continuously compete for the audience’s attention with many stories without political substance. Many members of the audience, on their turn, have no intention of using the news media strictly to learn about politics.
Indeed, people may use the news to satisfy a diverse range of individual needs, including, for
example, surveillance of sports, health, weather, and entertainment news (Tewksbury, 2008).
Accordingly, the learning effects of using particular media sources should not only depend on
the amount of relevant information available in these sources, but are also likely to vary
among individuals using those sources.
There is good reason to predict that such variation occurs as a result of individual differences in learning motivation among consumers of news. Because, as Luskin (1990) wrote,
“we learn about the things we care about” (p. 348), it is those individuals with relatively
strong feelings of curiosity and attraction towards politics who should be especially inclined
to follow public affairs and acquire political information, given the opportunity to do so. Motivated individuals are more likely to notice political information when they physically encounter it (Delli Carpini & Keeter, 1996; Luskin, 1990). They are also more willing to focus
cognitive resources on the information they encounter – with the result of processing it more
thoroughly – than less motivated individuals (Chaiken, 1980; Petty & Cacioppo, 1986). As
the level of political information available in a given media source increases, then, more motivated individuals should increasingly draw ahead of less motivated individuals in terms of
political learning from that source because, at least initially, the former take greater advantage
of greater access and opportunity.
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Saturation-Conditional Motivation Moderation: Learning about Routine Policy Events
It is important to emphasize, however, that the nature of the interaction between information availability and motivation likely depends on the actual level of information saturation in the media environment. While our theoretical argument above suggests a positive interaction between information availability and motivation, it is actually quite likely that this
interaction weakens and, eventually, fizzles out at ever increasing levels of relevant media
coverage. This is because the higher the level of information saturation, the more likely that
highly motivated individuals reach a learning ceiling, and the more likely that less motivated
individuals have sufficient opportunity to catch up. In other words, as the availability of political information in the news becomes more abundant, information acquisition should become
gradually less dependent on motivation (see Iyengar et al., 2010).
Theoretically, a moderation effect of motivation would thus most likely emerge in
media environments where the actual level of information availability is fairly modest. Indeed, as Druckman (2005b) notes, “a focus on broadly available and discussed information –
such as a major national or international event – makes finding an effect unlikely. (…) Avoiding a bias toward a null finding requires studying information that is available in the given
medium, but not too widely available” (p. 466, emphasis in original). While Druckman focuses his discussion and analysis on the partial effect of motivation in terms of individual demand for news (see Delli Carpini & Keeter, 1996, p. 347), his argument essentially stipulates
that information supply and news demand positively interact to produce a learning effect, but
mainly under conditions of limited information saturation.
Such conditions apply especially well to routine policy and political decision-making
events. Notwithstanding public discussions about exceptionally high-profile issues, routine
policy events typically do not reach the level of media attention that extraordinary news
events do (see Barabas & Jerit, 2010). In American politics, for example, many ordinary policy events receiving a modest amount of media coverage include “[m]ost congressional actions, Supreme Court decisions, and presidential directives, even those that make the front
pages of newspapers and arouse some controversy” (Zaller, 1992, p. 152). If the overall scope
of information saturation on routine policy events typically remains restricted to relatively
modest levels of media attention, then within that scope, greater availability of information
about such events in a given media source should be particularly beneficial to individuals motivated to tune in to relevant coverage. Translated to the context of the present study, we put
forward the following expectation:
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Hypothesis 2: Motivation moderates the effect of information availability, such that
individuals with higher levels of motivation are more likely to acquire performancerelevant information as the availability of that information increases in the media
sources they rely on.
Data and Measurement
The specific setting of this study is the EU summit of December 11 and 12, 2008 in
Brussels (see Chapter 1 for details about the summit), and we use data from the TNS-NIPO
panel survey collected in the Netherlands about two weeks before (t1) and directly after (t2)
the summit (see Appendix A for data collection details). Our sample of panel respondents (n =
1,127) includes 588 women (52 percent) and 539 men between the ages of 18 and 83 (M =
49.50, SD = 16.10), and is by and large representative of the Dutch adult population in terms
of key sociodemographics. Based on an analysis of census data from 2008 on age, gender, and
education from Statistics Netherlands (the Dutch national statistical institute), our sample deviates from the Dutch adult population by −4.5, +3.3, and +1.2 percentage points for people
individuals aged 18 to 39, 40 to 64, and 65 or above, respectively. The average absolute deviation on age is 3.0 percentage points. On gender, the deviation is +1.6 percentage points for
women. On education, the deviations are +6.8, −2.8, and −4.1 percentage points for individuals with low (primary school and lower vocational or high school low variant), medium (medium vocational or high school high variant), and high (BA/ higher vocational or MA/ postgraduate) levels of education attained, respectively. The average absolute deviation on education is 4.5 percentage points (cf. Chang & Krosnick, 2009).
Performance-Relevant Information Acquisition
Our dependent variable is acquisition of performance-relevant information. We measure this using our unique battery of six questions from the post-summit survey (t2) about several of the most significant facts about EU performance that came forward in media coverage
about the summit, including questions about the energy and climate change package, the European economic recovery plan, and the Lisbon Treaty ratification process (see Chapter 1).
Crucially, they refer to expressions of EU performance that emerged in the period between the
two panel waves. In other words, these questions tap information that was not available – and
therefore could not have been acquired – until after respondents completed the first-wave
questionnaire (see also Chapter 1, fn. 12). An essential quality of our battery of information
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questions, therefore, is their “timely nature” (Barabas & Jerit, 2009, p. 76): for respondents to
know the correct answers, they almost certainly needed to have encountered media coverage
about the summit in the time period between the two interviews. And so, unlike tapping static
information that respondents may have learned long before the (first) interview – still a common trait of much survey-based political learning research –, we measure what we intend to
measure: actual acquisition of political information from the media (see also Price & Zaller,
1993, pp. 159-160; Zaller, 1992, p. 43).
All questions were put to respondents in a multiple-choice format including four response categories with random order rotation, plus a don’t know option (for a full overview,
see Appendix B). Incorrect and don’t know answers score 0 and correct answers score 1.
Information Availability
Information availability, our key independent variable, reflects the level of performance-relevant information carried in the media sources an individual relies on. An individual “relies on” a given media source when he or she routinely refers to that source for news
about current events of any nature. In order to determine individual source reliance, we adopt
an approach that approximates that of Barabas and Jerit (2010), who asked their respondents
to report which media source they were using “most of the time” (pp. 232, 235). In our survey, we let our respondents indicate which sources they are using most days in a typical week.
We thus consider a respondent to be reliant on a source if the respondent consults the source
on at least four days in a typical seven-day time period. Respondents were able to choose
from a list of national television sources, including hard news, current affairs, soft news and
infotainment programs, and from a subsequent list of nationally available paid and free
(commuter) newspapers. 1 The total sample of outlets comprises the country’s most consulted
mass sources of political information. Both lists of television and newspaper sources were
presented to respondents in randomized order to avoid question order effects. 2
In order to determine the level of information specific to EU performance in each individual media source, we content analyzed all television programs and newspapers listed in
our survey questionnaire. For each of the six performance-relevant information questions, we
1

The list of national television sources includes five hard news and current affairs programs (EenVandaag, RTL
Nieuws, NOS Journaal, Netwerk, NOVA) and five soft news and infotainment programs (EditieNL, RTL Boulevard, De Wereld Draait Door, Hart van Nederland, Pauw & Witteman). The list of national newspapers includes
five paid newspapers (de Volkskrant, NRC Handelsblad, Trouw, Algemeen Dagblad, De Telegraaf), and three
free dailies (Spits, Metro, De Pers).
2
Following Prior (2009b), we provided respondents with a “reference point” to help them estimate their media
use more precisely. Before respondents were asked to indicate their preferred media sources, they were informed
about the actual population estimates for television and newspaper use (see Appendix B for details).
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tallied the number of stories that mentioned the correct answer available in a given source. 3 In
our content analysis, broadsheet-sized newspapers were coded from page 1 to 5; tabloid-sized
newspapers from page 1 to 9. The period of content analysis corresponds with the time period
between the two waves of the panel survey. With the media content data collected, we scored
respondents on information availability according to source reliance. If respondents were using more than one source, we summed the story counts pertaining to these sources. As a result, we have six variables of information availability for every respondent – one for each
piece of performance-relevant information – reflecting the total number of stories with relevant information appearing only in those media sources the respondent relies on.
In the multivariate analysis below, we pool these observations to determine, per respondent, the level of information availability for a given fact about performance. Because the
vast majority of scores vary between 0 and 3 stories with a relevant reference, we recode this
variable to distinguish four levels of information availability ranging from 1 to 4 (M = 2.33,
SD = 1.16), corresponding with individual scores falling in the first (low), second (mediumlow), third (medium-high), and fourth (high) quartile of the original information availability
scale and comprising 32, 26, 18, and 24 percent of the sample observations, respectively.
Motivation
Our measure of information availability represents the supply side of political information; individual demand for such information boils down to motivation. Although the motivation to learn about political events may reflect both internally and externally driven attributes of the individual citizen (Delli Carpini & Keeter, 1996), it is internal motivation that
pulls the individual most strongly and most consistently into media coverage of politics. We
follow Luskin (1990, p. 335) and others in this domain of scholarship (Delli Carpini &
Keeter, 1996; Iyengar et al., 2010; Prior, 2010) by equaling internal motivation to political
interest. 4 Interest in politics is measured at t1 by a single question (see Appendix B) with a
response scale from 1, denoting “very little interest,” to 7, denoting “very high interest” (M =
4.01, SD = 1.53).

3

Four trained coders who conducted the content analysis additionally coded a random sample of twenty news
stories as part of an intercoder-reliability test. We use Krippendorff’s alpha as a measure of intercoder reliability
(Krippendorff, 2004; Hayes & Krippendorff, 2007), and find reliable levels of agreement for identifying relevant
news stories (all alphas > 0.70).
4
Because, as we noted earlier, much of the news does not contain political information, political interest is a
more precise measure of intrinsic motivation than a more generic demand for “news.”
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Analysis and Results
We begin our analysis by characterizing the media’s coverage of the December 2008
summit. How much opportunity did citizens have to acquire information about EU performance in the context of the summit, and to what extent was such opportunity determined by
individual media choice? Even though the two-day summit addressed several of the EU’s major policy challenges (climate change, the financial crisis, and institutional reform), the decision-making event generated a moderate amount of media coverage in comparison to several
other stories on the media’s agenda. In the national media environment overall, a total of 34
summit-related stories appeared during the period of content analysis. 5 This is not a trivial
amount of coverage, but it also did not reach the level of headline news dominating the national media for many days, such as coverage of the worldwide financial crisis and its consequences in which no role was assigned to the EU.
However, information diffusion at the level of the national media environment might
conceal important variation in information availability across individual media environments,
and in fact, coverage of the EU summit appeared exclusively in about 27 percent of all
sources that were examined (cf. Barabas & Jerit, 2010). For some of the performance-relevant
facts we measured, availability was confined to even fewer sources because not all sources
covering the summit reported all the facts. We also found variation in the volume of references to facts about EU performance, such that sources covering the summit differed in terms
of which aspects of performance they saw as more or less newsworthy.
In summary, many respondents plausibly encountered very little performance-relevant
information at all because they were using media sources that simply were not covering the
summit and its outcomes. Others found themselves in a media environment that was, at least
in relative terms, rich in information. But even for these respondents, some facts were more
easily acquirable than other facts, and by far most individual environments were confined to
less than a handful of stories for each piece of information. Evidently, the opportunity to acquire performance-relevant information surrounding this key EU decision-making event was
overall quite limited and, to a large degree, a matter of media choice.

5

We found the media’s coverage of the summit to peak very clearly in the final three days of the period of content analysis, i.e. during the two-day event and on the day after the event.
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Effects of Information Availability
If opportunities to relevant exposure vary as a function of source reliance, then information acquisition should, too – indeed, as we expect it does following Hypothesis 1. We test
this proposition in a hierarchical linear model with a stacked data file. Stacking our data gives
us, for every individual respondent, six observations on both availability and acquisition of
political information, totaling 6,750 observations. 6 This approach allows us to connect the
dependent and main independent variable as closely as possible, because we fully assimilate
the variation in availability of information that exists both between and within individual media sources. As a result, we estimate a model in which a respondent’s answer to a given question about some performance-relevant fact is linked directly to the respondent’s opportunity to
be exposed to the correct answer to that question. To account for variation in respondents’
overall level of information acquisition, we estimate a random-intercept model with a logit
link function in which the intercept is allowed to vary across respondents. We further assumed all other coefficients to be fixed (for a similar application of this approach, see Iyengar
et al., 2009).7
While the naturalistic setting of our study has clear advantages over more artificial settings such as the laboratory (Barabas & Jerit, 2010; Kinder, 2007), one potential problem for
our measure of information availability is that the treatment condition – the level of information availability – is self-selected rather than randomly assigned. To the extent that media
choice is predicted by factors that also have an independent influence on information acquisition, and to the extent that media sources with high levels of information attract audiences that
score relatively high on those factors, the effect of information availability might in part be an
artifact of self-selection effects.
Sociodemographics, of course, are bound to confound the relationship between source
reliance and learning; hence, we control for age, gender, education, and income. 8 But the
“most important” confounding factor, according to Delli Carpini and Keeter (1996, p. 186)
and Druckman (2005b, p. 473), is an individual’s pre-existing level of general political infor6

Following Malhotra (2008), we exclude respondents (n = 2) whose completion times on performance-relevant
information were above an instantly recognizable breakpoint representing the main discontinuity in the (logged)
distribution of completion times. Our final sample thus consists of 1,125 respondents.
7
Consistent with this assumption, a series of random-coefficient models (in which each of the parameters is
treated as a random variable) with a specified unstructured covariance option does not produce a better fit than
the random-intercept models we estimated.
8
Age was measured in years (M = 49.52, SD = 16.10). Education was measured with six categories representing
(1) primary school; (2) high school, lower variant; (3) lower vocational education; (4) high school, higher variant; (5) BA or higher vocational education; and (6) MA or post-graduate education (M = 3.13, SD = 1.64). Income was measured as the gross annual household income on a scale from 1, denoting less than €4,000, to 27,
denoting more than €272,500 (M = 14.90, SD = 2.55).
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mation. Indeed, well-informed individuals, Price and Zaller (1993) showed, have a persistently strong tendency to remain well-informed (see also Eveland, Hayes, Shah, & Kwak, 2005;
Prior, 2005). Controlling for general political information reduces problems of selection bias,
because the effect of information availability would then not be attributable to prior differences in information. We measured general political information at t1 with eight questions
about national and EU-level political actors and offices (KR-20 = 0.70). 9 In our study, general
political information was thus both acquirable and measured well before performancerelevant information, and this argues against the possibility of reverse causation. Controlling
for these factors – including political interest, our measure of motivation – minimizes inferential concerns related to media selection and endogeneity. 10
Finally, we control for two additional factors. First, in view of emerging research suggesting a relationship between completion time and satisficing in web surveys (Malhotra,
2008), our model accounts for differences in the amount of time that respondents took to
complete all six survey items tapping performance-relevant information. 11 Specifically, we
include dichotomous variables for low and high response duration, coded 1 for completion
times below 1 and above 3 minutes (or below 10 and above 30 seconds per question) respectively, and 0 otherwise (see also Iyengar et al., 2009, p. 355, fn. 4). Second, since the inherent
complexity of a given political information question varies across questions and affects information acquisition accordingly, our model also controls for item difficulty. Following Jerit
et al. (2006), we take the sample’s mean score on some information question to indicate the
objective percentage chance of correctly answering that question, and then subtract this score
from 100 to let higher scores designate a more difficult question.
We first analyze the partial effect of information availability on information acquisition (Model 1), and then extend the model to include a linear by linear interaction component
designed to assess the first-order interaction between information availability and motivation
(Model 2). Table 2.1 presents the results from these two models as estimated by random9

The eight general political information questions were asked in a multiple-choice format with five randomly
rotating response categories and a don’t know option, as specified in Appendix B. Scores from these questions (1
for correct responses; 0 for incorrect or don’t know responses) were added to form a scale (M = 4.91, SD = 1.99).
10
It is worth noting that a recent study comparing information acquisition in survey and natural experiments on
identical topics finds that learning among people exposed to relevant information in the natural world mirrors the
treatment effects observed among participants in experiments who were randomly assigned to treatment (Barabas & Jerit, 2010). This finding further alleviates some of the concern about endogeneity in political learning
research in real-world settings.
11
It is important to note that, as Malhotra (2008, p. 917) points out, “the cause of faster completion times may
vary for different groups of respondents. Indeed, the relationship between completion time and data quality is
complicated, and fast responses are not necessarily a perfect measure of low attention to the questionnaire.”
Therefore, we control for completion time rather than use it as a filter criterion, much as Malhotra suggests (p.
929).
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intercept logistic regression. 12 Estimating Model 1, shown in the left column of the table, we
find that the included predictors perform very similar to their counterparts in recent American-based research of domain-specific political learning (Jerit et al., 2006). Acquisition of
performance-relevant information is associated with higher age, being male, higher income,
higher education, higher levels of general political information, and stronger interest in politics. It is negatively associated, furthermore, with the inherent difficulty of the information
question and fast responding.
But more importantly, after controlling for all these factors, we find information availability to have a positive, strong, and statistically significant influence on information acquisition. That is, even after accounting for individual characteristics such as ability and motivation, an increase in information supply stimulates learning. 13 The coefficients presented in
Table 2.1 are estimated log odds, but it is instructive to transform them into odds ratios – the
exponentiated regression coefficients – to get some perspective on the magnitude of these
effects. The odds ratio of information availability is 1.17. With all other factors in Model 1
held constant, each one unit increase in information availability thus increases the odds of
acquiring performance-relevant information by 17 percentage points. (By comparison: a one
unit increase in general political information increases the odds of learning by 25 percentages
points; a one unit increase in political interest by 19 percentage points; and a one unit increase
in education by 7 percentage points, all else equal.) A three-level increase from low to high
information availability is associated with an odds ratio of 1.60; an increase in odds of 60 percentage points. Clearly, the greater the supply of performance-relevant information in an individual’s favored media sources, the greater an individual’s opportunity to acquire it, the higher the likelihood that she actually does so. In other words, we find strong support for Hypothesis 1.
While the results from Model 1 confirm that information supply and demand both
make important unique contributions to political learning, our theoretical argument above
additionally stipulates a positive interaction between these two variables, especially under
conditions of limited information saturation. Turning to Model 2, shown in the right column
of Table 2.1, we do indeed see a positive and statistically significant interaction effect between information availability and political interest on acquisition of performance-relevant
information. This finding suggests that, at least when the information is available from the
12

The estimates shown in Table 2.1 are generated using xtmelogit in Stata (Rabe-Hesketh & Skrondal, 2008).
We reject the null hypothesis that the between-cluster variance is zero (χ2 = 371.5, p < 0.01), which suggests
that a multilevel model is required.

13
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Table 2.1 The effects of information availability and motivation on acquisition of performance-relevant information
Model 1

Model 2

Intercept

−0.428**
(0.083)

−0.436**
(0.083)

Item difficulty

−0.068**
(0.003)

−0.068**
(0.003)

Low response duration

−1.874**
(0.131)

−1.880**
(0.131)

High response duration

0.276#
(0.161)

0.272#
(0.162)

Age

0.019**
(0.004)

0.019**
(0.004)

Male

0.274**
(0.103)

0.266**
(0.103)

Income

0.080**
(0.022)

0.080**
(0.021)

Education

0.070*
(0.036)

0.066#
(0.036)

General political information (t1)

0.223**
(0.032)

0.226**
(0.033)

Political interest

0.171**
(0.039)

0.163**
(0.039)

Information availability

0.161**
(0.039)

0.149**
(0.040)

―

0.070**
(0.025)

Log likelihood

−3336

−3332

N

1125

1125

Information availability × Political interest

Note: Cell entries are fixed effects estimates from a hierarchical linear model with standard errors in parentheses. The dependent variable, measured at t2, is dichotomous and scored 1 if the respondent correctly answered a
performance-relevant information question and 0 if otherwise. # p < 0.10; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01 (two-tailed).

media but not too widely so (Druckman, 2005b), the impact of availability increases linearly
with motivation. Put differently, better motivated individuals are more likely to learn as the
availability of information increases in the media sources they rely on, and this evidence is
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consistent with Hypothesis 2. A likelihood ratio test indicates that adding the interaction term
in Model 2 produces a significant improvement in model fit (χ2 [1] = 8.0, p < 0.01).
Figure 2.1 illustrates that highly motivated individuals gain the most from a greater
availability of information. 14 Among weakly motivated persons, the predicted probability of
acquiring information increases from 0.24 to 0.33 if one switches from a low-availability environment to a high-availability environment; a difference in learning likelihood of 9 percentage points. By contrast, for a highly motivated person in an individual environment low in
information and an otherwise identical highly motivated person situated in an environment
offering a high level of information, the predicted learning probability varies between 0.38
and 0.60; a difference of 22 percentage points. Even if one compares the increase for both
groups of individuals from low to high availability relative to the starting point of each group,
the highly motivated gain more (58 percentage points) than the weakly motivated (38 percentage points). But perhaps most importantly, in the high-availability environment, the learning gap between individuals high and low in motivation virtually doubles (14 versus 27 percentage points).
Surely, even people without motivation have a stronger propensity to learn when given
more opportunity, as previous work on “passive learning” suggests (e.g., Zukin & Snyder,
1984). But even so, more motivated individuals draw ahead of less motivated individuals using the same sources once those sources offer more information. 15
Discussion and Conclusion
In order to acquire political information, citizens need to have the opportunity to do so.
If more of that information is available from the media environment, this opportunity increases, with the result that citizens learn more easily. Combining content analyses and survey data, a gradually growing body of research has tested and confirmed this plausible hypothesis,
thereby improving upon prior political learning research, most of which has not accounted for
actual learning opportunity in political communication. In view of increasing media choice in
modern media markets, the present study further advances this research by specifying the me-

14

Predicted probabilities are computed for a hypothetical female with mean scores on the remaining background
variables answering an information question of average difficulty with normal response speed.
15
Although this study is not concerned with ability-based gaps in information acquisition (see, e.g., Jerit et al.,
2006), we did additionally examine the interactive effect of information availability and general political information, and that of information availability and education. Neither the former (b = 0.000, p ≤ 1.00) nor the latter
interaction (b = 0.001, p ≤ 0.95) was found to produce an impact (see also Prior, 2007, p. 257).
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Figure 2.1 The effect of availability (x-axis) on acquisition (y-axis) of performance-relevant
information at low and high levels of motivation.

Note. The dotted lines in gray shading indicate 95-percent confidence intervals around the simulated effects.

dia environment at the level of the individual, by distinguishing differential levels of information levels of information availability across these individual environments, and by examining the effects of differential opportunity in a European news market.
As expected, our findings show that the specific sources of news that citizens habitually select for consumption can greatly affect their individual odds of (re-)encountering and, by
extension, acquiring information about particular events in politics. We recognize, of course,
that not all political events are equally subjective to selective media attention or negligence.
We do suspect, however, that heterogeneity in media coverage is especially likely to emerge
in cases concerning routine policymaking and performance in specific domains of politics
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such as the EU summit examined in the present study (for two recent cases in U.S. politics,
see Barabas and Jerit, 2010). To a large extent, such heterogeneity stems from the expansion
of modern media markets, the competitive pressures of which stimulate diversification in
news offerings, also in countries with a strong public service broadcasting tradition. While
this development does not necessarily imply a reduction in the media’s overall supply of news
about political elites’ policy actions, news of that sort may now more likely be concentrated
among a smaller share of available media, and therefore encountered – and thus acquired – by
a more select group of citizens based on individual media use patterns.
Disparities in the distribution of performance-relevant information across different
segments of the news audience, such as the one observed in our study, are particularly troublesome in the light of the democratic significance of such information. After all, policy actions and other key expressions of elite performance are among the primary targets to be monitored by citizens if they want to hold their leaders accountable for their actions (Delli Carpini
& Keeter, 1996; Kuklinski et al., 2000). And crucially, since information of this type directly
informs citizens’ judgments in specific domains of government, its (corrective) influence on
these judgments is likely to be substantial; more substantial, for example, than the influence
of being well-informed about politics more generally (see Chapter 1; Gilens, 2001; see also
Levendusky, 2011). To be sure, citizens have limited time and attention to routinely monitor
the performance of public officeholders (Graber, 2003; Schudson, 1998; Zaller, 2003), and
they might well differ on the meaning they attribute to specific instances of political (in)action
(Gaines, Kuklinski, & Quirk, 2007). But given those constraints, citizens can fulfill their monitorial obligation only if they have an actual opportunity to encounter performance-relevant
information. And with a news space that is increasingly fragmented, so is, in many cases, exposure opportunity.
Variation in information supply across individual media environments thus has, in and
of itself, potentially important ramifications for the quality of representative democracy. Yet
even under conditions of equal learning opportunity, some individuals are more inclined to
take advantage of the available information than others because they are intrinsically more
motivated to do so. Indeed, the second major insight emerging from our study is that learning
motivation moderates the impact of information availability, such that at higher levels of information availability, individuals more motivated to follow political affairs increase their
information lead over those who are less motivated. In other words, a greater supply of political information in a given news source does not help to reduce, but rather widens, the information gap that results from pre-existing differences in motivation among users of that
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source. Greater information supply, then, mostly serves those who are strongly motivated to
monitor their political world to begin with: assuming that more strongly motivated individuals
have stronger relative preferences for news with political substance, a media environment
more dense in political information is a more efficient media environment, for this makes it
easier for them to find their preferred content (see Prior, 2007).
It is important to reiterate that even those with the weakest motivation – that is, those
most inclined to avoid exposure to political information – are more likely to learn as they otherwise would when more information is available to them. However, greater availability of
relevant information as such plausibly does not even begin to reduce the gap between more
and less motivated citizens (see also Iyengar et al., 2009, p. 353), unless the level of availability in the news becomes sufficiently pervasive. It is not before a political story “breaks
through the fog of disjointed news [to] penetrate every corner of public space” that it catches
the attention of citizens across the board (Zaller, 2003, pp. 121-122). Indeed, if we follow
Iyengar et al.’s (2010) argument that “public awareness of highly newsworthy issues is likely
to diffuse across levels of interest” (p. 303), then the positive interaction between information
availability and motivation should wane as media coverage reaches a level of abundance. Yet
such policy events are extraordinary (Barabas & Jerit, 2010; Zaller, 1992). Future research
with strong variation in information availability should conduct an all-encompassing test of
the saturation-conditional motivation moderation hypothesis, but meanwhile, we posit that
learning about most policy events requires not only opportunity, but also motivation.
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Chapter 3

Reconciling Passive and Motivated Learning:
The Saturation-Conditional Impact of Media Coverage
and Motivation on Political Information
This chapter has been accepted for publication in Communication Research.

Abstract
Representative democracy requires that citizens express informed political opinions, and in
order to inform their opinions, they must have the opportunity to acquire relevant facts from
the media. In view of increasing audience segmentation, such opportunity may vary according
to how widely political information diffuses across the various sources available in a media
environment. However, it remains uncertain how differences in information saturation correspond with differences in information acquisition. Drawing on data from a rolling crosssectional survey with nearly sixty waves and media content analyses spanning four European
countries, this article examines if a wider availability of information in collective media environments facilitates acquisition of such information. It also specifies the conditions under
which this effect differs for people with different levels of learning motivation. Using a multilevel model, we find the media environment to be a remarkably powerful force in equipping
people with political information. We also find that better motivated citizens initially benefit
disproportionately from the availability of information, yet motivation-based discrepancies in
learning disappear entirely when media coverage becomes more prevalent.
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Representation in democracy is founded on the principle that citizens have a voice in
the process of government. The predominant view among researchers of public opinion is that
citizens necessarily need relevant factual information in order to express their voices competently and ensure proper representation. Overall, when citizens become better informed and
appropriately use what they learn to inform their political judgments and preferences, the
opinions they express become more reliable. And when public opinion is more reliable, it
becomes a better guide for political elites to policy and decision making (Althaus, 2003). Evidently, it follows from this view that citizens can inform their opinions only to the extent that
the relevant facts are publicly available. Indeed, “citizens can use the facts only if the political
system disseminates them” (Kuklinski, Quirk, Jerit, Schwieder, & Rich, 2000, p. 791). The
opportunity to access and acquire important types of political information, then, is nothing
less than a precondition that representative democracy must meet in order for an informed
citizenship to flourish.
Every scholar in political communication would agree that the media are truly indispensable in providing opportunities that allow for the acquisition of political information (see
Althaus et al., 2011). And yet, the principal mode of analysis in mediated political learning
research centers on the inner motivation of citizens rather than the outer opportunities presented to them. In particular, the media effects reported in this literature are often based on motivational factors such as citizens’ demand for political information or their propensity to attend
to the news media. As a result, write Delli Carpini and Keeter (1996), “the determining factor
regarding who knows what about politics is reduced to the psychological rather than the social
or political” (p. 8). However, citizens “occupy a world of considerable variation in the opportunity to learn about politics, [hence] the consequences of actual use of media depend not only
on the individual but on what information is available” (pp. 209, 347). So, to presume, as
much prior research has done, that citizens by and large construct their own learning opportunities “on demand,” is to ignore that the actual supply of political information in the media
rarely is constant.
To be sure, as sweeping changes in the media landscape in recent decades have
brought about abundance in media choice, motivation may now be considered the single most
important individual trait that make citizens maintain regular surveillance over the political
process (Prior, 2005, 2010). However, most studies on motivational learning fall short of inspecting the true reach of political information among the segmented mass public. As we argue below, even in high-choice circumstances, variation in learning can surpass individual
differences in demand to reflect variation in the breadth of opportunity created by the collec-
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tive media environment as a whole (see Barabas & Jerit, 2009). Furthermore, prior research
proposes that motivation and information availability interact to affect the probability of information acquisition under some but possibly not all conditions (see Chapter 2). Motivation
may thus prove a precondition for political learning in some media settings, but not in others.
Yet extant indications to suggest a conditional interaction between supply and demand remain
fragmentary at best, and to date, no study has formally examined if the moderation effect of
motivation is in fact context-dependent.
Drawing on data from a rolling cross-sectional survey with nearly sixty waves and
media content analyses spanning four European countries, the present article asks if a wider
availability of political information in collective media environments facilitates acquisition of
such information among individuals situated in these environments. It also specifies the conditions under which this effect differs for people with different levels of learning motivation.
We find the contemporary high-choice media environment en bloc to be a remarkably powerful force in equipping citizens with information about current affairs in politics. We also find
that while better motivated citizens initially tend to benefit disproportionately from the availability of information, such discrepancies in learning fully disappear when relevant media
coverage becomes more widespread.
Information Saturation in Collective Media Environments
The supply of and demand for political information comprise two central pathways
through which citizens learn about politics from the media. In order to acquire political information, citizens need to have the opportunity to do so. Opportunity is first and foremost
determined by the availability of information, which “affects how easily a citizen can learn,
given his or her ability or motivation” (Delli Carpini & Keeter, 1996, p. 179). All else equal,
citizens should be more likely to absorb a piece of information that is more widely distributed
across the media, as greater dissemination of information plausibly increases the odds that
citizens encounter it. But aside from the opportunities presented to them in the media, citizens
also vary in their demand for news and information – or learning motivation. Because better
motivated individuals are more inclined to follow political affairs in the media, so, too, are
they more likely to encounter and, by extension, acquire the political information conveyed
through media coverage of politics.
Typically, studies focusing on the effects of media coverage on political information
have put internal motivation, rather than the external environment, at the forefront of explana-
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tions of why some citizens are more likely to learn from the media than others (e.g., Eveland,
Shah, & Kwak, 2003). And in fact, in the current era of “post-broadcast democracy” (Prior,
2007) with strong media proliferation and rapid audience fragmentation, it appears increasingly appropriate to presume that political learning is now a process that occurs mostly on demand. With a wide range of media choices on offer, it is assumed that the probability that
people encounter and absorb political information is becoming a matter of individual preference and self-selection on account of such motivational factors as needs, concerns, and interests. “As new media offer vastly more content,” writes Prior (2010), “politically uninterested
people can more easily avoid news exposure than in the past, while the interested seek out
more news [and] learn more about politics.” In other words, “the effects of this kind of intrinsic motivation are growing” (p. 747). In effect, then, studies focusing on the effects of motivation presume that citizens’ differential propensity to attend to political affairs produces variation in opportunity, which would make opportunity largely endogenous to motivation.
And yet, even if people select their own information diet in line with their preferences,
they also reside in a broader, collectively shared, environment that should affect the likelihood of encounters with relevant information beyond those preferences. That is, variation in
political learning opportunity does not result from such individual characteristics as motivation alone, but also from characteristics of media coverage that exist externally to the individual. And unlike the common presumption in this area of research, the availability of political
information within the wider environment – and therefore the relative ease with which the
information can be acquired – may well vary significantly across time or space from one particular context to the next. Indeed, there is evidence, both longstanding (Delli Carpini, Keeter,
& Kennamer, 1994; Zukin & Snyder, 1984; see also Price & Zaller, 1993, p. 155) and more
recent (Iyengar, Hahn, Bonfadelli, & Marr, 2009; Jerit, Barabas, & Bolsen, 2006), for a link
between learning and the mere availability of information, such that citizens are better informed, irrespective of their motivation, when residing in collective environments that are
relatively rich in information.
Given the disjointed nature of news and information in the high-choice media environment, it is in such environments in particular, that the probability that people acquire a
given piece of political information should depend, at least in part, on the scope of information saturation across the media environment as a whole. The scope of saturation signifies
the “breadth” of information availability (see Barabas & Jerit, 2009). Accordingly, when the
level of saturation is high, such that the information of interest spreads across a wide range of
media sources, citizens should have a greater prospect of encountering and absorbing the in-
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formation than when the dissemination of information remains restricted to a narrow selection
of sources (Zaller, 2003). As Barabas and Jerit (2009) observe, the breadth of relevant media
coverage bears directly to the ease with which the citizen can learn, because an individual
who fails to notice a story in one source might still stumble upon it in another source. Crucially, then, availability of information across multiple sources “helps reach a news audience that
is increasingly segmented due to the proliferation of media outlets” (p. 76).
In order for researchers to analyze the breadth of opportunity and its impact on political learning in modern media settings, they need to examine a large series of facts about current affairs in politics with considerable variation in cross-media diffusion. Aside from survey
data on individual reception of those facts, such an examination calls for content analytical
data revealing the distribution of facts across the collective media environment. Yet such
studies have rarely been conducted (see Jerit et al., 2006). One exception is a pioneering study
by Barabas and Jerit (2009), whose measure of breadth distinguishes between media coverage
that either was or was not carried jointly in newspapers and on television. Comparing different policy-specific facts at one point in time as well as identical facts over time within the
U.S. national media environment, they found that respondents are significantly more likely to
learn when the information is available in both these media. This finding from the American
case supports the proposition that differences in information saturation can cause differences
in information acquisition.
The present study does not only extend this emerging literature by examining a different set of cases, but also advances this research by making a more refined distinction among
media coverage contexts with lower and higher levels of information saturation. Specifically,
our expectation is that individuals are more likely to acquire political information when the
saturation of that information across the media environment is relatively high.
Hypothesis 1: Acquisition of political information increases with the saturation of that
information across the collective media environment.
The Saturation-Conditional Motivation Moderation Hypothesis
Our theoretical argument above stipulates a positive impact of political information
supply going beyond that of audience demand for such information. But even so, there is
good reason to expect that motivation moderates the relationship between media coverage and
information acquisition, such that the strength of the impact of information diffusion varies
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considerably among citizens on account of individual differences in motivation. As pointed
out in Chapter 2, we may presume that citizens with a relatively strong learning motivation
should be especially inclined to follow political events and acquire information, given the
opportunity to do so. One may expect, for instance, that well-motivated individuals pay more
attention to the political information they encounter – and therefore process it better – than
those with little motivation (Chaiken, 1980; Petty & Cacioppo, 1986). And of course, motivated individuals are more likely to seek opportunities for exposure to political information in
the first place; notably through routine usage of news media and other channels typically offering high doses of such information (Luskin, 1990; Prior, 2007). Accordingly, as political
information diffuses more widely, strongly motivated individuals should increasingly draw
ahead of less motivated individuals in terms of learning because, at least initially, the former
take greater advantage of increased access and opportunity.
To be sure, numerous studies have addressed the question of why political information
gaps emerge in the wake of increased information flow (for reviews, see Gaziano, 1997;
Viswanath & Finnegan, 1996). Following Tichenor, Donohue and Olien (1970), most of this
research has connected such gaps to differences in socioeconomic status or cognitive ability
(e.g., Eveland & Scheufele, 2000; Jerit et al., 2006). However, as Genova and Greenberg
(1979) noted long ago, “the choice of media information to consume and the consequent
learning of media information stem more immediately and directly from motivational interests of the public” (p. 80, emphasis added). This argument is especially intuitive in light of the
dramatic expansion of media choice in recent decades (Baum, 2002; Prior, 2005). It is remarkable, then, that only few studies have explored the role of motivation as a moderator of
information gaps (Kwak, 1999; Liu & Eveland, 2005; Prior, 2005). Moreover, those that do
typically do not actually measure and analytically incorporate the supposed variability in information flow. Finally, some studies have suggested that the nature of the saturationmotivation interaction may vary as a function of the level of saturation itself (Genova &
Greenberg, 1979, pp. 80-81; see also Moore, 1987, pp. 195-196), but this possibility has thus
far not been systematically investigated. In the present study, we address this void in the
knowledge gap literature.
Consistent with the notion of “motivated learning” (Prior, 2005), the theoretical argument that we put forward so far stipulates a positive interaction between opportunity and motivation that is linear in form. However, even though an interaction of this kind has in fact
been established in prior studies (see Chapter 2; see also Barabas & Jerit, 2009, p. 85), it
seems unlikely that the moderating impact of motivation continues to increase linearly with
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the availability of information irrespective of how widely the information diffuses across the
media. After all, the higher the level of saturation, the greater the opportunity for less motivated individuals to catch up with those more motivated. When availability abounds, even the
weakly motivated cannot help but encounter some of the available information and absorb it;
a presumption fully in line with research on “passive learning” (Delli Carpini et al., 1994;
Zukin & Snyder, 1984). Indeed, as learning requires less effort in high-saturation environments, the supply of information in such contexts should partially compensate for deficiencies
in demand such as a low level of learning motivation. If so, the projected opportunitymotivation interaction weakens and, eventually, fades away at ever wider availability of relevant media coverage.
It appears plausible, therefore, that the strength of the interaction between media coverage and motivation depends on the level of information saturation across the media environment. As Iyengar et al. (2010) suggest,
the importance of individual-level motivational factors varies across contexts; they are
less important in information-rich environments, but critical in information-deprived
situations. When news coverage is informative and frequently encountered, even less attentive citizens become informed. But when the media environment is relatively barren
of political content…, the acquisition of information becomes challenging and is limited
to individuals who self-select into the news audience (p. 292).
Although Iyengar and his colleagues did not empirically assess the joint effect of their supply
and demand variables, it is theoretically sensible to predict that the impact of motivation as a
moderator of media coverage effects is indeed, as the researchers propose, “contextdependent” (p. 292). Accordingly, the moderating influence of motivation should be strongest
in media environments in which the level of information saturation remains restricted to a
fairly narrow range of sources, whereas a weak or no moderation effect would be anticipated
in environments in which the information spreads more widely across the media (see also
Druckman, 2005, p. 466). Put differently, we expect to find a curvilinear by linear interaction
between opportunity and motivation, such that the acquisition of political information becomes less conditional on motivation as the level of saturation – that is, the breadth of opportunity – in a given media environment increases.
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Hypothesis 2: There is a curvilinear by linear interaction between information saturation
and motivation, such that motivation moderates the impact of saturation on political information acquisition, but only at lower levels of saturation.
Data and Measurement
The 2009 elections to the European Parliament serve as the setting of our study. The
elections were held between June 4 and 7 in the 27 member states of the EU, and we use rolling cross-sectional (RCS) survey data collected in four of them: Denmark, Germany, the
Netherlands, and the United Kingdom (UK). In a rolling cross-sectional design, a one-shot
cross-section is partitioned into random subsamples of respondents for each day of interviewing and released accordingly (Johnston & Brady, 2002; Brady & Johnston, 2006). Fieldwork
dates varied from country to country, but all subsamples were interviewed between May 14
and June 14, 2009. 1 All surveys were administered by TNS. 2 In each country for each fieldwork date, TNS selected a random subset of respondents from a representative national panel
of citizens, and invited them to fill out an online questionnaire. In total, more than 80,000
citizens of 18 years and older were invited to participate.
A total of 22,504 individuals completed the questionnaire for a given interview date
they were randomly assigned to, yielding an average response rate (AAPOR RR1) of 28 percent. 3 Some of the surveys did not carry a factual information item tapping political learning,
and the respondents participating in these surveys were excluded from the analysis. In total,
our study employs 59 suitable surveys. Our final pooled sample, in which all surveys are
combined into a large cross-section (see Zaller, 2002), consists of 20,943 respondents (on
average 355 respondents per survey). It includes 4,851 individuals from Denmark, 4,931 from
Germany, 6,245 from the Netherlands, and 4,916 from the UK. Each country sub-sample is
by and large representative of the national adult population in terms of key sociodemographics. 4
1

In the Netherlands and the United Kingdom, the elections took place on June 4. In Denmark and Germany, the
elections were held on June 7.
2
All fieldwork was coordinated by TNS Opinion in Brussels. The surveys were conducted by TNS’s national
subsidiaries.
3
Each daily survey was launched at noon and in the field for exactly 24 hours, except for the June 8 survey,
which was continued until June 14, 2009. More than 90 percent of respondents completed the June 8 survey
within 24 hours, and our results remain unchanged if we exclude the other 10 percent of respondents from our
analysis (see also Barabas & Jerit, 2009, pp. 79-80).
4
Census data from 2008 on age, gender, and education were obtained from Statistics Denmark, the Federal Statistical Office (Germany), Statistics Netherlands, and the Office for National Statistics (UK). Comparing the
complete country samples with the respective adult populations, we observe few instances of deviation. In the
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Political Information Acquisition
Our dependent variable is acquisition of EU-level political information. All 59 surveys
asked respondents a single unique question about a recent occurrence in European politics.
Several questions asked about key political actors in the EU elections or with an otherwise
recent role on the European stage, but we also included questions about developments in relation to the substance and structures of EU politics (for a full overview, see Appendix C). All
questions were put to respondents in a multiple-choice format including four response categories with random order rotation, plus a don’t know option. Incorrect and don’t know answers
were scored 0 and correct answers were scored 1.5
The questions measure information that materialized over the course of the election
campaign, even though not all the facts we asked about were reported in the media. Crucially,
the rolling cross-section enables us to capture effects of political learning that result from these campaign dynamics. Among the most appealing features of the RCS design relative to other designs are its flexibility and precision. Whereas most survey designs require that information questions be composed well in advance of the period of fieldwork, RCS samples are
released continuously during that period. This, in turn, allows for continuous updating of survey questions, such that measures of learning can be sensitized to real-time events and emerging media coverage of such events. Indeed, by permitting a direct link between the dissemination and individual-level acquisition of political information, the “fine ‘granularity’ of sample
release facilitates causal attribution” (Brady & Johnston, 2006, p. 164).
We took advantage of this design by replacing the information question on the questionnaire prior to each new survey release. 6 As a result, we were able to ask about subjects
that emerged right before the interview, and indeed most of the facts we gauged had come
forward just days or even within 24 hours prior to the time of interview. Other information
had surfaced somewhat longer before measurement, but even this information was highly current as it was practically not available – and therefore not acquirable – before the campaign
Danish sample, individuals between 18 and 39 years of age are marginally under-represented, whereas the German and UK samples slightly under-represent people of 65 and older. The Danish and German samples also
under-represent people with low education somewhat. Overall, our final pooled sample is mildly skewed toward
middle-aged and educated individuals, and this observation is fairly typical with respect to the composition of
online samples more generally (see Chang & Krosnick, 2009; Iyengar et al., 2009; 2010). We thank Maaike
Elenbaas, Favad Siddiqui, and Iben Obergaard for valuable research assistance.
5
When we randomly reassign all don’t know scores among the four substantive response options to account for
respondents’ differential guessing propensity (see Mondak, 1999), our key results are similar and conclusions
remain the same.
6
We determined the final composition and reading of the information item each day before 9 a.m. TNS then
inserted the item into the questionnaire, and fielded the survey the same day at noon.
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had properly started (see also Druckman, 2005, p. 474). Given the timely nature of our information items, respondents almost certainly needed to have encountered relevant media coverage shortly before the survey in order to know the correct answer (see also Slater, 2004).
Again, then (see also Chapter 2), we can be confident that we measure what we intend to
measure, which is actual acquisition of political information. 7
Political Information Saturation
Information saturation, our key independent variable, reflects the level of dissemination of a given piece of information across the national media environment as a whole. Consistent with this conceptualization, the level of saturation across the media increases with the
number of different media sources carrying the information. In adopting this approach to capturing information saturation, we build on Barabas and Jerit’s (2009) analogous concept of
“breadth” (pp. 76-77). In order to determine the level of saturation per piece of information,
we content analyzed a heterogeneous sample of five of the most consulted national news
sources per country. The sample includes the prime-time broadcasts of the country’s main
public and commercial television news programs, two leading highbrow newspapers, and one
tabloid. 8 Because our selection of sources acknowledges key segments of the national media
market, we assume they jointly draw a representative picture of the level of information availability across the mediated environment as a whole.
For each of the 59 political information questions, we tallied the number of sources
providing the correct answer in their coverage. The newspapers were analyzed from front
page to back page; the television programs from start to finish. 9 The period of content analysis corresponds with the time between the start of the campaign – four weeks before the election – and the date of interview. With the media content data collected, we scored respondents
according to the level of cross-media diffusion of the information they were asked about in
7

We use the term “political information acquisition” interchangeably with “political learning,” and take them to
mean the same. Strictly speaking, of course, our study does not actually analyze political learning – or change in
political information – within respondents over time; this would require a longitudinal design with panel data
(e.g., Eveland, Hayes, Shah, & Kwak, 2005) or an experiment with a pre-post test design (e.g., Neuman, Just, &
Crigler, 1992).
8
The Danish sample of media sources includes TV Avisen, Nyhederne, Jyllands-Posten, Politiken, and Ekstra
Bladet. The German sample includes Tagesschau, RTL Aktuell, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, Süddeutsche
Zeitung, and Bild. The Dutch sample includes NOS Journaal, RTL Nieuws, NRC Handelsblad, de Volkskrant,
and De Telegraaf. Finally, the UK sample includes BBC News at Ten, ITV News at Ten, The Independent, The
Guardian, and The Sun.
9
The content analysis was conducted by eight trained coders, each of whom fluent in the language of the news
they coded. All coders took part in an intercoder-reliability test, for which they content analyzed a random sample of 35 news stories. Among other variables, the test included six nominal variables that asked about the presence of specific factual information per story. With Krippendorff alphas ranging between 0.72 and 0.83, the test
yielded reliable levels of agreement on these variables (Krippendorff, 2004; Hayes & Krippendorff, 2007).
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the survey. Because we content analyzed a total of five different sources, all scores vary between 0 and 5 sources transmitting the correct answer. We recode this variable to distinguish
six levels of information saturation ranging from 1 to 6 (M = 3.38, SD = 1.56).
Motivation
We tap internal motivation with political interest (see also Chapter 2), which one
scholar described as “typically the most powerful predictor of political behaviors that make
democracy work” (Prior, 2010, p. 747). Our approach follows that of Luskin (1990, p. 335)
and others in this domain of research (Delli Carpini & Keeter, 1996; Iyengar et al., 2010).We
measure interest in politics with a single question worded as follows: “Generally speaking,
how interested would you say you are in politics?” The response options range from 1, denoting “very little interest,” to 7, denoting “very high interest” (M = 4.13, SD = 1.77).
Analysis and Results
In order to the test the proposition that political learning varies as a function of opportunity to relevant information encounters in the media – as we expect it does following Hypothesis 1 –, we estimate a model in which a respondent’s answer to a given information
question is linked directly to the level of saturation of the information in the respondent’s media environment preceding the survey in which (s)he participated. Because we pool data from
all surveys and countries (see also Iyengar et al., 2009), our data comprise two levels – as
individual survey respondents (Level-1) are nested in different media contexts across time and
space (Level-2). Accordingly, multilevel modeling is appropriate (Goldstein, 2011; Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002). In order to account for variation resulting from clustering by information environments and questions among surveys, we use a random intercept model with a
logit link function in which the intercept is allowed to vary across surveys (see also Jerit et al.,
2006). Opting for a parsimonious model, we further assumed all Level-1 coefficients to be
fixed (for a similar application of this approach, see Iyengar et al., 2009).
Aside from political interest – our measure of motivation –, the model includes a variety of control variables that are bound to confound the relationship between media coverage
and political learning. To begin with, we recognize the cross-national scope of our study.
While the four cases are quite compatible on systemic characteristics known to affect reception of political information, the four countries examined here potentially differ in various
respects (Dimock & Popkin, 1997; Hallin & Mancini, 2004). To the extent that unknown
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country factors affect the supply of (EU-level) political information in the national media, and
to the extent such factors also have an independent influence on political learning, the impact
of information saturation might in part be spurious. We must control, therefore, for country of
residence. Specifically, our model includes three dummy variables, identifying respondents as
Danish, German, or Dutch (scored 1 if applicable and 0 otherwise), that are compared against
the baseline of the UK. In addition, we control for sociodemographics age, gender, education,
and income, all of which we regard as exogenous predictors of both political information demand and acquisition. 10
We furthermore control for general political information. Doing so does not only reduce concerns about spurious effects further (Price & Zaller, 1993), but also minimizes the
risk of reverse causation (Eveland, Hayes, Shah, & Kwak, 2005). According to a possible
counterhypothesis, well-informed individuals would have opted for greater access to political
information in the first place. Such alternative interpretations of the relationship between information saturation and acquisition are much less plausible with general political information
controlled. We measured this with four questions about national and EU-level political actors
and offices, all of which refer to fairly static facts that were acquirable long before the information measured as outcome variable (see Prior, 2007, pp. 118-119). 11 In effect, then, our
model can also be read as assessing the likelihood that respondents have learned from media
coverage based on what is expected given their existing level of political information more
generally.
Finally, we control for duration of information response (see Malhotra, 2008; see also
Chapter 2, fn. 11). To the extent that respondents satisfice or search the web while answering
information questions in such surveys, scores on the outcome variable may be negatively associated with fast responding, and positively associated with delayed responses (see Chapter
2, Table 2.1). Accordingly, we include dummy variables for low and high response duration,
coded 1 for completion times below 6 and above 30 seconds respectively, and 0 otherwise. 12
10

Age was measured in years (M = 46.84, SD = 16.02). Education was measured on a standardized scale with
qualification levels ranging from 1, primary school, to 6, MA or post-graduate education (M = 3.43, SD = 1.59).
Income was measured as the gross monthly household income on a scale from 1, denoting less than €500, to 10,
denoting more than €10,000, or the equivalent in British pounds or Danish crowns (M = 5.16, SD = 1.98).
11
General political information is an index of correct answers to questions about the name of the national foreign
affairs minister, the length of a single term in the national parliament, the number of member states of the EU,
and the composition of the European Parliament. All questions were asked in a multiple-choice format with five
randomly rotating response categories and a don’t know option. Our index measure distinguishes five levels of
general political information ranging from 0 to 4 (M = 1.90, SD = 1.11), comprising 13, 21, 38, 20, and 8 percent
of the sample, respectively.
12
Irrespective of whether we determine the threshold for low response duration scores at below 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, or
10 seconds, our results are identical. It is unlikely that completion time was systematically affected by differ-
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We begin our multivariate analysis by examining the partial effect of information saturation on learning (Model 1). The results of this partial effects model, as estimated by random-intercept logistic regression, are shown in the left column of Table 3.1. 13 Much as one
would expect on the basis of previous research in this domain, the likelihood of acquiring
political information is higher among males and increases with age, income, education, and
general political information. Information acquisition also increases with motivation, such
that individuals with a stronger interest in politics are more likely to learn. Furthermore, we
find a relationship between learning and response duration. Specifically, political learning
correlates negatively with fast responses and positively with prolonged completion times. In
addition, we find none of the three country variables to have a significant effect on learning
relative to the reference category (UK). Reassuringly, this latter finding suggests that country
characteristics unaccounted for have no independent impact on political information acquisition beyond the variables included in the model.
Reading down the left column of Table 3.1, we observe, clear of all these possible
confounders, a significant positive influence of information saturation. In other words, a wider diffusion of political information across the media environment stimulates learning. In order to get some perspective on the magnitude of this effect, we transform the estimated log
odds (shown in the table) into odds ratios – the exponentiated regression coefficients. The
odds ratio of the saturation variable is 1.687. Thus, with all other variables in Model 1 held
constant, each one unit increase in information saturation increases the odds of learning by 69
percentage points. The strength of the impact of saturation is particularly revealing when juxtaposed with that of education (see Prior, 2005, p. 582); typically a key predictor of political
information (Delli Carpini & Keeter, 1996; Highton, 2009). Both variables are measured on
1-6 scales and very similarly distributed (with nearly identical means and standard deviations). All else equal, a one unit increase in education increases the odds of learning by just 11
percentage points. Remarkably, the impact of saturation is more than six times stronger. (By
comparison: a one unit increase on the 1-7 scale of political interest increases the odds of
learning by 28 percentages points, all else equal.) In sum, we find strong support for Hypothesis 1: A wider dissemination of political information across media sources is associated with a
significantly greater likelihood that citizens acquire that information.
ences in question length across languages. None of the mean differences in question length (measured as the
number of words per question) between any pair of languages we compared were statistically significant (for all
mean differences, p > 0.10).
13
The estimates shown in Table 3.1 are generated using xtmelogit in Stata (Rabe-Hesketh & Skrondal, 2008).
All continuous variables are grand mean centered (see Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002).
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Table 3.1 The effects of information saturation and motivation on acquisition of political information
Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Constant

−1.651**
(0.244)

−1.650**
(0.244)

−1.666**
(0.261)

Denmark

0.147
(0.315)

0.147
(0.314)

0.167
(0.316)

Germany

−0.281
(0.332)

−0.281
(0.332)

−0.274
(0.330)

Netherlands

0.068
(0.335)

0.068
(0.335)

0.079
(0.333)

Low response duration

−0.217**
(0.063)

−0.216**
(0.063)

−0.221**
(0.064)

High response duration

0.569**
(0.054)

0.569**
(0.054)

0.570**
(0.054)

Age

0.010**
(0.001)

0.010**
(0.001)

0.010**
(0.001)

Male

0.294**
(0.038)

0.294**
(0.038)

0.292**
(0.038)

Income

0.057**
(0.010)

0.057**
(0.010)

0.057**
(0.010)

Education

0.102**
(0.012)

0.102**
(0.012)

0.102**
(0.012)

General political information

0.480**
(0.021)

0.480**
(0.021)

0.482**
(0.021)

Political interest

0.246**
(0.013)

0.245**
(0.013)

0.285**
(0.017)

Information saturation

0.523**
(0.079)

0.522**
(0.079)

0.502**
(0.079)

Information saturation × Political interest

―

0.002
(0.008)

0.015
(0.009)

Information saturation2

―

―

0.003
(0.047)

Information saturation2 × Political interest

―

―

−0.019**
(0.005)

−9326

−9326

−9319

Log likelihood

(continued)
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Ni/Nj

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

20943/59

20943/59

20943/59

Note. Cell entries are fixed effects estimates from a hierarchical linear model with standard errors in parentheses.
The dependent variable is dichotomous and scored 1 if the respondent correctly answered a given political information question and 0 if otherwise. ** p < 0.01 (two-tailed).

The Interactive Dynamics of Information Supply and Demand
We now extend the model to assess the nature of the interaction between political information saturation and motivation. Independent of one another, these variables of supply
and demand both uphold a solid relation to political learning, as the outcomes of Model 1
show. According to our second hypothesis, motivation reinforces the impact of information
saturation, but only when the overall scope of saturation remains limited to a narrow range of
sources. However, an alternative hypothesis may be that motivation’s moderating power persists across the entire range of information saturation, such that highly motivated individuals
continue to benefit disproportionally from media coverage vis-à-vis those less motivated even
beyond a modest degree of saturation. In that case, the interaction between saturation and motivation would take an unexpected linear form. To account for this possibility, we estimate a
model similar to Model 1 but now including a linear by linear component designed to assess
the first-order interaction between the two variables (Model 2). In order to account for the
possibility of a curvilinear by linear interaction – as anticipated following Hypothesis 2 –, we
estimate a model that accommodates two additional components (Model 3). The first is a
quadratic term of the saturation variable, and the second is the curvilinear by linear component designed to capture a nonlinear interaction effect (see Aiken & West, 1991; Cohen, Cohen, West, & Aiken, 2003).
The estimated effects of the predictors in Models 2 and 3 are presented in the middle
and right columns of Table 3.1, respectively. The results of Model 2 indicate that the firstorder interaction term of the joint effect of saturation and motivation does not significantly
correlate with political information acquisition. This finding suggests that motivation-induced
change in learning likelihood following media coverage does not come out as monotonic or
uniform across the range of information saturation. In other words, the effect of saturation on
political learning does not increase linearly with motivation consistently. Had we expired our
analysis at this point, we would conclude that motivation does not moderate the influence of
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media coverage. Yet such a conclusion would be premature, because it ignores the possibility
that the information environment compensates for a lack of motivation at higher levels of saturation.
If the environment indeed does so, then the projected information lead of strongly motivated individuals over those weakly motivated may still emerge, but fail to increase indefinitely. We therefore turn to Model 3. The results of this model reveal that the higher-order
interaction term assessing the curvilinear by linear interaction exerts a significant impact on
information acquisition. The sign of the coefficient is negative, indicating that the further a
score on the saturation scale is removed from the mean on that scale – that is, the higher the
value on the squared saturation variable –, the weaker the moderating influence of motivation.
As the level of saturation increases, the impact of media coverage is initially conditioned by
motivation. However, beyond a certain threshold level, this interaction effect vanishes. Motivation does alter the effect of saturation, but only up to a certain point; that is, as long as the
information is available from the media but not too widely so (see Druckman, 2005). A likelihood ratio test indicates that accounting for the nonlinear interaction in Model 3 produces a
significant improvement in model fit (χ2 [2] = 14.0, p < 0.01). 14
Figure 3.1 visualizes the curvilinear by linear interaction between information saturation and motivation using the coefficients from Model 3. The higher and lower bound slopes
represent the effect of saturation among individuals with high and low levels of intrinsic motivation, respectively. 15 We focus on the left-hand panel of the figure, which plots the interact-

14

It may still be, however, that this apparent interaction is partly spurious. Media environments that differ in
saturation may vary in various other ways. One way in which low- and high-saturation environments may differ,
for example, is in the mixture of highbrow and lowbrow media sources that carry a piece of information. If
availability in popular sources such as television and tabloids is more likely for broadly newsworthy and appealing stories, then low values of saturation may be associated with availability in quality newspapers and high
values with availability in popular sources. To the extent that television and tabloids are preferred over quality
newspapers by people with little learning motivation, the interaction in Model 3 may, at least in part, be an artifact of self-selection effects. To account for this possibility, we constructed a dichotomous variable scored 1 if
the information of interest was included in television or tabloid coverage and 0 if it was not, as well as an interaction term between that variable and political interest. We then reestimated Model 3 using these two additional
controls. While, in line with the self-selection hypothesis, the direction of the interaction between lowbrow
availability and political interest is negative, it is not statistically significant (b = −0.032, p = 0.31). Moreover,
including these controls leaves the nonlinear saturation-motivation interaction unchanged, suggesting this effect
is not attributable to selectivity in media reliance by motivation. In order to further account for the possibility of
spurious interaction, we examined if information saturation interacts in a nonlinear fashion with age, gender,
income, education, general political information, or country of residence. Regardless if we enter each pair of
interaction terms simultaneously or separately into Model 3, the curvilinear by linear interaction between saturation and motivation remains virtually unchanged and statistically significant. This finding counters the suggestion that individual differences on any of these controls explain the saturation-motivation interaction reported in
Model 3.
15
Predicted probabilities are computed for a hypothetical Danish female with mean scores on the remaining
background variables answering an information question with normal response speed. “High” and “low” motiva-
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Figure 3.1 The effect of information saturation (x-axis) on acquisition of political information
(y-axis) at high (upper bound line) and low (lower bound line) levels of motivation.

Note. Dashed lines indicate extrapolation beyond the range of saturation in the data.

tion for values of saturation within the range of the available data. (The right-hand panel provides an extrapolated picture of the interaction to be addressed in the discussion.) As can be
seen from Figure 3.1, motivation transforms the curvilinearity of the relationship of information saturation to political learning. When motivation is low, the impact of saturation is
curvilinear, but as motivation increases, the effect of saturation becomes increasingly linear.
Accordingly, a high level of motivation appears to be a requirement in order to overcome the
obstacle of learning in the low-saturation environment. Conversely, a high-saturation environment appears to make up for deficiencies in motivation, allowing even the least motivated
individuals to make sizable information gains.
To get a better sense of these learning gap dynamics, we turn to Figure 3.2. This figure
plots the percentage-point size of the gap in the likelihood of political information acquisition
tion correspond to the maximum and minimum scores on political interest, respectively. Each of these scores
was reported by 10 percent of all respondents.
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between individuals with high and low motivation by levels of saturation. Focusing again on
the left-hand panel, this figure shows that the learning gap more than triples from 11 (the difference between 14 and 3) to 37 percentage points (the difference between 70 and 33) as one
moves from the lowest to the highest observed value on the saturation variable. However, as
can be seen from the figure, the gap clearly stabilizes toward the high end of our scale: the
positive interaction between information saturation and motivation fizzles out. Indeed, once
we move from the second-highest to highest measured level of saturation, the differential increase in learning likelihood between those with the highest and lowest levels of motivation is
effectively zero, such that both groups of individuals make increments in information acquisition that are equally large.
Taken as a whole, the results presented suggest that motivation is a saturationconditional moderator of political learning effects, and this evidence is consistent with Hypothesis 2.
Discussion and Conclusion
The findings reported in this research resonate with an important take-home message
from Delli Carpini and Keeter’s (1996) classic account of political information in the American electorate: that “[w]hat people know about politics tells us much about citizens and about
the political environment in which they operate” (p. 8, emphasis in original). Most research
efforts in this domain of scholarship have been directed strictly at the individual antecedents
of political information acquisition, but as Delli Carpini and Keeter point out, such endeavors
leave out a crucial contextual input variable. Indeed, because the environment – and most
notably the mediated information environment – is a critical determinant of political learning
opportunity, and because such opportunity is rarely constant across contexts, it is of much
greater consequence for how well-informed the public ends up being than commonly assumed.
The present study, which is based on data from citizens and media across North-West
Europe, clearly supports this contention. It demonstrates that a wider distribution of political
information in the media strongly increases the odds that citizens acquire that information; a
finding in keeping with original American-based research merging survey and media content
analytic data (Barabas & Jerit, 2009). Of course, we realize that in the contemporary highchoice media environment, citizens’ intrinsic motivations are an important – if not the most
important – force in shaping individual opportunities for exposure to political information
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Figure 3.2 The percentage-point size of the political learning gap (y-axis) between individuals with high and low levels of motivation across levels of information saturation (x-axis).

Note. Dashed lines indicate extrapolation beyond the range of saturation in the data.

(Prior, 2007). To be sure, relevant information salient to some individuals often goes largely
unnoticed by others, depending on the media offerings that individuals choose to resort to or
avoid. However, despite divergences in media use among citizens that result from individual
media preferences, the larger media environment might still regularly give rise to learning
opportunity above and beyond such preferences. While we say little about the specific sources
that people rely on, our results show that when political information spreads across a wider
array of sources in a given media marketplace, citizens will encounter and absorb the information more easily, independent of media self-selection. 16 Overall, what citizens learn about
politics varies not only as a function of demand for political information, but also of supply
(Delli Carpini & Keeter, 1996).
16

It is quite plausible, moreover, that the availability of political facts across a given environment diffuses beyond the media into interpersonal political discussions, which in turn may translate into information gains (e.g.,
Eveland, 2004).
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Yet, aside from comprising two central pathways to political information of their own,
media coverage and motivation additionally interact to produce political learning effects. Indeed, in line with Iyengar et al.’s (2010) assertion that “the prevailing level of information is
affected jointly by both demand and supply variables” (p. 292), our study demonstrates that
motivation modifies the impact of information saturation. Importantly however, it does so, we
find, only under conditions of limited saturation. When political information travels more
widely across the media spectrum, disparities in information acquisition disappear, such that
the information diffuses across all levels of political interest. In media environments characterized by a narrow availability of information, learning hinges on a relatively high level of
motivation. But in the high-saturation environment, even citizens with a weak motivation –
that is, those most inclined to eschew the news of politics – tend to passively pick up information from encounters with relevant media transmission. While previous studies of passive
and motivated learning have provided separate snapshots of the opportunity-motivation interaction by holding the media environment constant, this study is the first to capture these differential learning perspectives in an inclusive analysis spanning multiple markets.
By revealing how information saturation ultimately serves as an external information
leveler between the most and least attentive strata in society, our research reiterates the democratic significance of the collective media environment (Delli Carpini & Keeter, 1996;
Kuklinski, Quirk, Jerit, & Rich, 2001). The right-hand panels of Figures 3.1 and 3.2 plot the
predicted probabilities for an extended range of hypothetical values of information saturation
beyond those actually observed in our media content data. As these extrapolated projections
indicate, the least motivated even begin to catch up with the most motivated citizens once the
latter reach a learning ceiling toward high levels of information diffusion. At that point, the
interaction between opportunity and motivation will take a negative form. 17 Our point is that
as the environment changes, so does the nature of the interplay between supply and demand.
In certain contexts, motivation turns out to be a precondition for political learning; other contexts do not require people to be so involved or to actively monitor the news media. At the
same time, it is worth emphasizing that an effectual narrowing of the learning gap requires a
media environment highly dense in information. That is, a story conveying relevant political
information is unlikely to catch the attention of the disinterested citizen unless that story, in
Zaller’s (2003, pp. 121-122) words, “breaks through the fog of disjointed news [to] penetrate
every corner of public space so few could miss it” (see also Price & Zaller, 1993).

17

For a discussion of the risks associated with such counterfactual predictions, see King and Zeng (2006).
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What type of political information, then, tends to be transmitted in such exceptionally
high-saturation media stories of political events? Presumably, those stories abound in contexts
of political contestation and controversy, as with certain high-profile policy debates or election campaigns. 18 Yet “communication in these situations often consists of ideological rhetoric and stark predictions… – hardly the stuff of enlightened deliberation” (Barabas and Jerit,
2010, pp. 239-240). Most media coverage of politics, of course, typically does not reach the
level of saturation that extraordinary news events do. To the extent that the public distribution
of facts about policies, political performance and other types of information critical to competent citizenship remains relatively confined (Bennett, 2003), then accordingly, the most important kinds of political learning might remain limited to only those citizens sufficiently motivated to tune in to relevant coverage (see Chapter 2). In fact, as Althaus et al. (2011) remind
us, no medium can be counted on to reliably convey these facts, and so “routine transmission
of politically important information should never be assumed” (p. 1076). It is imperative,
therefore, that future research not only reveals the democratic consequences of disparities in
citizen motivation, but also maps disparities in the distribution of “politically important information” in media environments across time and location.

18

Conflict within a political entity, for example, increases conspicuousness of and social concern about an issue,
and therefore increases media coverage of the issue (for a recent illustration of this dynamic in the context of
European elections, see Schuck, Xezonakis, Elenbaas, Banducci, & de Vreese, 2011). As social and elite tensions provide a strong stimulus to political communication, including interpersonal discussion, community conflict over some issue may narrow gaps in political information between different segments of the public
(Donohue, Tichenor, & Olien, 1975).
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Chapter 4

Informed Change, for Some:
Political Information Encounters and Elite Performance
Judgments
Manuscript under review.

Abstract
Representative democracy requires that citizens express informed political opinions. To do so,
they must not only have access to relevant factual information and absorb what they need to
know, but also use the acquired facts to update opinions accordingly. However, it remains
unclear if citizens make “informed updates” of political judgments when relevant facts are
available to them in a real-world media environment. Drawing on data from a two-wave panel
survey and media content analysis, this article examines if exposure to facts about elite performance in the media alters judgments about such performance by way of inducing performance-relevant information. It also examines how this indirect exposure effect differs for
people with different levels of motivation and sophistication for processing new political information. We find that relevant information encounters do not only induce learning, but can
indirectly also change associated judgments as people use what they learn from exposure to
revise these judgments. But our results also reveal how such impact of exposure is conditioned by personal characteristics: it is pronounced only among moderately sophisticated individuals with above-average motivation.
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One of the most prominent democratic norms advocated in public opinion research is
that citizens’ political judgments ought to be informed by relevant facts. Whether polities and
publics meet all of the requirements in the real world, however, often remains unclear. Are
citizens provided with the facts needed to form and update opinions? As most political elite
activity materializes beyond their immediate experience, citizens heavily depend on the media
environment for supply of such information. Do citizens wholly absorb the facts when they
encounter them? People cannot apply the facts, one would presume, without at least registering them. And finally, do citizens really use the information they acquire from encounters
with political information to update associated evaluations and preferences? That people learn
about political leaders and policies, after all, need not mean that they update their views about
them accordingly. Supposedly, if each of these conditions – information availability, acquisition, and appliance – is fulfilled in reality, representative democracy rests on a solid foundation (Kuklinski, Quirk, Jerit, Schwieder, & Rich, 2000). And yet, we know remarkably little
about whether, and if so for whom, all of the above questions can indeed be answered affirmatively.
As the availability and acquirement conditions must be met before the appliance condition can be, scholars have done much to identify the sources of political information as well
as the factors that facilitate or hinder its reach and reception (Althaus et al., 2011; Barabas &
Jerit, 2009). However, if political information is first and foremost a prerequisite to making
competent decisions, it is paradoxical that almost no observational studies have explored the
impact of information transmission beyond differences in learning. Instead, “most of the research on political information acquisition,” writes Druckman (2005a), “treats information
itself as the ultimate dependent variable” (p. 517). As political information provides much of
the foundation for citizen competence (Delli Carpini & Keeter, 1996), this focus in research
may be understandable. But as a result, the common presumption that inspires much of the
political learning literature – that acquiring the facts matters for related opinions – remains
just that: a presumption; one that, especially in real-world settings, has rarely ever been put to
a formal test. An informed citizenry may be preferable over an ignorant one, but as Gilens
(2001) notes, “the practical question is whether political judgments would be any different if
citizens were better informed” (p. 379).
In order to better understand if, and under what circumstances, citizens are capable of
meeting the requirements that representative democracy imposes on them, we need to know
what happens when people naturally encounter political information that is pertinent to making informed judgments. The empirical analyses reported in this article explore the conse-
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quences of encounters with information-inducing media coverage relative to public evaluations of elite performance. The outputs and effectiveness of political elites – that is, what they
do and accomplish, or fail to – are among the primary targets to be monitored by citizens if
they want to hold their leaders accountable for their actions and ensure proper representation
(Delli Carpini & Keeter, 1996; Wlezien, 1995). Drawing on data from a two-wave panel survey and media content analysis, we ask if exposure opportunity to facts about elite performance in the media alters judgments about such performance by way of inducing performance-relevant information. Specifically, we ask how this effect differs for people with different levels of motivation and sophistication for processing new political information. We
examine the presence of this “conditional indirect exposure effect” in the wake of a naturally
occurring major decision-making event in European politics. We thus also broaden the focus
of research on information and updating by presenting new findings from outside the typically
studied context of American politics (Bullock, 2011).
Media Exposure and “Informed Updating” of Political Judgments
Despite decades of political learning research showing that people can learn from exposure to political communication, there has been little examination of whether people connect the “objective data” they absorb about the political world with their own judgments about
that world (Kuklinski et al., 2000). To be sure, evidence from a pioneering literature of survey
experiments suggests that exposure to relevant information can significantly alter people’s
judgments and preferences in various domains of government and policy. Gilens (2001), for
example, finds that subjects who were informed about the national crime rate indicated less
support for prison spending, and that those informed about the government’s budget for foreign aid were less supportive of budget cuts, relative to subjects who did not receive this information. Bullock (2011), too, finds his subjects to be responsive to policy information: their
attitudes on health care were strongly affected by exposure to substantive policy details. This
evidence, however, is counterbalanced by evidence from other survey-based experimental
research that casts doubt on citizens’ true capabilities to use such information. For example,
Kuklinski et al. (2000) find that offering subjects a set of facts pertinent to policy debates on
welfare did little to influence their welfare policy preferences. “Those who were told the
facts,” the authors write, “either did not absorb them or did but failed to change their preferences accordingly” (p. 803).
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Valuable as this original body of work is, then, the insights that emerge from it are not
consistent. And what is more, survey experiments generally suffer from an important limitation: they conceivably overstate the influence of exposure relative to its typical influence in a
natural information environment. Not only do experiments essentially force exposure to the
treatment, they also provide an information environment that is artificially clean and by and
large distraction-free. Such an environment makes it likely that subjects absorb and process
the political information they are exposed to more thoroughly than in real life. 1 Consequently,
exposure effects may be easier to observe in an experiment than in the natural world (Kinder,
2007). Indeed, in a study comparing the effects of exposure on information acquisition and
subsequent opinion change in survey experiments with those observed in natural experiments
on identical topics, Barabas and Jerit (2010) find exactly this. “Although our survey experiments give the impression of a ‘rational public,’ one that reacts to new information in a sensible way…, we found less support for this proposition when we examined public opinion in
the natural world” (p. 239).
In sum, even if, in theory, political information enables citizens to review their approval of political performance and policies, it is anything but a foregone conclusion that citizens who learn the facts following relevant exposure – if they learn them at all – really use
that information to update such judgments accordingly in daily life. Some, though not all,
experimental studies ascertain such effects. Yet, despite the need for studies “that provide
reassurance that communication effects are not confined to experimental studies” (Kinder,
2007, p. 158), scholars have only begun to explore the relationships among exposure, learning, and updating opinions in natural political information environments (Barabas & Jerit,
2010). One exception is a study by Gaines, Kuklinski, Quirk, Peyton, and Verkuilen (2007),
who use panel data to examine information acquisition following unfolding events in the Iraq
war and its impact on judgments about government performance relative to the war. They find
that while most respondents acquired the facts crucial to assessing the costs and benefits of
the war, learning did not translate into uniform opinion change but instead diverged opinions
due to partisan differences. As Gaines and his colleagues conclude, “our results challenge the
widespread, often implicit, assumption that people who know such facts generally use them”
(p. 971).

1

Even though Kuklinski et al. (2000) observe no relationship between exposure to domain-specific facts and
policy preferences, they note that their presentation of the facts “already exceeds what is likely to occur in the
real world” (p. 803).
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However, despite the real-world nature of events and natural circumstances under
which respondents encountered pertinent information, the setting of the Gaines et al. (2007)
study remains an exceptional one. Surrounding these events were a political context of “increasingly intense partisan acrimony” and, closely related, a media environment offering
“massive amounts of information and commentary” (p. 958). Most policy events, of course,
do not reach the level of controversy and media attention that such extraordinary events do
(Barabas & Jerit, 2010; Zaller, 1992, p. 152). It is unlikely, for example, that the political contestation around routine policy events is typically as pervasive a force in nullifying the influence of new information as Gaines et al. find it to be, and even more so in cases outside the
United States (Bullock, 2011). At the same time, the saturated information environment in
which the study is situated provided unusually abundant learning opportunity, ensuring that
most people, even the inattentive, were confronted with the facts. With regard to ordinary
policy events, this assumption is unrealistic. Instead, the opportunity to learn about such
events will vary among citizens on account of exposure to relevant media coverage (Barabas
& Jerit, 2010; Prior, 2005). It remains unclear, then, how Gaines et al.’s findings generalize to
cases that involve political events of a more routine nature. The present study addresses this
gap in research by examining such a case outside the realm of U.S. politics.
The Conditional Nature of Exposure Effects
As the literature review above makes apparent, there is reason to remain skeptical
about citizens’ ability to make informed updates of political judgments when relevant facts
are available to them. Yet as we argue below, it is conceivable that the magnitude of informed
change varies among those exposed on account of individual characteristics that facilitate or
impede the acquisition or application of political information.
To begin with, consider that much of what citizens are exposed to in the media does
not contain political information. Media are indispensable sources of such information, yet
media coverage that conveys information about political events continuously competes for the
audience’s attention with coverage without political content. On their turn, audience members
have limited time and attention to monitor political processes (Graber, 2003; Schudson, 1998;
Zaller, 2003), and many have no intention of using the informational media strictly for this
purpose. Indeed, people may use these sources to satisfy a diverse range of motivational interests (Tewksbury, 2008). Accordingly, it appears plausible that variation in learning from exposure to political information occurs as a result of differences in learning motivation among
citizens (Genova & Greenberg, 1979, p. 80; Luskin, 1990, p. 348). Not only are motivated
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individuals more likely to notice such information when they encounter it (Delli Carpini &
Keeter, 1996; Luskin, 1990), they are also more likely to pay attention to the political information they encounter – and thus process it more thoroughly (Chaiken, 1980; Petty &
Cacioppo, 1986) – than those with little desire learn about political events.
But even if people are sufficiently motivated to register the facts that are relevant to
given judgment once exposed to them, that does not automatically mean that they are adequately equipped to assess the distinctiveness of the received information and update their
opinions accordingly. Indeed, for some individuals, the cognitive demands might be too high
to translate information into knowledge, and knowledge into judgment. While it is one thing
to learn the facts that are relevant to a particular political judgment, it is quite another to understand the substance and implications of those facts, and yet another to appropriately use
what is learned to inform one’s judgment (Lupia & McCubbins, 1998). An individual’s store
of general political information reflects this cognitive capacity to comprehend and evaluate
new political information (Gilens, 2001; Zaller, 1992). Thus, differential change in judgments
following learning should occur on account of variation in general political information.
However, the question of how this ability to weigh new political information moderates the impact of learning remains unsettled. According to one strand of the literature, it
mainly facilitates the integration of new information into current attitude structures (Delli
Carpini & Keeter, 1996, pp. 234-235; Fiske & Taylor, 1991). If so, the influence of information acquisition should be greatest among those with the highest levels of general information (Gilens, 2001). But other insights suggest that such ability serves, above all, as a resource to resist the influence of facts (Taber & Lodge, 2006). Since politically sophisticated
individuals hold a comparatively large store of prior information relevant to a given judgment,
new facts may carry little weight (Anderson, 1981; Bartels, 1993). Alternatively, if a greater
store of general information reflects the ability to both understand and react critically to new
facts, we may find a curvilinear moderation effect, as a low level of general political information obstructs comprehension and a high level hinders acceptance of the facts (Zaller,
1992). That would leave individuals with moderate levels of political sophistication most inclined to update.
A Conditional Indirect Exposure Effects Hypothesis
Informed updating of political judgments begins with exposure to relevant facts, yet
only people who succeed in absorbing the facts can actually apply them (Gaines et al., 2007;
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Kuklinski et al., 2000; Price & Zaller, 1993). Amid the uncertainty about citizens’ ability to
put available information to use, one proposition makes intuitive sense: new facts should be
more distinctive, and hence more consequential for judgments, when the facts bear directly on
those judgments (Gilens, 2001). We expect that exposure to relevant information facilitates
acquisition of such information, and that information acquisition, in turn, stimulates updating
of related judgments. In other words, we expect information acquisition to mediate the impact
of exposure on political judgments. Yet in line with the theoretical stipulations above, this
indirect exposure effect should transpire primarily among a subset of the population that is
both sufficiently motivated to learn the facts and adequately skilled to decode them, once acquired. While we expect a positive moderation effect of motivation that is linear, such that the
strongly motivated learn more from exposure than the poorly motivated, the positive moderation effect of general political information may either be linear or curvilinear; contingent on
the extent to which higher levels of general information entail greater resistance to updating,
either the highly or moderately informed are most inclined to update. Figure 4.1 shows our
conceptual model, where motivation moderates the impact of exposure on information acquisition (path a1), and general political information moderates the impact of information acquisition on associated political judgments (path b1), controlling for exposure. 2
Data and Measurement
We test our hypothesis of conditional indirect exposure effects by examining overtime change in judgments of elite performance (see also Gaines et al., 2007, p. 961). For citizens to effectively judge elite performance, they need performance-relevant information (see
Delli Carpini & Keeter, 1996). We examine the individual-level acquisition and appliance of
this information in the wake of a real-world political event in European politics: the EU summit in Brussels of December 2008 (see Chapter 1 for details about the summit). EU summits
are routine but central events in European politics that address and resolve major outstanding
EU-level issues, and therefore precisely the sort of political decision-making event that ought
to inform the public about key manifestations of EU performance. As pointed out in Chapter
1, the two-day summit addressed several key policy challenges facing the EU (climate
change, the financial crisis, and institutional reform); a political context in which EU perfor2

Without inclusion of information acquisition in the model, the exposure-to-judgments path represents the total
effect of exposure (path c1). Path c′1 in the model represents the direct effect of exposure on change in political
judgments (see Preacher & Hayes, 2008). It is depicted as a dashed line because we do not anticipate a direct
exposure effect.
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Figure 4.1 Conceptual model of the conditional indirect impact of media exposure on change
in elite performance judgments.

mance was of high practical and symbolic importance. Even so, the event generated a modest
amount of media coverage relative to several other stories on the media’s agenda (see Chapter
2). We draw on data from a panel survey (n = 1,127) administered by TNS-NIPO and collected in the Netherlands about two weeks before (t1) and directly after (t2) the summit (see Appendix A for data details).
Elite Performance Judgments
While elite performance comprises more than one dimension (Rohrschneider, 2002),
our focus here is on utilitarian performance, the most frequently studied dimension of performance in European politics. Evaluations of utilitarian performance incorporate judgments of
the costs and benefits of performance; of how much citizens (and the country as a whole) gain
or lose from performance. The instrumental nature of such evaluations can be conceived
broadly in that they capture not only perceived financial or material benefits, but also postmaterial benefits and, in the case of the EU, “benefits that are not available at the domestic
level” (Sánchez-Cuenca, 2000, p. 151), such as peace and stability or environmental protection. We measure utilitarian performance judgments at t1 and t2 with four survey items (shown
in Appendix B), among them items that feature prominently in the utilitarian research tradition (e.g., Anderson & Reichert, 1996; Eichenberg & Dalton, 1993; Gabel, 1998; Gabel &
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Palmer, 1995) and items considered suitable indicators of perceived benefits associated with
EU policy performance (Marsh, 1999; Mikhaylov & Marsh, 2009; Sánchez-Cuenca, 2000).
Responses to all items were measured on a 1-7 scale. We average the responses to create index measures of utilitarian performance judgments at t1 (M = 4.30, SD = 1.19, alpha = 0.84)
and t2 (M = 4.08, SD = 1.20, alpha = 0.83).
Performance-Relevant Information Acquisition
We measure performance-relevant information acquisition using a unique battery of
six questions from the post-summit survey addressing the most significant facts about EU
performance that came forward in media coverage about the summit (see also Chapter 1, fn.
12). Specifically, we asked our respondents three questions about the energy and climate
change package, one question about the European economic recovery plan, and two questions
about the Lisbon Treaty ratification process, all of which focus on EU-level action in relation
to these issues (including causes and consequences of such action). It is important to stress the
type of factual information acquisition we measure, because the correct answers to this bundle
of questions are pieces of information that bear direct relevance to judgments about EU performance – indeed, precisely the sort of information that can influence such judgments
(Druckman, 2005a, p. 517; Gilens, 2001; see also Kuklinski et al., 2000, p. 792).
Crucially, the questions refer to expressions of EU performance that emerged in the
period between the two panel waves. Given the timely nature of our information items, respondents almost certainly needed to have encountered relevant media coverage about the
summit in the time period between the two interviews. We can be confident, then, that we
measure actual acquisition of political information. All questions had a multiple-choice format including four response categories and a don’t know option (see Appendix B for a full
overview). We scored incorrect and don’t know answers 0 and correct answers 1 (see Luskin
& Bullock, 2011). In the multivariate analyses below, we use a single composite measure of
performance-relevant information (M = 2.31, SD = 1.89, KR-20 = 0.76). 3

3

All t2 interviews were completed between one and five days after the final summit day. When we grouped
respondents according the date of the second interview, we found no significant differences in information acquisition among the groups. We also explored the impact of day of interview in the multivariate analyses reported below. We found that it did have none beyond the other variables in the models, nor that it interacted with
media exposure in predicting information acquisition. Thus, any bias on account of forgetting appears to be of
little concern here (see also Lodge, Steenbergen, & Brau, 1995, p. 324, fn. 6).
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Media Exposure
In an experiment, subjects in the treatment condition always receive the treatment.
However, in the real world, in which media coverage containing the information of interest is
a naturally occurring treatment, to measure exposure is to estimate the probability of exposure
(Barabas & Jerit, 2010; Slater, 2004). Such an estimation calls for survey data identifying
which media sources individual respondents typically rely on as well as content analytical
data revealing which sources included the relevant information, much as the political learning
literature now recommends (Druckman, 2005a, pp. 517-518). In the present study, we draw
on both types of data.
Our approach to determining individual source reliance approximates that of Barabas
and Jerit (2010), who asked respondents to report which media source they were using “most
of the time” (pp. 232, 235). In our survey, respondents indicated which sources they are using
most days in a typical week. We consider a respondent to rely on a source if (s)he consults the
source on at least four days in a typical seven-day period. 4 Respondents were able to choose
from a list of national television sources, including hard news, current affairs, soft news and
infotainment programs, and from a subsequent list of nationally available paid and free newspapers (see also Dilliplane, Goldman, & Mutz, 2013). To identify the sources that provided
performance-relevant information in their coverage, we content analyzed all sources listed in
the survey questionnaire (see Appendix A and B for details). With the media content data
collected, we scored respondents on exposure according to reliance on (0) not one, (1) one, or
(2) more than one source with coverage of the summit and its outcomes (M = 1.03, SD =
0.77).5 These scores indicate low, moderate, and high media exposure and comprise 28, 41,
and 31 percent of the sample, respectively. Our exposure measure thus incorporates variation
in relevant information transmission among media sources as well as variation in media
choice among respondents. As Barabas and Jerit (2010) point out, “[s]uch a measure is superior to traditional media use variables, which only indicate that a person reports paying attention to the news in general” (p. 232).
Motivation and General Political Information
We tap internal motivation with political interest (Luskin, 1990, p. 335; see also Delli
Carpini & Keeter, 1996; Iyengar et al., 2010; Prior, 2010). We measured interest in politics at
4

Our results are the same irrespective of whether we determine source reliance at a minimum of 4 or 5 days of
usage in a typical week.
5
Only 1.8 percent of respondents were identified as being reliant on more than two media sources with relevant
information. Our results remain unchanged when these respondents are excluded from the analyses.
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t1, on a 1-7 scale (M = 4.01, SD = 1.53). General political information is an additive scale of
scores from eight questions about national and EU-level political actors and offices from the
pre-summit interview at t1 (M = 4.91, SD = 1.99, KR-20 = 0.70). 6 To account for the possibility of a nonlinear moderation effect, we categorize respondents according to three distinct
levels of general political information. On the basis of a sample split at one standard deviation
below and above the mean index score, we create dummy variables for low, moderate, and
high levels of general information. The three groups comprise 24, 51, and 25 percent of the
sample, respectively (see also Hobolt, 2007, p. 179).
Analysis and Results
Two linear models represent the conceptual model depicted in Figure 4.1 in statistical
form. The first is the mediator variable model, which estimates learning from exposure. Because we examine this relationship in the natural world, in which the treatment condition is
self-selected rather than randomly assigned, the mediator model controls for the most important individual-level confounders of learning, including age, gender, education, income
(see Appendix B for measurement details), and, additionally, general political information
(Delli Carpini & Keeter, 1996, p. 186; Druckman, 2005b, p. 473).7 Accounting for these individual characteristics – including political interest, the presumed moderator – minimizes inferential concerns related to media selection and endogeneity. 8 After an initial assessment of
the direct effects of exposure, we extend this model to include a linear by linear interaction
term between exposure and political interest in order to test for conditional indirect effects.
The second linear model is the dependent variable model, which estimates updating of
performance judgments from learning, with exposure controlled. It estimates change scores in
performance judgments – derived by subtracting the individual t2 values of these judgments
from their individual t1 values – as a function of the independent variable and the mediator.
The model warrants further specification by inclusion of the t1 judgments as a covariate, given
that the magnitude and direction of change is likely to be correlated with prior judgments
(Bartels, 2006; Finkel, 1995). We expand the dependent variable model later on with general
6

Given the relatively static nature of the correct answers to these questions, we measure general political information that was acquirable well before performance-relevant information (see Appendix B for question details).
7
Controlling for general information also averts the possibility of reverse causation (see Eveland, Hayes, Shah,
& Kwak, 2005).
8
Following Malhotra (2008, p. 929), we also control for duration of information response (see also Chapter 2).
We include dummy variables for low and high response duration, coded 1 for completion times below 1 and
above 3 minutes (or below 10 and above 30 seconds per question) respectively, and 0 otherwise.
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political information and its interaction with performance-relevant information. As this interaction may take a linear or curvilinear form, the model lets information acquisition interact
simultaneously with two dummies representing respondent subgroups with low and high general political information, respectively, leaving the middle category – the moderately informed individuals – serve as the reference group.
Direct and Indirect Exposure Effects
Before we examine the indirect effect of exposure on political performance judgments
as well as the conditional nature of that effect, we assess the magnitude of its direct effects.
With respect to path a1 in Figure 4.1, which is estimated as part of the mediator variable model, we find exposure to performance-relevant information to be a positive and significant
cause of acquisition of such information (b = 0.2169, p < 0.001 for a two-tailed test, as all
tests reported below) above and beyond all other predictors in the model. Turning to the dependent variable model, we next assess the total effect of exposure on change in performance
judgments (path c1); that is, the direct effect of exposure on updating of judgments without
accounting for the effect of information acquisition, our proposed mediator. This effect is statistically different from zero (b = 0.0976, p < 0.01). However, adding information acquisition
to the model renders the direct effect of exposure insignificant (b = 0.0474, p = 0.15). Acquiring performance-relevant information, we find, causes significant change in political performance judgments above and beyond exposure and controlling for prior judgments (b =
0.0680, p < 0.001).
In sum, our findings reveal positive and significant paths of influence running from
exposure to learning (path a1) and from learning to updating of judgments (path b1), but no
significant direct path from exposure to updating (path c′1). Our interest is in the indirect effect of exposure on performance judgments through relevant information acquisition. This
effect is the product of the a1 and b1 paths. A formal test for an indirect effect requires that we
assess if a1b1 is significantly different from zero (MacKinnon, Lockwood, Hoffman, West, &
Sheets, 2002; for a recent application of this approach, see Schuck & de Vreese, 2012). The
indirect effect of exposure is 0.0147 (0.2169 multiplied by 0.0680). According to a Sobel test
(Sobel, 1982), this effect is statistically significant (SE = 0.0052, Z = 2.8423, p < 0.01). More
appropriately, however, we can apply bootstrapping; a nonparametric resampling approach
that does not impose the restrictive assumption that the sampling distribution of a1b1 be normal (Preacher & Hayes, 2008; Shrout & Bolger, 2002). Employing an analytical procedure
developed by Hayes (2012), we perform estimation on the basis of 10,000 resamples and de-
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rive a 95-percent bias-corrected bootstrap confidence interval for the indirect effect that does
not include zero. In other words, the indirect effect is significantly differently from zero. 9
Thus, irrespective of the estimation strategy, we find exposure, as an inducer of information,
to be a significant indirect cause of change in elite performance judgments.
The Indirect Conditional Effect of Exposure
Our central hypothesis is that the magnitude of this indirect exposure effect varies
among those exposed. If our hypothesis holds, then the average indirect exposure effect reported above conceals important variation in the relative strength of the influence of relevant
information encounters among specific subgroups of individuals.
Before we explore such variability, we examine if each of the constituent paths that
produce the indirect effect are indeed moderated as projected. With regard to path a1, we find
a positive and significant linear by linear interaction between media exposure and political
interest (b = 0.1213, p < 0.001). In other words, politically interested individuals absorbed
increasingly more performance-relevant information relative to less interested individuals as
the likelihood of exposure to such information increased. The model also fits better with the
interaction term included (ΔR2 = 0.01, p < 0.001). Following Aiken and West (1991), we
probe this interaction at meaningful values of political interest to get a more accurate sense of
when exposure leads to information acquisition. Doing so reveals that exposure did not significantly induce learning among individuals with a level of interest equal to one standard deviation below the mean (b = 0.0333, p = 0.69), but that it did stimulate learning to a statistically
significant degree among those with levels of interest at the mean (b = 0.2187, p < 0.001) and
at one standard deviation above the mean (b = 0.4041, p < 0.001), all else equal. Clearly, acquiring information about political performance required at least a moderate degree of interest
in politics. 10
With regard to path b1, from information acquisition to revision of judgments, we also
find evidence of moderation. Specifically, we find that learning about performance negatively
interacts with each of the two dummy variables representing low (b = −0.0733, p < 0.10) and
9

To obtain bootstrap confidence intervals for the indirect exposure effect, we must specify the dependent variable model as an “unconditional” change score model (see Finkel, 1995).
10
We also examined if individuals already dissatisfied with elite performance at the outset were more likely to
avoid new facts about performance while exposed than those with initially more positive views (see Jerit & Barabas, 2012). To account for the possibility of such “willful ignorance,” we reestimated an extended version of
the mediator variable model including the original judgments at t1 as well as an interaction term between that
variable and exposure. While, in line with the willful ignorance hypothesis, the direction of the interaction was
positive, it was not statistically significant, suggesting no selective pattern of learning on account of initial
(dis)approval of elite performance (see also Gaines et al., 2007).
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high (b = −0.0802, p < 0.05) general political information, respectively. This finding indicates
a nonlinear moderation effect of general political information: relative to the evaluations of
those low and high in general information, the evaluations of moderately informed individuals
were affected most strongly by new and relevant information. Probing the interaction at each
level of general political information confirms that acquiring facts about performance did not
lead to significant updating of judgments among the least informed (b = 0.0261, p = 0.50) or
best informed (b = 0.0192, p = 0.47), but that it did significantly affect the views of individuals with medium levels of general information (b = 0.0995, p < 0.001). The direction of
change is positive, suggesting that performance-relevant information generated more satisfaction with elite performance. 11 Extending the model with the two interaction terms also improves model fit (ΔR2 = 0.01, p < 0.05).
As both paths that causally link exposure to updating of performance judgments are
subject to moderation, it follows that the indirect impact of exposure, too, varies according to
individual levels of general political interest and information. Following Preacher, Rucker,
and Hayes (2007), we estimate this conditional indirect effect for combinations of respondent
scores on both of these moderators. This effect equals the product of the conditional effects of
exposure and information acquisition from the mediator and dependent variable models, respectively. Specifically, we calculate the conditional indirect effect of exposure by conditioning on all possible combinations of levels of political interest (ranging from 1 to 7) and general political information (low, moderate, and high). We take two approaches to estimation.
First, we draw on the Sobel test, assuming – not unreasonably so given the size of our sample
(Preacher et al., 2007, p. 213) – that the sampling of the conditional indirect effect is normally
distributed. Second, to verify this normal-theory test, we draw on bootstrapping, using
Hayes’s (2012) computational procedure to obtain a 95-percent bias-corrected confidence
interval for the conditional indirect effect. Reassuringly, the two estimation strategies produce
very similar results.
As the results of both the Sobel test (not shown) and bootstrapping (shown in Table
4.1) indicate, there is no significant effect of exposure on elite performance judgments
11

It is possible that individuals with negative prior judgments about elite performance were more resistant to
adopting a more favorable view following learning than those who were already approving. If any such bias in
information processing is present, it may well manifest itself most prominently among the highly informed (e.g.,
Taber & Lodge, 2006). Having constructed two three-way interaction terms between the low and high general
information dummy variables on the one hand, and information acquisition and prior judgments on the other, we
did find a positive interaction effect among those with a high level of general political information, but this effect
did not reach the standard levels of statistical significance. At best, “predispositional resistance” (Zaller, 1992) to
updating only partially accounts for the observed opinion stability among the highly informed (see also Bullock,
2011, pp. 511-512).

Table 4.1 Effects of media exposure on change in elite performance judgments through performance-relevant information acquisition
by levels of general political information at values of political interest
Level of general political information
Low
Political interest

Indirect effect

LL95

Medium
UL95

Indirect effect

LL95

High
UL95

Indirect effect

LL95

UL95

1 (“very low interest”)

−0.0019
(0.0090)

−0.0298 0.0110

−0.0121
(0.0099)

−0.0362 0.0045

0.0028
(0.0051)

−0.0031 0.0200

2

−0.0003
(0.0045)

−0.0143 0.0062

−0.0021
(0.0073)

−0.0180 0.0115

0.0005
(0.0028)

−0.0030 0.0105

3

0.0012
(0.0056)

−0.0069 0.0176

0.0079
(0.0059)

−0.0019 0.0223

−0.0019
(0.0033)

−0.0127 0.0018

4

0.0028
(0.0110)

−0.0184 0.0262

0.0178a
(0.0066)

0.0071

0.0337

−0.0042
(0.0058)

−0.0180 0.0058

5

0.0043
(0.0169)

−0.0289 0.0390

0.0278a
(0.0090)

0.0129

0.0490

−0.0066
(0.0090)

−0.0258 0.0109

6

0.0059
(0.0234)

−0.0392 0.0543

0.0377a
(0.0122)

0.0176

0.0662

−0.0089
(0.0122)

−0.0356 0.0134

7 (“very high interest”)

0.0074
(0.0291)

−0.0491 0.0691

0.0477a
(0.0154)

0.0231

0.0847

−0.0113
(0.0153)

−0.0446 0.0164

Note. Cell entries are conditional indirect effect estimates using OLS regression with standard errors in parentheses and lower and upper bounds of 95-percent bias-corrected confidence intervals based on 10,000 bootstrap samples. The dependent variable is a raw change score in political performance judgments (i.e., Yi2 –
Yi1). a Significantly different from zero in a two-tailed test, as zero is not contained in the confidence interval.
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through relevant information acquisition among respondents who rated their level of political
interest below 4 on the 1-7 scale. Thus, irrespective of people’s overall political expertise,
judgments of those with a less than average motivation to follow politics did not notably
change as a result of exposure to performance-relevant information. However, among the remaining subsample of respondents, a large subset of individuals did not update following exposure either, even if they presumably acquired the information of interest given their willingness to attend to political affairs. Such was the case among individuals classified as holding low or high levels of general political information. As the results of the Sobel test show,
the indirect effect reaches standard levels of statistical significance only among respondents in
the middle category of general information with political interest values of 4 – virtually equal
to the mean of 4.01 – and higher. 1 As can be seen in Table 4.1, bootstrapping corroborates the
results of the Sobel test: only among the aforementioned group of individuals do we find indirect exposure effects with confidence intervals beyond zero. 2 The magnitude of the conditional indirect effect increased as political interest increased, with the largest effect occurring
among moderately informed individuals with the highest level of interest.
Our key finding, then, is that only moderately informed individuals with at least average political interest both learned about performance from exposure and accordingly changed
their opinions about performance to a significant degree. Taken as a whole, these results support our hypothesis of conditional indirect exposure effects.
Discussion and Conclusion
A well-functioning representative democracy requires that citizens learn what they
need to know to evaluate their political leaders in a competent manner. In view of the impressive growth of the political information literature over the past decades, it is evident that the
democratic significance of information acquisition is well acknowledged by scholars in political communication. Awareness of the important types of political information is certainly
imperative to competent citizenship, but as others have noted before us (Kuklinski et al.,
2000), it is not sufficient: such information must be used. Indeed, the normative case for an
informed citizenry becomes much less compelling if citizens fail to use the facts to inform
1

Using the Sobel test, the indirect effect estimates at political interest values of 4, 5, 6, and 7 are 0.0216 (p <
0.01), 0.0337 (p < 0.001), 0.0457 (p < 0.001), and 0.0578 (p < 0.001), respectively.
2
Effects with confidence intervals beyond zero remained statistically significant with bootstrapping using 99percent confidence intervals.
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their opinions about the political world. And yet, we know a lot more about political learning
than we do about updating of political judgments. If our goal is to gain a greater understanding of citizens’ true capabilities in democratic life, we must examine if political information
acquisition carries real consequences, principally for those judgments to which the acquired
facts relate.
The present study, which examines change in opinions about elite performance in the
wake of a naturally occurring major political decision-making event, finds evidence of both
acquisition and subsequent appliance of political information. In other words, the findings
presented here suggest that natural encounters with relevant information do not only induce
learning, but can indirectly also lead people to update associated judgments because people
use what they learn from exposure to revise these judgments. It may seem obvious that media
coverage, by informing citizens about what their political leaders do, leads citizens to update
their judgments about these leaders. It is worth repeating, however, that the normative proposition that citizens sensibly respond to new and relevant information when it is presented to
them has thus far rarely been tested – let alone verified – in the natural world. Indeed, unlike
most prior work, the causal indirect influence of exposure that we report is observed in a realworld environment where, for a number of reasons, such effects are less likely to emerge than
in the controlled setting of laboratory or survey experiments, and this adds to the external validity of our findings (Barabas & Jerit, 2010; Kinder, 2007). Moreover, our study is among the
first to document this indirect exposure effect using panel data (see also Gaines et al., 2007),
which, relative to cross-sectional data, produce more modest but also more accurate estimates
of causal effects (Bartels, 2006; Levendusky, 2011).
It is important to note, furthermore, that most scholarship in this domain of research
has proposed other causal mechanisms through which exposure to politics in the media can
alter opinions, and these typically stress the persuasive over the informative nature and consequences of media exposure. For example, Zaller (1992) argues that citizens adjust their opinions primarily on account of reception of persuasive appeals and cues by political elites. And
researchers of priming such as Iyengar and Kinder (1987) maintain that media exposure influences people’s evaluations of political leaders simply by altering the issues on which citizens
judge these leaders. These and other models of opinion change suggest that citizens do little
reasoning for themselves before arriving at their political views, yet such models generally
leave unanswered the question how citizens would respond if a coherent set of relevant facts
were available. To be sure, such alternative paths of media influence may well compete with –
or even outweigh – its educational impact, and much further research is needed to disentangle
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the relative influence of persuasive versus informational elements of media messages. 3
Meanwhile, our findings suggest that, at least when citizens have an actual opportunity to
learn the facts, the impact of information-inducing exposure can be sizable, even in the context of a single political event. Overall, the informational content of exposure may be more
important than prior opinion change research has presumed (Bullock, 2011; Gilens, 2001; see
also Lenz, 2009).
But at the same time, by revealing significant between-respondent variability in updating-by-way-of-learning, our study highlights the obstacles towards informed citizenship that
emerge at the individual level. Such variability makes apparent that, despite that availability
of new information, large segments of the public appear unreceptive to reviewing prior judgments. For these citizens, the problem is not that the information of interest does not reach
them. Instead, many of them do not possess enough motivation or ability (or not enough of
both) to adequately process the political information that is encountered; hence, exposure
makes little difference. Although the precise threshold level of what amounts to “enough”
motivation and prior information may vary from one context to the next, our findings underscore the importance of both individual attributes as facilitators (or obstructers) of informed
opinion formation and change (Delli Carpini & Keeter, 1996). But we also find that, as far as
people’s general stock of information is concerned, high levels, too, dilute responsiveness to
new information. Political expertise, it seems, does not merely facilitate comprehension, but
also fosters resistance to change, at least when the judgments at hand concern elite performance. For sophisticated individuals, then, such judgments may be too well-established in
previously acquired information and preexisting considerations to allow for short-term updates (see also Zaller, 1992).
Of course, we recognize that the political and informational environments that surround real-world political decision-making events also vary, both across time and location.
These contextual parameters, we presume, are bound to affect the role of motivation and ability as regulators of informed change. For example, in environments characterized by a narrow
distribution of pertinent facts, learning strongly hinges on motivation, yet under conditions of
broad information availability (e.g., see Gaines et al., 2007), when the relevant facts are hard
to avoid, even the poorly motivated tend to acquire information (see Chapter 3; Iyengar et al.,
2010; Zukin & Snyder, 1984). And in contexts characterized by strong elite polarization and
cueing, one can expect political sophistication to more strongly reflect “skill in resisting un3

As an example of pioneering studies within this research program, Bullock (2011) finds that individual judgments about changes in health care policy were more affected by policy facts than by party cues.
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wanted information” (Gaines et al., 2007, p. 959) – and, hence, to inflict greater predispositional bias in updating (e.g., Taber & Lodge, 2006) – than in areas of public life where political contestation is less pervasive. At the micro level, meanwhile, the importance of motivation
and ability for adequate processing of media messages may, at least in part, depend on how
the facts are presented or contextualized in these messages (e.g., see Graber, 2001; Kuklinksi,
Quirk, Jerit, & Rich, 2001).
These stipulations make apparent that, in order to draw firmer conclusions about citizen competence and the facilitatory role of the media, future studies must specify in greater
detail, and across multiple levels, how individual citizens and the political communication
environment interact. The findings presented here contribute to this broader research program
by demonstrating that the challenges toward overcoming “political information deficits” in
public opinion are better appreciated when characterizing the real-world role of media exposure in informing citizens’ political judgments as both conditional and indirect.
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The common wisdom among students of political information is that “information
matters.” If political information matters, then so does the transmission of it across the public
domain. However, we still know little about the role of political information transmission in
modern democracies, particularly regarding its role as an agent of change. In this dissertation,
I provide evidence to suggest that certain types of factual information, when transmitted, can,
under some conditions, influence citizens’ political judgments to a degree that is substantively
meaningful. It sheds new light on important but unsettled questions as what kinds of political
information matter, when or among whom this information matters, and how much it actually
matters. In doing so, this dissertation aims to make a contribution to both the communication
science literature on media effects and the political science literature on information effects
and public opinion. In part, this dissertation also contributes to the political science literature
on public opinion about European integration. In this final chapter, I present the main findings
and conclusions of the research bundled in this dissertation, and consider their implications. I
also discuss some important limitations of this research, and offer suggestions for future work
in this domain of scholarship.
Summary of Research Findings
I started my investigation by addressing the fundamental question of whether political
information matters. The study presented in Chapter 1 used panel data to examine if acquiring
information about political performance leads citizens to revise their own opinions about such
performance accordingly. This study introduced the European setting of the dissertation and
followed prior research in distinguishing between the utilitarian and democratic performance
of the EU. I found that citizens who acquired performance-relevant information became more
approving of the EU’s utilitarian performance but did not update their judgments about its
democratic functioning. I also found that people with a moderate level of general information
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about politics were affected most strongly by new facts about performance. Overall, these
results support the notion that the real-world influence of factual information, if relevant, can
be distinctive and powerful enough to cause change in existing judgments about politics, even
if this influence is not homogeneous. This study is the first to examine such dynamics in the
area of European politics.
My findings offered a clear rationale for studying the origins of performance-relevant
information, to which I turned in Chapter 2. In doing so, I went beyond most prior research to
consider the multitude of sources available to citizens in post-broadcast media environments.
The study documented in this chapter examined how the likelihood of acquiring information
about performance corresponds with the availability of such information specifically in those
sources that citizens choose to use on a routine basis. Using a multilevel model, I found that
citizens are more likely to learn facts about performance when their preferred sources offer a
greater quantity of performance-relevant information. I also found that motivation moderates
the influence of availability, such that strongly motivated individuals gain comparatively the
most from a greater supply of information. This latter finding is consistent with the hypothesis
that motivation emerges as a moderator of political learning in collective media environments
with modest levels of information saturation, as is typical for cases involving routine policy
events (such as mine).
Notwithstanding that individual media preferences produce variation in information
availability and political learning, I also contended that learning opportunity varies above and
beyond such preferences according to how widely political information diffuses across the
various sources available in a collective media environment. In the study described in Chapter
3, I used data from nearly sixty waves of a rolling cross-sectional survey and media content
analyses spanning four European countries to test this hypothesis. This study also provided an
all-encompassing test of the hypothesis that motivation is a saturation-conditional moderator
of political learning. A multilevel analysis revealed that the collective media environment is a
remarkably powerful force in inducing information in citizens who reside in it. It also showed
that motivation widens gaps in political information in low-saturation environments. In highsaturation environments, however, opportunity and motivation no longer interact; under such
conditions, information gaps stabilize and, eventually, narrow. This study, then, did not only
corroborate the interaction between supply and demand reported in Chapter 2, but also revealed the dynamic nature of this interplay.
In Chapter 4, I presented my final study, which was specifically designed to assess the
role of political learning as a mechanism by which information transmission influences public
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judgments about politics. According to the Conditional Informed Change model, people make
informed updates of political judgments if relevant facts are available to them (as information
transmission causes learning, which in turn stimulates updating) when they are motivated and
skilled enough to do so. My results showed that people who learned from exposure did indeed
use what they learned to revise their political views, and also that this indirect exposure effect
was pronounced only among moderately knowledgeable individuals with an average or higher
level of learning motivation. Thus, consistent with the model, information transmission really
can cause movement in individual opinions about politics, but this effect appears to be confined to a subset of people who possess an adequate mix of personal traits that facilitate receptivity to new facts. This study is among the first in the field to demonstrate the dynamics of
information-induced change in a real-world political and media environment. I consider the
implications of my findings below.
Information Transmission Dynamics: Main Conclusions and Implications
The Role of Information Supply and Demand in Producing Informed Citizens
Perhaps the single most straightforward conclusion to draw from the research bundled
in this dissertation is that the likelihood that citizens acquire political information increases
with the availability of that information in the media environment. No matter how closely
someone follows politics, that person is unlikely to pick up information that is absent from the
media. If, conversely, availability in the media abounds, then information is easy to obtain. In
other words, learning about politics can prove a rather difficult task in some contexts but quite
an effortless one in others because learning opportunities vary. In part, this is because citizens
self-select into information-rich or information-poor media environments by choice. In part, it
is because citizens cannot help but live in collective environments with relatively high or low
information saturation. Thus, whether it is actively sought or merely encountered accidentally,
learning opportunity begets learning. In fact, the estimated effects of information availability
that I document in this dissertation are so robust that they approach – or even surpass – the
impact of important individual traits that predict political learning, including motivation.
If such a conclusion seems obvious, consider that both scholarly and popular accounts
of the public’s level of information often overlook how important the role of political learning
opportunity really is. That citizens depend on the media for information about politics is wellrecognized; that the media environment does not uniformly guarantee such opportunity is not.
In research of political learning, this has typically resulted in demand-driven explanations and
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mere assumptions about the presence of relevant political information. “This focus on the
individual,” write Delli Carpini and Keeter (1996, p. 8), “derives in part from the assumption
that the information environment within which citizens act is both adequate and reasonably
equitable.” Ignoring the supply side of political information on the basis of these assumptions,
most individual demand-driven models of political learning thus perceive political learning as
a process that is purely psychological. 1 Yet as Delli Carpini and Keeter’s work reiterates and
this dissertation confirms, these assumptions are false: the availability of political information
in the media can neither be assumed to be constant nor be assumed at all (see also Althaus et
al., 2011). The opportunity to acquire it, then, “is only partially and imperfectly the result of
the personal abilities of individuals [but] also influenced by social, economic, and political
forces that are beyond the short-term control of individual citizens” (Delli Carpini & Keeter,
1996, p. 8).2 In sum, putting opportunity, next to motivation, at the forefront of explanations
of why political information varies provides crucial perspective on how to evaluate evidence
of what, or how much, citizens know or don’t know about politics, and learn or don’t learn
from the media.
In concluding that the transmission of political information is a critical determinant of
individual-level acquisition of such information, this dissertation joins a growing but still very
young and modest body of work suggesting that media environments are centrally important
to the study of political information and warrant much greater interest from political learning
scholars than previously acknowledged (Barabas & Jerit, 2009; Iyengar, Hahn, Bonfadelli, &
Marr, 2009). As Prior (2007, p. 255) notes, “[t]he media environment is barely on the map of
political science. Studies that state explicitly whether and how political behavior would be
different in a different media environment are few and far between.” In light of the conclusion
that the media environment – or what is available to citizens – matters, it appears evident that
the implications for the study of political information are not only substantive and normative,
but also methodological. Thus, if scholars wish to verify which political facts are available to
whom to account for learning opportunity, they must not assume but analyze the transmission
of political information of the facts being modeled as conveyed through the media’s coverage
1

One prominent example of such a model in the political learning literature is the Cognitive Mediation Model
developed by Eveland (Eveland, 2001; Eveland, Shah, & Kwak, 2003).
2
For example, the assumption-of-supply approach ignores, as Althaus et al. (2011) point out, “the problem of
selection bias in the information conveyed to mass audiences. News media tend to present a view of reality filtered by criteria of newsworthiness, the organizational routines for gathering newsworthy information, and the
economic incentives of the news business. These factors systematically distort the transmission of factual information and may create a disjuncture between objective, ‘real-world’ indicators and the information that is made
available to mass publics through informational media” (pp. 1065-1066). Thus, “news outlets have neither incentive nor ability to serve as reliable conveyors of social facts” (p. 1065).
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of politics (Althaus et al., 2011). Moreover, adequately accounting for the role of opportunity
often requires augmenting data on media coverage with survey data on source-specific media
reliance (see Chapter 2; Barabas & Jerit, 2010; Dilliplane, Goldman, & Mutz, 2013) as well
as applying advanced statistical techniques such as multilevel modeling to analytically incorporate variability in information transmission (see Chapters 2 and 3; Iyengar et al., 2009;
Jerit, Barabas, & Bolsen, 2006).
The second major conclusion that I draw from my work is that motivation widens gaps
in political information, but only under conditions of limited information availability. When
the scope of political information availability is limited, and opportunities to learning are few
and scattered across the high-choice media environment, learning is relatively difficult. Under
these circumstances, strongly motivated citizens tend to increase their information lead over
the more weakly interested as the former are more likely to take notice of the media’s limited
coverage of political events. A wider diffusion of such coverage makes relevant information
encounters more likely, and therefore makes learning easier for people, even when they have
little interest, thus reducing the importance of motivation as an individual requirement for
making gains in information. That individual differences in motivation under certain conditions cause inequalities in political information is, to a considerable degree at least, one inevitable – yet in knowledge gap research still little explored – consequence of abundant choice in
the modern media environment. With a multitude of media sources and content options on
offer, citizens’ media reliance behavior and political learning opportunities are bound to diverge, in part, on account of how much citizens care to be exposed to information about politics. In the high-choice media environment, those with little interest in monitoring political
events can easily avoid political coverage, especially when such coverage remains fragmented
across the news space. Yet motivation also affects learning gaps – beyond this indirect effect
of diversifying individual media environments – by stimulating a more careful processing of
media coverage when learning opportunities indeed present themselves to audiences. Many
citizens who are not overly interested in politics still self-select into the news audience, of
course; but even so, they may not be as eager to learn about political events when exposed to
coverage about such events compared with their more motivated counterparts. Motivation
thus plays an important double-barreled role in the process of political learning: it does not
only shape opportunities to learning, but also moderates the actual impact of these opportunities.
By drawing the conclusion that citizens’ individual demand for political information
conditions the effects of media environments in general and information supply in particular,
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this dissertation ties in well with Prior’s (2007) work connecting media choice and content
preferences to political involvement in the American electorate. According to one of Prior’s
most central conclusions, today’s high-choice environment concentrates political information
among those with clear preferences for news and politics over other forms of media content
such as sports and entertainment. Much like Prior, I find strong support for motivation-based
discrepancies in political learning following initial increases in access and availability. But
unlike Prior, I also find that this assumption in some cases does not hold: when information
spreads across a wider range of media sources and becomes more broadly available to people,
such discrepancies disappear. 3 As a whole, then, the collective media environment does at
least have the potential to diminish motivation-based inequality in political information that a
high media choice context facilitates. This observation, in turn, dovetails with more speculative accounts of the interactive dynamics of supply and demand suggesting that the importance of motivation as a political learning predictor varies considerably across different
media systems. Given that, as recent studies by Iyengar and his colleagues (2009; 2010) suggest, the defining properties of a media system affect its supply of political information, some
systems are more apt to providing such information than others. Comparing market-based and
public service-oriented system cases, Iyengar et al. find public service-oriented systems to
“deliver hard news more frequently than market-based systems. It follows that for citizens
living under public service regimes, the opportunity costs of exposure to hard news are significantly lowered. Lowered costs allow less interested citizens to acquire political knowledge”
(2010, p. 291). Under the public service system, information acquisition may not hinge as
strongly on motivation as under the market-based system.
More in general, the interaction between supply and demand plays out differently in
different contexts, depending on the characteristics of supply. This observation underscores
that a greater understanding of political learning processes can grow from studies analyzing
the effects of opportunity and motivation in conjunction and across different contexts rather
than, as is still the modus operandi, in isolation and in isolated contexts.
Communication and Change: Information Transmission and the Quality of Public Opinion
Greater availability of political information in the media makes it easier for citizens to
monitor the political process. However, as Bullock (2011) notes, if citizens ignore facts about
3

This possibility is recognized implicitly by Prior (2007, p. 259), whose model of Conditional Political Learning
“describes learning in normal times” (p. 280). Similarly, I have posited in Chapters 2 and 3 that motivated-based
gaps in political information are most likely to widen in cases involving routine political events; events that tend
to receive only modest amounts of media coverage.
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elite performance and policy “even when exposed to such facts, there is little reason to expect
that facts will help them make better decisions or protect them from manipulation by political
elites” (p. 496). Much of the political learning literature is founded on the premise that factual
information matters, yet whether people use or, instead, neglect such information in forming
and revising political judgments is, in light of the slight evidence that is available, still very
much an open question. The research reported in this dissertation contributes to the debate
about the monitorial capabilities of citizens in a representative democracy: it presents new
evidence on the relationship between information acquisition and updating of related opinions
that, unlike most prior research, is observed in a real-world setting. This evidence shows, even
if not for all individuals, that people do demonstrate responsiveness to relevant facts about
politics once they receive such facts from the media environment. Specifically, I conclude that
conditional on what citizens already know, their political judgments can be changed through
acquisition of relevant information. Indeed, for a significant segment of the public, the impact
of relevant facts can be sizable.
Such a conclusion, while corroborating important pioneering studies by Gilens (2001)
and Bullock (2011), who also found that facts can shape pertinent political judgments, appears
at odds with the predominant claim in the public opinion literature that facts, relative to elites’
persuasive appeals and cues at least, are of little influence to people’s opinions (e.g., Page &
Shapiro, 1992, p. 17; Zaller, 1992, p. 45). Few if any students of public opinion would oppose
that elite cues can be an important force in shaping public judgments about politics, of course.
However, hardly any studies have explicitly addressed the relative influence of cueing and
factual information directly, and as the findings by Gilens (2001), Bullock (2011) as well as
those in this dissertation indicate, the influence of facts may well be greater than public opinion research has often imagined it to be. If anything, these findings show that citizens, at least
when relevant factual information is available to them, do not ignore such information – findings that are hard to reconcile with the claim that any change in people’s opinions must stem
almost exclusively from cueing or some other persuasive strategy employed by political elites.
Moreover, in light of the consideration that opportunity to political learning is critical to producing informed citizens (as pointed out above), one could also raise the question if the persuasive impact of the media that so many prior opinion change studies have documented
might, at least in part, result from an absence of relevant facts in the public domain. “To the
extent that party cues have large effects,” writes Bullock (2011), “it may be because citizens
often know nothing else about the policies and candidates that they are asked to judge” (p.
497). Overall, the mounting evidence of informed opinion change is, from a normative point
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of view, encouraging. As Bullock concludes, “[t]his is not cause for unbridled optimism about
citizens’ ability to make good political decisions, but it is reason to be more sanguine about
their ability to use information about policy when they have it” (p. 513).
This dissertation suggests that political information can produce change in individual
opinions, but it also emphasizes that, in order to have this effect, the information itself must
directly relate to the political judgment at hand. Indeed, it is unlikely that citizens will update
their political views on the basis of information that they do not associate with those views.
Whereas much previous research in this domain of scholarship relies on measures of general
political information to predict information effects on political opinions, the research included
in this dissertation suggests that general information measures fail to capture such change (see
also Gilens, 2001). The implication for political information effects research is that it must not
only reconsider its reliance on measures of general political information, but also that is must
be more precise about the theoretical relationship between the information and judgments (or
other types of political outcomes) measured. This implication is also of relevance to political
learning research. Many studies of learning offer little discussion of the consequential nature
of the selected measures of information acquisition and how they might connect to specific
behavioral outcomes (for an important exception, see Barabas & Jerit, 2009, especially pp. 73,
86). In sum, it is imperative that future work takes care in selecting both types and measures
of political information as well as in explicating their relationship with the potential outcomes
of acquiring the particular information under study (Druckman, 2005).
Even though what citizens know about politics more generally may, in and of itself, be
less consequential for judgments in specific areas of political life, the research reported in this
dissertation corroborates earlier work suggesting that general political information moderates
the influence of reception of new domain-relevant facts (Gilens, 2001). As Delli Carpini and
Keeter (1996) remark, the range of factual information about politics stored in memory “helps
citizens make sense of the political world by providing them with a basis for evaluating new
information” (p. 235). Yet while there is little disagreement that general political information
is a centrally important moderator in the process of informed opinion change, so far it remains
unresolved if that makes those with low, high, or moderate levels of general information most
inclined make informed opinion updates. Gilens (2001), for example, finds that the impact of
domain-specific facts is greatest for the best informed individuals, whereas I find the strongest
information effects among the moderately informed. The future research program implied by
these inconsistent findings is a broad exploration of the possible factors that lurk behind them.
One such factor could be the type of judgment and information studied as the dependent and
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independent variable, respectively. If, for example, people who are well-informed by general
standards hold a greater store of previously obtained considerations about elite performance
than they do about a specific policy, their performance judgments may well be more durable
than their preferences on that policy. And perhaps processing policy-specific information is
cognitively more demanding – and hence, requires a higher level of political sophistication –
than performance-relevant information. Such a research program may also explore the extent
to which other individual characteristics closely associated with general political information,
such as a person’s need for cognition (Bullock, 2011) and strength of party affiliation (Gaines,
Kuklinski, Quirk, Peyton, & Verkuylen, 2007), condition the influence of factual information
on political judgments.
This dissertation does not just speak to the question of whether information matters,
but also offers new insights into what information matters under what circumstances. At the
same time, I also show that the short-term impact of political information, while considerable,
is more modest than a large body of extant cross-sectional research suggests (see Levendusky,
2011, especially Figure 1, p. 44). Whereas analyses based on cross-sectional data are bound to
exaggerate information effects, the panel data I rely on allow me to estimate these effects with
notably greater precision (Bartels, 2006; Levendusky, 2011). Thus, while information is of
greater consequence for how citizens reason and behave than some public opinion scholars
presume, I find that, from a perspective of opinion stability, its potential to actually change
citizens’ political opinions is, at least in the short run, modest. Of course, in the long run, the
cumulative effects of information acquisition may well be profound. Future longitudinal studies must explore, therefore, whether sustained political information gains can indeed change
the political judgments of individual citizens in a fundamental way over extended periods of
time. 4
The overall conclusion of this dissertation is that transmission of political information
can, if indirectly and conditionally, lead citizens to update their opinions about politics. This
dissertation, then, provides evidence of a relationship between information transmission and
citizen responsiveness. While future work must further our understanding of this relationship
(see below), this dissertation stipulates an essential role for political information availability
in processes of learning and opinion change. Of course, none of this is meant to suggest that
citizens cannot be blamed for political ignorance or meant to play down citizens’ individual

4

Another, related, possible direction for future research is an exploration of the persistence of information effects over time (see also Gilens, 2001, p. 385).
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duty to be politically informed (which they clearly have). But as Page and Shapiro (1992, p.
393) recognize,
The point is not merely that the public doesn’t care about some issues or is inattentive.
Rather the availability of key facts about certain public policies may be low. [If so] the
public may have no way… to know what is going on… and may, therefore, have no
way to enforce its will and ensure responsiveness. (Emphasis in original)
Limitations and Suggestions for Future Research
This dissertation utilizes the politics of the European Union (EU) as the context for its
research. The main purpose of doing so is not to focus on EU politics as a case in substantive
terms, but instead to analyze the dynamics of information transmission and the relationships
implied by the Conditional Informed Change model (see Figure 0.1 of the Introduction). I did,
of course, broadly consider the substantial relevance of this case in Chapter 1; a chapter that
not only serves as an introduction to the overall research context of the dissertation, but also
aims to contribute to ongoing debates about public opinion in relation to the EU and European
integration. I recognize, in addition, that the conclusions drawn above have clear implications
that also pertain specifically to the EU itself. However, because the remaining studies carried
in this dissertation apply this one particular case to speak to questions of broader concern and
seek to inform the political communication literature more generally, I must, accordingly,
mention the European context as a potential limitation to the generalizability of the findings
presented in these studies (and the conclusions derived from them). Regarding the contextual
constraints of my research, I also note that several studies in this dissertation investigate the
hypothesized effects in the wake of a single and specific political event: an EU summit in late
2008. At the same time, it is important to keep in mind that, while the parameters may vary
from one context to the next, the Conditional Informed Change model captures and incorporate much of the variability – including that of an essential contextual component: information
availability – and allows for the dynamics of information transmission to play out differently
in different cases. Naturally, these dynamics are bounded by the context in which they
emerge, if only because each case involves different objective realities, facts of variable relevance and substantive significance, and potentially diverging public perceptions of these realities and facts (see also below).
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Furthermore, in analyzing how media coverage informs citizens’ political judgments,
this dissertation limits its focus to one particular type of judgment, namely evaluations of elite
performance. As I stated in the Introduction, it is important to study if and to what degree new
information can influence performance judgments, because the quality of such judgments are
of clear democratic significance (see Delli Carpini & Keeter, 1996). Moreover, thus far only
very few studies have examined the relationship between performance-relevant information
and related opinions (see Gaines et al., 2007). Of course, the Conditional Informed Change
model was not designed to pertain to performance judgments only, but can be applied in studies of other key political outcomes. One clear example of such an outcome are individual policy preferences, the more typically studied type of judgment in this literature (Barabas & Jerit,
2010; Bullock, 2011; Gilens, 2001; Kuklinski, Quirk, Jerit, Schwieder, & Rich, 2000). Overall, research that explores the theoretical and empirical connections between domain-specific
types of political information and judgments is only just emerging. It is up to future research
to not only expand this literature, but also empirically test the Conditional Informed Change
model in a variety of different settings and domains of political life.
Lastly, I mention the exclusion of online media sources as a potential limitation. In the
research included in this dissertation, I draw on data from media content analyses and surveys
that measure relevant coverage in, and individual reliance on, television and newspaper
sources only. As I stated in the Introduction, I focus on these media both because European
citizens consistently rank them as their most important sources of information about the EU
and because this approach parallels that of key political learning research that incorporates
media content data (Barabas & Jerit, 2009; Iyengar et al., 2009; Jerit et al., 2006). But even
though the resulting selection of media sources considered is broad and heterogeneous, the
exclusion of internet sources means that I leave out a sub-domain of the information environment that has radically expanded the media content options available, and one that allows
citizens to encounter – or avoid – political information with much greater efficiency (Prior,
2007). While documenting learning opportunities online may pose methodological challenges,
future work must seek to integrate these opportunities with those offered by both television
and print media in order to more comprehensively account for the role of the high-choice media environment in political learning processes.
Revisiting the Conditional Informed Change Model
Beyond addressing these more general limitations, future studies may also refine and
extend the Conditional Informed Change model in several important ways. First, the concept
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of opportunity, which I operationalize as the availability of relevant information, has a more
multifaceted character than this generic operationalization suggests. Accordingly, the way we
measure opportunity in political learning research can be further specified in order to pinpoint
with greater precision what dimension of opportunity (or combination of dimensions) makes
learning about politics easier. As an example of a pioneering study within this research program, Barabas and Jerit (2009) “unpack” the availability variable to distinguish among the
volume, breadth (see also Chapter 3), and prominence of political information. 5 But we can
go further. Learning opportunities present themselves in the media environment across both
space and time. The spatial opportunity dimension (i.e., “breadth”) matters given its potential
to turn a fragmented media environment into a roadblock for political information. However,
since media coverage of most political events emerges and vanishes over short periods of
time, the duration of learning opportunity may well be an equally, if not more, important facilitator of information acquisition (see also Zaller, 2003, p. 121). Furthermore, availability is
but one measurable translation of opportunity; the way information is packaged and presented, too, likely affects how easily citizens can learn (Delli Carpini & Keeter, 1996, pp. 179,
347). The stylistic features of media coverage, and more generally the question of how the
media cover politics, is in need of greater scholarly attention in political learning research (see
Jerit, 2009; see also Kuklinski, Quirk, Jerit, & Rich, 2001).
Second, future studies must extend the Conditional Informed Change model to include
alternative paths of mediation between political information transmission and opinion change.
In its current design, the model has gone a long way to making tight theoretical connections
among information availability, information acquisition, and political judgments. However,
information acquisition is just one of several paths through which media coverage can affect
public opinion. While parts of my research rest on the assumption that the media’s coverage
of the political events examined here was of a primarily informational nature, 6 much of what
the media report about politics and policy debates, of course, conveys both informational and
persuasive communications, often within a single media message. In these situations, survey
data make it nearly impossible to distinguish the effect of learning the informational elements
of messages from learning those that are persuasively oriented. Even though, as I underlined
earlier, there are clear advantages of observing individual citizens in a real-world information
environment (Barabas & Jerit, 2010; Kinder, 2007), a natural setting cannot help us isolate the
5

One of Barabas and Jerit’s (2009, p. 82) most interesting findings suggests that “one of the most effective ways
to raise awareness of important political developments may not be to increase the number of stories, but to make
sure that whatever the level of coverage, stories appear prominently in the news.”
6
Auxiliary content analyses provide evidence that lend credibility to this assumption.
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mediating role of information acquisition from these other possible mediating influences on
people’s political opinions. In order to do so, scholars must turn to experimentation (Bullock,
Green, & Ha, 2008; Bullock & Ha, 2012). An experimentally tested multiple-mediator model
would also allow for a direct assessment of which of these judgment-relevant message factors
embedded in political communication – informational or persuasive – is most consequential
(see Bullock, 2011).
Third and finally, the impact of information acquisition on opinion updating, presently
specified as direct in the model, may itself be mediated by citizens’ own interpretations of the
information acquired. Because my research is silent about the meaning citizens attribute to the
information they acquire about real-world political events, its approach to studying the effects
of information assumes, like most prior research, that “facts speak for themselves.” However,
as Gaines et al. (2007, p. 957) point out, citizens “must still interpret them, that is, determine
the significance of these facts for political judgments.” Indeed, the significance of any given
piece of factual information likely depends on citizens’ reading of its relevance relative to the
political judgment at hand as well as on the criteria citizens apply when weighing the precise
content of the acquired information (see also Gilens, 2001, p. 391). While, in many cases, this
leads citizens to arrive at uniform interpretations, especially when the facts seem indisputable,
in many other cases their interpretations may vary. The proposition that information affects
opinions through interpretations also opens the door to positing a role for political elites or the
media as providers of interpretation as well as for ideological or partisan affiliations as moderators of the information-interpretation relationship. This raises the question of whether interpretations can interfere in the relationship between political learning and opinion updating.
Much more research is needed to identify the circumstances under which interpretations indeed get in the way between information acquisition and responsiveness.
Meanwhile, this dissertation has presented several important new insights into the role
of the media environment – or more specifically, the transmission of political information – as
an agent of change in citizens’ political judgments. It has emphasized the role of opportunity
in producing informed citizens, it has specified the circumstances under which citizens’ own
motivation does and does not cause inequality in political information, and it has explored the
contextual and individual conditions that promote “informed change” in public opinion about
politics.
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Appendix A: Chapter 1, Chapter 2, Chapter 4 – Data Sources
Panel Survey
The panel survey was administered by TNS-NIPO. (NIPO [Nederlands Instituut voor de Publieke Opiniepeiling] joined TNS [Taylor Nelson Sofres] in 1999 and was rebranded to TNSNIPO in 2003.) The TNS-NIPO database, from which our sample was randomly drawn, is
nationally representative and draws on telephone, face-to-face, and online recruitment. About
two weeks prior to the December 2008 EU summit, TNS-NIPO randomly selected and invited
2,400 persons aged 18 and older from an online panel of nearly 144,000 citizens to fill out an
online questionnaire. A total of 1,394 individuals completed the questionnaire, yielding an
AAPOR RR1 response rate of 58 percent. Respondents completed the pre-summit questionnaire between November 29 and December 4, 2008. One day after the final day of the summit, TNS-NIPO re-contacted these 1,394 respondents, requesting them to fill out a second
questionnaire. The post-summit survey was launched on December 13, the day after the final
summit day, and continued until December 17, 2008. The 1,127 respondents who also completed the second questionnaire form our sample. It includes 588 women (52 percent) and 539
men between the ages of 18 and 83 (M = 49.50, SD = 16.10).
The sample is by and large representative of the Dutch adult population in terms of
key sociodemographics. Census data from 2008 on age, gender, and education were obtained
from Statistics Netherlands, the Dutch national statistical institute. Our sample deviates from
the Dutch adult population by −4.5, +3.3, and +1.2 percentage points for individuals aged 18
to 39, 40 to 64, and 65 or above, respectively. The average absolute deviation on age is 3.0
percentage points. On gender, the deviation is +1.6 percentage points for women. On education, the deviations are +6.8, −2.8, and −4.1 percentage points for individuals with low (primary school and lower vocational or high school low variant), medium (medium vocational or
high school high variant), and high (BA/ higher vocational or MA/ post-graduate) levels of
education attained, respectively. The average absolute deviation on education is 4.5 percentage points.
Media Sources and Content Data
The list of national television sources includes five hard news and current affairs programs (EenVandaag, RTL Nieuws, NOS Journaal, Netwerk, NOVA) and five soft news and
infotainment programs (EditieNL, RTL Boulevard, De Wereld Draait Door, Hart van Nederland, Pauw & Witteman). The list of national newspapers includes five paid newspapers (de
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Volkskrant, NRC Handelsblad, Trouw, Algemeen Dagblad, De Telegraaf), and three free dailies (Spits, Metro, De Pers). The total sample of outlets comprises the country’s most consulted mass sources of political information.
In our content analysis, broadsheet-sized newspapers were coded from page 1 to 5;
tabloid-sized newspapers from page 1 to 9. The television programs were coded from start to
finish. The period of content analysis corresponds with the time period between the two
waves of the panel survey. Four trained coders who conducted the content analysis also coded
a random sample of 20 news stories as part of an intercoder-reliability test. This test was conducted using Krippendorff’s alpha as a measure of intercoder-reliability, and demonstrated
reliable levels of agreement for identifying relevant news stories (all alphas > 0.70).
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Appendix B: Chapter 1, Chapter 2, Chapter 4 – Survey Questions
Elite Performance Judgments (U = Utilitarian Dimension; D = Democratic Dimension)
“Here is a list of statements about the European Union. For each statement, please indicate the
extent to which you agree or disagree. (U1) The EU fosters peace and stability; (U2) Dutch
membership of the EU is a good thing; (U3) The Netherlands benefits from membership of
the EU; (U4) I personally benefit from Dutch membership of the EU; (D1) The decisionmaking process in the EU is transparent; (D2) The EU functions well as it is; (D3) The EU is
wasting a lot of tax money; (D4) The EU functions according to democratic principles.” All
items were presented in randomized order.
Performance-Relevant Information
“We would like to ask you six questions about the European summit in Brussels that took
place this week.
(1) What have the EU member states agreed on the number of commissioners in the European Commission? (a,*) Every member state continues to hold the right to delegate a commissioner to the European Commission. (b) From now on, member states will not be allowed to
automatically delegate a commissioner to the European Commission. (c) No decision was
taken on this issue at the EU Summit. (d) From now on, every member state is allowed to
delegate two commissioners to the European Commission. (e) Don’t know.
(2) Which decision did the Irish government take on the Treaty of Lisbon? (a,*) The Irish
government has decided to hold a referendum on the treaty in 2009. (b) The Irish government
has asked the Irish parliament to take a decision on the treaty. (c) The Irish government has
definitively rejected the treaty. (d) The Irish government has not taken any decision on the
treaty. (e) Don’t know.
(3) What have the EU members agreed on the issue of CO2 emissions? (a) They have not taken any decision on this issue. (b,*) They have agreed that CO2 emissions should be reduced
by 20% in 2020. (c) They have decided that the Netherlands does not have to take part in the
EU’s efforts to reduce CO2 emissions. (d) They have agreed that CO2 emissions in 2020
should be equal to the current emissions. (e) Don’t know.
(4) What have the EU member states agreed on the production of renewable energy? (a) They
have agreed that the production of renewable energy should have increased by 80% in 2020.
(b) They have not taken any decision on this issue. (c,*) They have agreed that the production
of renewable energy should have increased by 20% in 2020. (d) They have decided that the
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Netherlands does not have to take part in the EU’s efforts to produce renewable energy. (e)
Don’t know.
(5) Which country was initially strongly opposed to measures proposed in the EU’s climate
plan? (a) The Netherlands. (b) Spain. (c) Austria. (d,*) Poland. (e) Don’t know.
(6) What have the EU member states agreed on the EU’s economic recovery plan? (a) They
have agreed to cut down on EU spending with €200 billion. (b) They have decided that the
Netherlands does not have to take part in the EU’s economic recovery plan. (c,*) They have
agreed to jointly stimulate their economies for a total amount of about €200 billion. (d) They
have not taken any decision on this issue. (e) Don’t know.”
(* denotes the correct answer)
Questions and substantive response categories were presented in randomized order.
General Political Information
“The next few questions are about COUNTRY’S and European politics.
(1) Maxime Verhagen belongs to which political party? (a) PvdA. (b, *) CDA. (c) VVD. (d)
Christenunie. (e) SP. (f) Don’t know.
(2) Which political party has the most seats in the national parliament? (a, *) CDA. (b) PvdA.
(c) SP. (d). PVV. (e) VVD. (f) Don’t know.
(3) What is the name of the current Speaker of the national parliament? (a) Mariëtte Hamer.
(b) Frans Weisglas. (c) Henk Kamp. (d) Nebahat Albayrak. (e, *) Gerdi Verbeek. (f) Don’t
know.
(4) What job or political office does Wouter Bos currently hold? (a, *) Minister of Finance.
(b) Minister of Social Affairs. (c) Minister of Foreign Affairs. (d) Minister of Education. (e)
Minister of Economic Affairs. (f) Don’t know.
(5) What is the name of the current President of the European Commission? (a) Javier Solana.
(b) Jean-Claude Juncker. (c) Nicolas Sarkozy. (d) Hans-Gert Pöttering. (e, *) José Manuel
Barroso. (f) Don’t know.
(6) Which country currently holds the Presidency of the EU? (a) Germany. (b) Czech Republic. (c, *) France. (d) Slovenia. (e) Portugal. (f) Don’t know.
(7) What is the name of the Dutch Euro Commissioner? (a, *) Neelie Kroes. (b) Frans Timmermans. (c) Jaap de Hoop Scheffer. (d) Frits Bolkestein. (e) Ben Bot. (f) Don’t know. (8)
What is the current number of member states of the European Union? (a) 15. (b) 22. (c) 25.
(d, *) 27. (e) 29. (f) Don’t know.”
(* denotes the correct answer)
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Questions and substantive response categories were presented in randomized order.
Political Interest
“Generally speaking, how interested would you say you are in politics?” Responses were coded on a scale ranging from 1 (“very little interest”) to 7 (“very high interest”).
Media Source Reliance
“Television news viewing ratings and newspaper circulation numbers have declined a lot
throughout the years. Nowadays, about 1 in every 10 Dutch watches the national news on TV
on a typical weekday. And about 1 in 10 Dutch reads a paid newspaper on a typical weekday.
How about you? How many days in a typical week do you warch the following television
programs? [Respondents shown list of programs] And how many days in a typical week do
you read the following newspapers? [Respondents shown list of papers]” Both lists of sources
(see Appendix A) were presented in randomized order.
Sociodemographics
Age was measured in years (M = 49.50, SD = 16.10). Education was measured with six categories representing (1) primary school; (2) high school, lower variant; (3) lower vocational
education; (4) high school, higher variant; (5) BA or higher vocational education; and (6) MA
or post-graduate education (M = 3.13, SD = 1.64). Income was measured as the gross annual
household income on a 1-27 scale ranging from less than €4,000 to more than €272,500 (M =
14.90, SD = 2.55).
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Appendix C: Chapter 3 – Political Information Acquisition Questions by Country

Country

Question

Survey period

Netherlands, UnitCompany fined by EU for anti-competitive practices May 14-15, 2009
ed Kingdom
Netherlands

Lead candidate for PVV in European elections

May 15-16, 2009

United Kingdom

Lead candidate for UKIP in European elections

May 15-16-2009

Netherlands

Lead candidate for PvdA in European elections

May 16-17, 2009

United Kingdom

Lead candidate for Labour in European elections

May 16-17, 2009

Denmark

Politician speaking about European elections at annual Venstre conference

May 18-19, 2009

Germany

Prominent German MEP defected to other party

May 18-19, 2009

Netherlands

Prominent Dutchman endorsing VVD in European
elections

May 18-19, 2009

United Kingdom

Party considering leaving party alliance in European
May 18-19, 2009
Parliament

All

Country with highest absence rate among MEPs durMay 19-20, 2009
ing last five years

Denmark

Party accused by Juni-listen of stealing their voters in
May 21-22, 2009
European election campaign

Germany

European Court ruling about pharmacy chains such
as DocMorris in Germany

May 21-22, 2009

Netherlands

Party at present most likely to deliver next Dutch
Commissioner

May 21-22, 2009

Denmark

Lead candidate for Social Democrats in European
elections

May 22-23, 2009

Germany

Lead candidate for SPD in European elections

May 22-23, 2009

All

Opening of national borders for migrant workers
from Poland

May 23-24, 2009

All

Politician prohibited from opening first session of
newly elected European Parliament

May 24-25, 2009

Denmark

Number of Danish seats in European Parliament after
May 25-26, 2009
elections
(continued)
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Country

Question

Survey period

Germany

CDU politician most likely nominated for next German Commissionership

May 25-26, 2009

Netherlands

Reason for returning €550 million to the Netherlands
May 25-26, 2009
by Commissioner Kroes

United Kingdom

Number of UK seats in European Parliament after
elections

All

External country clashing with the EU on energy polMay 26-27, 2009
icy

Denmark

Meaning of Denmark’s East Agreement (Oestaftale)
May 27-28, 2009
with the EU

Germany

Official CDU position on Turkish EU membership in
May 27-28, 2009
European election campaign

Netherlands

Dutch party proposing European Parliament boycott
May 27-28, 2009
of unregistered lobbyists

United Kingdom

Pledge for Labour MEPs commanded by prime minMay 27-28, 2009
ister Gordon Brown amid declaration scandal

All

Member state opposing stronger regulation of EU
banking sector

May 28-29, 2009

All

Number of [country] seats in European Parliament
after elections

June 1-2, 2009

All

Lead candidate for [country’s] social democratic parJune 2-3, 2009
ty in European elections

Denmark

Name of new Swedish party about to be elected to
European Parliament

Denmark, Germany

Country at most advanced stage of negotiations with
June 4-5, 2009
EU about future membership

Denmark

Three parties forming electoral pact in European
elections

All

Party alliance taking most seats in the European ParJune 8-14, 2009
liament after the elections

Note. All surveys are separate cross-sections.

May 25-26, 2009

June 3-4, 2009

June 5-6, 2009
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English Summary

The notion that political information matters has long been considered a conventional
normative wisdom in the social and behavioral sciences, inspiring generations of scholars in
political science, political communication, and political psychology to study the causes and
consequences of variance in political information among citizens in democracies. And yet,
while scholars have made remarkable progress in revealing the causes of information about
politics, the consequences of acquiring information are not nearly as obvious as many scholars in this area of research like to assume. Indeed, much is still uncertain about the role of
political information in modern democracies, particularly regarding its role as an agent of
change. Researchers of political information study the sources of such information because
the facts transmitted by these sources should, once acquired by citizens, change how citizens
reason and behave. In reality, there is remarkably little evidence available that entirely substantiates this claim, at least regarding the influence of facts to inform citizens’ political
judgments and preferences. Moreover, this scant evidence has originated almost entirely from
studies of American politics, and so questions remain about the generalizability of these findings to other political environments.
This dissertation is concerned with the role of political information transmission as an
agent of change in citizens’ opinions about politics in general, and European Union politics in
particular. The principal argument that I develop in this dissertation is that certain types of
factual information, under some conditions, can indeed influence such judgments to a reasonably modest but substantively significant degree. This dissertation, then, does not just speak to
the question of whether political information matters, but also addresses such important but
unsettled questions as what kinds of political information matter, when or among whom this
information matters, and how much it actually matters. These are questions that do not specifically pertain to European politics and democracy, but address concerns in political communication scholarship more generally. Accordingly, I primarily utilize the European case as a
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context for research that aims to contribute in fields of research dominated by studies of
American politics.
I begin my investigation by exploring the consequences of political information. The
study I present in Chapter 1 seeks to uncover and contextualize these consequences from a
distinctly European political and democratic perspective. The substantive focus on the EU
serves as an introduction to the overall research context of this dissertation The study examines if acquiring information following a real-world decision-making event – the EU summit
of December 2008 – alters citizens’ judgments about the EU’s performance. The study places
specific emphasis on the role of the political and informational environment in which EU actions materialize, specifies different dimensions of performance, and correlates change in
judgments on each dimension with relevant information acquisition.
Having assessed the consequential nature of political information acquisition, I turn
the spotlight on the sources of that information. Two separate studies address the impact of
media coverage and motivation on political information. The first, presented in Chapter 2,
considers the role of media choice and examines if greater availability of political information
in specific media sources facilitates acquisition of such information among those reliant on
these sources. It also examines whether, and if so how strongly, this effect differs for people
with different levels of learning motivation. The study provides an initial and partial test of
my motivation moderation hypothesis, according to which the level of information saturation
in the collective media environment conditions the interactive influence of individual information supply and demand. The second study of political learning, presented in Chapter 3,
considers the role of the collective environment and how powerful a force it turns out to be in
equipping citizens with political information. It also provides an all-encompassing test of the
saturation-conditional motivation moderation hypothesis by specifying the conditions under
which motivation moderates the impact of the media environment.
Finally, the study I describe in Chapter 4 provides an inclusive test of the process of
what I refer to as “conditional informed change.” Through this process, I argue, information
transmission induces learning and, indirectly, induces change in related political judgments.
Specifically, this study analyzes if citizens’ encounters with factual information about elite
performance in the media alters their judgments about such performance by way of inducing
performance-relevant information. It also seeks to reveal how, and how strongly, the impact
of relevant information transmission is conditioned by personal characteristics that were identified previously: people’s motivation and ability for processing new political information.
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English Summary

In sum, this dissertation presents several important new insights into the role of the
media environment – or more specifically, the transmission of political information – as an
agent of change in people’s political judgments. It emphasizes the role of opportunity in producing informed citizens, it specifies the circumstances under which citizens’ own motivation
does and does not cause inequality in political information, and it explores the contextual and
individual conditions that promote “informed change” in public opinion about politics.
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Nederlandse Samenvatting

Het idee dat feitelijke politieke informatie van belang is, wordt in de Maatschappij- en
Gedragswetenschappen sinds lange tijd breed geaccepteerd; een idee dat generaties sociale
wetenschappers heeft geïnspireerd om de oorzaken en gevolgen van verschillen in politieke
informatie onder de burgers in democratieën te onderzoeken. Hoewel wetenschappers opmerkelijke vooruitgang geboekt hebben in het blootleggen van de oorzaken van deze verschillen,
zijn de gevolgen van het verwerven van informatie toch lang niet zo evident als vele onderzoekers op dit gebied veronderstellen. Er is, met andere woorden, nog veel onzeker over de
rol van politieke informatie in moderne democratieën, en dit geldt in het bijzonder de rol die
informatie speelt in daadwerkelijke veranderingen in de publieke opinie. Onderzoekers bestuderen veelal de media in de veronderstelling dat de politieke berichtgeving in de media feiten
bevat die burgers informeren over politiek en, daarmee, de politieke redenaties en gedragingen van burgers veranderen. De realiteit is echter dat er opmerkelijk weinig bewijs bestaat dat
deze stelling volledig ondersteunt, in ieder geval wat betreft de invloed van feiten op de politieke opinies en voorkeuren van mensen. Dit zeldzame bewijs is bovendien vrijwel geheel
gevonden in studies over Amerikaanse politiek. Daarom blijven er vragen over de generaliseerbaarheid van deze bevindingen naar andere politieke omgevingen.
Dit proefschrift onderzoekt de rol van de communicatie van politieke informatie in de
media als oorzaak van veranderingen in de opinies van burgers over politiek in het algemeen,
en de EU in het bijzonder. In dit proefschrift tracht ik bewijs te vinden voor de stelling dat
bepaalde typen feitelijke informatie, onder bepaalde omstandigheden, een weliswaar bescheiden maar belangrijk effect hebben op dergelijke opinies. Dit proefschrift adresseert daarmee
niet alleen de algemene vraag of politieke informatie van belang is, maar ook belangrijke
open vragen als welke politieke informatie ertoe doet, wanneer of op wie deze informatie invloed heeft, en hoeveel. Dit zijn vragen die niet specifiek betrekking hebben op Europese politiek, maar op bredere belangstelling kunnen rekenen binnen de politieke communicatiewetenschap in het algemeen. Daarom gebruik ik ‘Europa’ in de eerste plaats als een context voor
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onderzoek; onderzoek dat een bijdrage tracht te leveren aan onderzoeksgebieden die gedomineerd worden door studies over Amerikaanse politiek.
Ik begin mijn onderzoek met het verkennen van de gevolgen van politieke informatie.
De studie die ik presenteer in Hoofdstuk 1 tracht deze gevolgen bloot te leggen en in context
te plaatsen vanuit een nadrukkelijk Europees politiek en democratisch perspectief. Deze inhoudelijke focus op de EU dient als introductie tot de algehele onderzoekscontext van dit
proefschrift. Ik ga in deze studie na of het verkrijgen van specifieke informatie over een
daadwerkelijk politiek besluitvormingsevenement – de Europese top van regeringsleiders in
december 2008 – bestaande oordelen van burgers over het optreden (de performance) van de
EU verandert. De studie behandelt nadrukkelijk de rol van de politieke en informationele omgeving waarin de verrichtingen van de EU zichtbaar worden; maakt onderscheid tussen verschillende dimensies van politieke performance; en legt een verband tussen veranderingen in
evaluaties op elk van deze dimensies enerzijds, en relevante informatieverwerving anderzijds.
Vervolgens richt ik mijn aandacht op de bekende bronnen van informatie: de media. In
twee afzonderlijke studies onderzoek ik de impact van mediaberichtgeving en individuele
motivatie op het verwerven van politieke informatie. De eerste studie, in Hoofdstuk 2, belicht
de rol van de individuele mediakeuzes die burgers maken. Ik werp daarin de vraag op in hoeverre een groter aanbod van politieke informatie in specifieke mediabronnen het verkrijgen
van zulke informatie faciliteert onder diegenen die zich primair en gewoontegetrouw door
deze bronnen laten informeren. Daarnaast onderzoek ik in deze studie of, en zo ja hoe sterk,
dit effect afhangt van het motivatieniveau om te ‘leren’ over politiek; dat wil zeggen: de mate
waarin een individu geneigd is om zich nieuwe politieke informatie eigen te maken. De studie
biedt een eerste en gedeeltelijke test van mijn zogenaamde ‘motivatie-moderatie-hypothese’.
Deze hypothese stelt dat de mate waarin de leermotivatie de informatieverwerving beïnvloedt
afhankelijk is van het niveau van informatieverzadiging in de mediaomgeving als geheel. De
tweede studie, in Hoofdstuk 3, behandelt de rol van deze collectieve mediaomgeving en onderzoekt hoe krachtig haar gebundelde invloed is in het overbrengen van politieke informatie
op burgers. Deze studie biedt tevens een algehele test van de motivatie-moderatie-hypothese
door de omstandigheden te specificeren waaronder motivatie de invloed van de mediaomgeving wel en niet modereert.
Tenslotte analyseer ik in mijn laatste studie, beschreven in Hoofdstuk 4, het volledige
proces van wat ik noem ‘conditionele geïnformeerde verandering’. In dit proces, zo is mijn
theorie, stimuleert informatietransmissie informatieverwerving, en daarmee, op indirecte wijze, verandering in gerelateerde politieke evaluaties. In deze studie ga ik in het bijzonder na of
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burgers die blootgesteld worden aan feiten over politieke performance in de media, ook
daadwerkelijk hun oordelen over die performance wijzigen doordat zij deze performancerelevante informatie ‘leren’. Verder tracht deze studie inzicht te geven in hoe, en in welke
mate, de impact van relevante informatietransmissie wordt geconditioneerd door zowel de
motivatie als vaardigheden van mensen om nieuwe politieke informatie mentaal te verwerken.
Dit proefschrift presenteert dus een aantal belangrijke nieuwe inzichten wat betreft de
rol van de mediaomgeving – of meer specifiek, de transmissie van politieke informatie – als
een aanjager van verandering in de politieke evaluaties van burgers. Mijn onderzoek benadrukt de rol van de daadwerkelijke mogelijkheden die burgers wordt geboden om geïnformeerd te raken, specificeert de omstandigheden waaronder de leermotivatie van burgers wel
en geen ongelijkheid in politieke informatieverwerving veroorzaakt, en verkent de contextuele
en individuele condities die ‘geïnformeerde verandering’ teweegbrengen in de publieke opinie
over politiek.
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